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DE LOR ME.

CHAPTER I.

The memory of what we have done, with-

out the aid of vanity, would be httle better, I

believe, than a congregation of regrets. Even

in the immediate review of a conversation just

passed, how many things do we find which we

have forgotten to say, or which might have been

said better, or ought not to have been said at all

!

After Monsieur de Retz was gone, I looked

back over the half-hour he had spent with me,

and instantly remembered a thousand questions

which I ought to have asked him, and a thou-

sand things on which I had better have been

silent. I felt very foolish too, on remembering

rihat I had proposed to draw from him all his

-purposes ; and yet, that he had made himself

^ VOL. III. B



2 DE L ORiME.

master of the greater part of my history, while

I remained as ignorant of the real object of his

visit as if he had never come at all.

My resolution, however, was taken to follow

his advice in the matter of going to Sedan. My
reasons for so doing— or rather my motives,

for reasons, nine times in ten, are out of the

question in man's actions— were manifold. I

despaired of finding Helen. I was a-weary of

that great heap of stones called Paris, where I

knew no one ; and I had upon me one of those

fits of impatience, which would have made me

,

run into the very jaws of destruction to cast off

the listlessness of existence.

My eyes had been fixed upon the table while

making these reflections ; and, on raising them,

I found Achilles standing opposite to me, look-

ing in my face with much the air of a dog who

sees his master eating his dinner, and standing

upon its hind-legs begs for its share too. I

could as plainly read in the twinkling little grey

eyes of the ci-devant player, and the lack-a-

daisical expression of his mouth, *' Pray let

me hear the news .?" as if it had been written in

large letters on his forehead.

" Achilles !" said I,—willing to gratify him in

the most unpleasant way possible,

—

sl thing one

often feels inclined to do to another, after having
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somewhat severely schooled oneself,
—''Achilles,

I am going to leave you.""

" I beg your pardon, Monseigneur,"' replied

he calmly, " but that is quite impossible. You

can hardly go any where, where I will not fol-

low you."

" But listen,'' rejoined I; " I am about to set

off' for Sedan. I ride post ; and you can as

much ride post as you can
—

"

" Ride to the Devil," said Achilles, interrupt-

ing me.—" I should not find that very difficult,

Monseigneur ; but I will ride the Devil him-

self, sooner than part with you again ; so, make

your noble mind up to be hunted like a stag

from Paris to Sedan, unless you let me ride

quietly by your side.''

Though it required no augur's skill to fore-

see that little Achilles would prove a great

incumbrance on the road
;

yet, as I found him

so determined on going, I did not object ; and

bidding him prepare every thing the next morn-

ing to set out as soon as I returned from the

Hotel de Retz, I went to bed and slept soundly

till the dawn.

At the hour appointed, I proceeded to keep

my engagement ; and on entering the court of

the Hotel de Retz, I found myself suddenly im-

mersed in all the noise and bustle of a great

B 2
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family's household. It put me in mind of the

tales which our old maitre d'hotel used to tell

of the Chateau de FOrnie, in the days which he

remembered ; when, as he expressed it, there

were always an hundred horses in the stable,

and fifty gentlemen in the hall ready to mount

at a word of my grandfather's mouth, and there

was nothing but jingling of spurs except when

there was jingling of glasses; and the glittering

of arms in the court-yard was only succeeded

by glittering of knives at the table.

I was immediately shown to the apartments

of the Abbe de Retz, where I found him sur-

rounded by the servants and gentlemen of his

own suite, which was numerous and splendid, in

exactly the same proportion as his personal ap-

pearance was simple and unostentatious.

On my arrival, he rose and embraced me

;

and dismissing his attendants, presented me

with two letters addressed to the Count de

Soissons, which he requested me to deliver

—

the one from himself, the other from the Duke

of Orleans. " I need not bid you be careful of

them,'' said he, as he gave the two packets into

my hands :
" each of them contains as much

treason as would make the executioner's axe

swing merrily."

This was rather a startling piece of informa-
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tion ; and I believe that my face, that unfaith-

ful betrayer of secrets, showed in some degree

how much heavier the letters appeared to me

after I had heard such news of their contents.

** You seem surprised," said De Retz :
" but

you have lived so far from the Court that you

know not what is going on there. I do not

suppose that there is one man of rank besides

yourself in this great city, who has not qualified

himself for the Bastille, or the Place de Greve.

Do you not know that every thing with French-

men depends upon fashion ? and, let me tell

you, that treason is now the fashion ; and that

a man that could walk across the court of the

Palais Cardinal, with his head steady upon his

shoulders^ would be looked upon by our belles

dames as either mean-spirited or under-bred, and

scouted from society accordingly."

X* I am afraid that I am within the category,"

replied I, " for I do not know any thing which

should make my head tremble there, or in any

other place.^**

" Oh, fear not ! fear not !*" answiered Mon-

sieur de Retz. " You will find Monsieur le

Comte de Soissons surrounded by persons who

will speedily put you in the way of as much

treason as is necessary to good-breeding. But

let them not lead you too far. Our breakfast
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is by this time served in my private dining-

hall," he added ;
" I will send away the servants,

and while we satisfy our hunger, I will give you

so much insight into the characters of the party

assembled at Sedan, as may be necessary to

your safety.'" Thus saying, he led me to a

room on the same floor, where we found a small

table spread with various delicacies, and covers

laid for three.

" Remove that cover," said Monsieur de Retz

to one of the servants ; " Monsieur de Lizieux

is so much past his time that I am afraid he will

not come—and now leave us !'' he added ; and

then, as soon as the room was clear, " The truth

is," said he, " I never expected the good Bishop

of Lizieux, but I told the servants to place a

cover for him, because he is a great friend of

the Cardinal de Richelieu ; and it could not

get abroad that I was plotting with a stranger,

when it is known that I expected the great

enemy of all plots in the person of the worthy

prelate." And he smiled while he told me this

piece of art, piquing himself more upon such

petty cunning than upon all the splendid qua-

lities which his mind really possessed. Yet

such perhaps is man's nature, valuing himself

upon things that are contemptible, and very often

affecting, himself, the same follies he condemns

in others.
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" I give you nothing but fish, you will per-

ceive," said Monsieur de Retz as we sat down,

"this being a meagre day of our Church.

Though indeed neither the fasting nor mortifi-

cation are very great, yet I always keep these

fish days. It is a very reputable method of

devotion, and gains friends amongst the pois-

sardes,— no insignificant class."

As we proceeded with our meal^ he gave me

the sketches he had promised. '* Of Monseig-

neur le Due de Bouillon," he said, " I shall say

nothing, except that, being a great man and

sovereign in his town of Sedan, I would advise

you to show him all respect and attention ; with-

out, however, attaching yourself too strongly to

what I may call his party. Near the person of

the Count himself, you will find Monsieur de

Varicarville, a man of talent and of sense,

moderate in his passions, firm in his principles,

and devotedly attached to the interest of his

lord. A very few days' communication with him

will show you that this statement is correct; and

in the mean while I will give you a note to him,

which will lead him to open himself to you more

than he would do to a stranger. Another per-

son you will meet is Monsieur de Bardouville,

a man of very good intentions, but with so

muddy a brain, that whatever is placed there,
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good or bad, sticks so tenaciously that there is

no getting it out. He has been converted to a

wrong party, and does all in his power to hurry

Monsieur le Comte into schemes that would

prove his ruin."

" But if his intentions are so good,"" said

I, " were it not worth while to attempt, at

least, to bring him over to better opinions by

reason ?"

" No, no !" answered De Retz. " One makes

a very foolish use of reason when one employs it

on those who have none. Let him alone. Mon-

sieur de rOrme. The only man who ever made

any thing of his head, was the man that cut it

in marble; and then, as Voiture said, he had

better have left it alone, as the bust was not a bit

softer than the original.—But to proceed : take

notice of Campion, one of the chief domestics of

Monsieur le Comte. He is a man of great pro-

bity and sound judgment,—one that you may

confide in. You have now my opinion of the

principal persons with whom you will be brought

in contact, but of course you will form your

own;" and drawing in his eyes, he consider-

ed me for a moment through the half-closed

lids, as if he would have read in my face

what impression all he had said had made

upon me.
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I could not help smiling, for I saw that the fa-

cility with which he had drawn my history from

me the night before, had given him no very

high idea of my intellectual powers, and I re-,

plied, still smiling, " Of course, Monsieur de

Retz, 1 shall form my own opinion. I always

do, of every one I meet with."

He did not well understand the smile ; and,

never contented unless he read all that was pass-

ing in the mind of those with whom he spoke, he

opened his eyes full, and with a frank laugh

asked me what I thought, then, of himself.

I have often remarked that perfect candour

sometimes puts the most wily politician to fault,

more than any imitation of his own doubhngs

;

and I replied at once,—though I believe there

was some degree of pique in my doing so too,

—

" If you would know frankly what I think of

you. Monsieur de Retz, you must hear what I

think of your conduct since we first met, for

that is all that I can personally judge of."

"Well, well!" replied he, "speak of that,

and I will confess if you are right."

" In respect to your coming to me last night,

then," replied I, " I think you had some motive

of which I am not aware." A slight flush pass-

ed over his face, and then a smile, and he nod-

ded to me to go on. " In regard to the valuable

e5
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information you have given me to-day, and for

which you have my thanks, I think that the

cause of your giving it is something hke the fol-

lowing ;—you have some interest in the proceed-

ings of his Highness the Count de Soissons."

" None but his own, upon my honour," inter-

rupted De Retz.

'' Granted !" repUed I. " Of that I do not

pretend to judge, but there are evidently two

parties about the Prince, one urging him one

way, and one another. You, Monsieur de Retz,

are attached to one of these parties ; and you are

very glad of the opportunity of our accidental

meeting, to bias me in favour of that side to

which you yourself adhere, and to throw me

—

though a person of very little consequence—into

the hands of those with whom you yourself co-

operate. I doubt not," I added, with a smile

and a bow, " that your opinion is perfectly cor-

rect, and that to your party I shall finally ad-

here, if his Highness think fit to retain me near

his person ; but of course it will be the more

gratifying to you to find, that I embrace your

opinions more from conviction than persuasion."

I am afraid my politeness had taken somewhat

of a triumphant tone, upon the strength of my

supposed discernment; and, even before I had

done speaking, I was aware of my error, and
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felt that I might be making an enemy instead of

securing a friend ; but, as I have said, he always

contrived to disappoint expectation. For a mo-

ment he looked mortified, but his face gradually

resumed its good humour ; and he replied with,

I believe, real frankness, " Monsieur de TOrme,

you are right. I own that I have undervalued

you, and you make me feel it, for that is what

your conversation points at. But you must

give me back that letter to Monsieur le Comte,

—I must not mislead him in regard to your

character."

I gave him back the letter, saying jestingly,

that I should much like to see the reputation

which I had acquired on a first interview, and

which was doubtless there written down at full.

"Nay, nay!" replied he, tearing it, "that

were useless, and perhaps worse ; but you shall

see what I now write, if you will, and I will

write it frankly."

He accordingly led the way again to his li-

brary, where he wrote a short note to the Count,

which he handed to me. After a few lines of

the ambiguous language, in which the politi-

cians of that day were wont to envelope their

meaning, but which evidently did not at all refer

to me, I found the following :
—

" This letter will be delivered to your High-
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ness by Count Louis de Bigorre, whom you

have expected so long. I met with him by ac-

cident, and for a time undervalued him ; but I

find, upon farther knowledge, that he can see

into other people's secrets better than he can

conceal his own. Whether he is capable of

discretion on the affairs of his friends, your

Highness will judge; for it does not always

follow that a man who gossips of himself will

gossip of his neighbours : the same vanity which

prompts the one, will often prevent the other."

I do not believe that I should have been

able to maintain the same appearance of good

humour under Monsieur de Retz's castigation,

that he had evinced under mine, had I not ob-

served his eye fix on me as lie gave me the

paper, and felt certain that while 1 read, it

was scrutinizing every change of my counte-

nance, with the microscopic exactness of a na-

turalist dissecting a worm. I was upon my
guard therefore, and took care that my brow

should not exhibit a cloud even as light as the

shadow that skims across a summer landscape.

*'A fair return in kind,'' rephed I, giving him

back the letter, with as calm a smile as if I

h^d been looking at the portrait of his mistress.

" And as I shall be obliged of necessity to let

]Monsieur le Comte into all my secrets, he will
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be able to judge, when he conies to compare

notes with you, how much your ingenuity drew

rom me last night, and how much my poor

discretion managed to conceal."

" Excellent good !" cried De Retz, rising and

taking me by the hand. " So, you would have

me think that you had not told me all, my dear

Count ; and would thus leave the devil of curi-

osity and the fiend of mortified vanity to tease

me between them during your absence ; but

you are mistaken. The only use of knowing

men's histories is to know their characters, and

I have learned more of yours to-day than I did

even last night. However, it is time for you to

depart. There are the letters," he continued,

after having added a few words to that address-

ed to the Court. " Travel as privately as you

can ; and fare you well. Before we meet again,

we shall know enough of each other from other

sources, to spare us the necessity of studying

that hard book—the human mind, without a key."

I accordingly took leave of Monsieur de Retz ;

and in my way home, found out the dwelling of

a horse-dealer, for the purpose of buying two

nags for Achilles and myself; the necessity of tra-

velling as privately as possible having induced

me to change my intention of taking the post.

Though in his whole nature and character
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there is not, I believe, an honester animal in the

world than a horse, yet there must be something

assuredly in a habitual intercourse with him

which is very detrimental to honesty in others,

for certainly—and I believe in all ages it has

been so—there cannot be conceived a race of

more arrant cheats and swindlers than the whole

set of jockeys, grooms, and horse-dealers. The

very first attempt of the man to whom I at pre-

sent applied, was to sell me an old broken-down

hack, with a Roman nose which at once indi-

cated its antiquity, for a fine, vigorous, young

horse, as he called it, well capable of the road.

The various ingenious tricks had been put in

practice of boring his teeth, blistering his pas-

terns, &c. and his coat shone, as much as fine

oil could make it ; but still he stood forth with

his original sin of old age rank about him, and

I begged leave to decline the bargain, though

the dealer and the palfrenier both shrugged

their shoulders at my obstinacy, and declared

upon their conscience there was not such an-

other horse in the stable.

After several endeavours to cheat me in the

same manner, which they would not abandon,

or by habit could not abandon, although they

saw I was somewhat knowing in the trade, I

fixed upon a strong roan horse for myself, and
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a light easy going pad for Achilles. The ques-

tion now became the price I was to pay, and

after the haggling of half an hour, the dealer

agreed to take forty louis for the two, which

was about five more than their value. He de-

clared, however, so help him God, that he lost

by it, and only let me have them in hope of my
future custom.

" I never intend to buy a horse of you again

as long as I live," replied I sharply, " so do not

suffer that hope to bias you."

" Well, well, take them," said he. " They

would soon eat out the money in corn, and so I

should lose it any way."

This matter being settled, I directed them to

be brought immediately to my lodging ; making

a bargain beforehand for the necessary saddles

and bridles, of which the good dealer kept a

store at hand ; and then sped on to see that all

was prepared for our departure.

It was already past mid-day, but every

thing having been made ready during my ab-

sence by the activity of my little attendant, as

soon as the horses were brought, we loaded

them with our bags and our persons, and set

out for Sedan. Be it remarked, however, that

I still maintained my Kttle lodging in. the Rue

des Pretres Saint Paul, as from some words
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dropped by the Abbe de Retz, I fancied that I

miffht have occasion to return to Paris on the

affairs of Monsieur le Comte.

The ambling jennet which I had bought for

Achilles was so much easier than any horse

whose back he had ever yet honoured, that the

poor little man, after having anticipated the-

pains of hell, found himself in Elysium ; and

declared that he could ride to Jerusalem and

back without considering it a pilgrimage. I

was resolved, however, to put his horsemanship

to the proof,—for though I did not seek to call

attention to myself, by galloping like an ex-

press, in that age when even one's horse's pace

was matter of suspicion, yet, as the way was

long, I calculated that we might at least reach

Jouarre that night.

This we accomplished easily. Stopping but

half an hour at Meaux to feed our horses, and

then proceeding with all speed, we saw La Ferte

not far off, at about an hour before sunset, with

its beautiful Abbey standing out clear and rich

against the evening sky ; and the sweet valley

of the Morin winding away in the soft obscurity

of the declining light.

Turning out of one of the byroads, a horse-

man overtook us, and saluting us civilly,

joined himself to our party. From the hint
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Monsieur de Retz had given me concern-

ing the letter of the Duke of Orleans, I

thought it best to avoid all communication with

strangers, and therefore gave but very cold

encouragement to our new companion's ad-

vances. He was a small, keen, resolute-looking

little man, and not to be repulsed easily, as I

very soon found ; for, perceiving that I was not

inclined to continue the conversation which he

had commenced, he took the whole burthen of

it upon himself, and with a peculiar talent for

hypotheses, he raised as many conjectures con-

cerning the point to which our journey tended,

and our particular object in journeying, as

would have found employment for at least a

hundred, if they had all been true.

I remembered that Caesar, in some part of

his Commentaries, attributes particularly to the

Gauls a bad habit of stopping strangers and

asking them impertinent questions; and I could

not help thinking that the valiant Roman, in

some of his adventures, must have met with the

ancestors of our new companion. We jogged

on however, I maintaining my silence, and

Achilles playing the stranger, as I have seen

a skilful fisherman play a large trout.

When the horseman discovered that our na-

ture was not of a very communicative quality,
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he seemed to think that perhaps we required

him to open the way, and therefore he told us that

he was going to La Ferte to buy grindstones,

and that he always lodged at the Auberge of

the Ecu, which he begged to recommend to us

as the best in the town. It was the very best,

he said, beyond dispute ; we should find good

beds, good victuals, and good wine, all at a rea-

sonable rate ; and he farther hinted, that, if we

desired such a thing, we might have the advan-

tage of his company, to give us an account of

the town, and point out to us its beauties and

curiosities. Only if we desired it—he said—
he was not a man to force his society upon any

one !

I replied by a bow, which I intended to be

very conclusive ; but our new friend was not a

man to be satisfied with bows, and therefore he

asked straightforward whether I intended to

go to the Ecu. I replied that it would depend

on circumstances. And as we were by this

time in the town of La Ferte, no sooner did I

see him draw his rein, as if about to proceed to

his favourite auberge, than I drew mine the

contrary way, and was galloping off, when, to

my horror and astonishment, he turned after

me, declaring, with a smile of patronizing kind-

ness, that I was so sweet a youth, he could not
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think of parting with me, and therefore, as I

would not come to his auberge, he would come

to mine.

The matter was now beyond endurance.

" Sir !'* said I, pulling in my rein, and eying

him with that cold sort of contemptuous frown

which I had generally found a sufficient shield

against impertinence, " be so good as to pur-

sue your own way, and allow me to pursue

mine; I neither require your society, nor is it

agreeable to me ; and therefore I wish you good

morning."

" Ho ! Sir, ho !'' replied the stranger, '' I

am not a man to force my society upon any one.

But you cannot prevent my going to the same

inn with yourself. I read something fortunate

in your countenance, and therefore I am sure

that no accident will happen to me while I am

under the same roof with you. The inn where

you sleep will not be burnt down, thieves will

not break into it, the rafters will not give way,

and the walls fall in. Sir, I am a physiogno-

mist, a chiromancer, and astrologer. I am no

necromancer however,— I neither evoke spirits,

nor use magic white or black."

" No, no," replied Achilles, grinning till

an improper connexion seemed likely to take

place between his mouth and his ears—" No,
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no, you may be chiromancer and astrologer, but

you are no conjurer ; that is clear enough."

" Silence, Achilles," cried I; " let him pur-

sue bis own follies, and follow me on." Thus
saying, I rode forward, resolved rather to climb

the hill to Jouarre, than expose myself to en-

counter any more of the babbling old fooPs im-

pertinence : but this effort was as vain as the

former ; for, determined not to be shaken off,

be kept close behind me, till we had reached

the beautiful little town of Jouarre, and were

safely lodged in the only auberge which it

contained.

The moment after I had entered, in he

marched into the kitchen ; and, though the

landlord treated him as a stranger, yet there

was a something—I know not what—which im-

pressed upon my mind that there was some sort

of understanding between them. Odd suspi-

cions crossed my imagination, and I resolved to

be upon my guard. At the same time, I knew
that too great an appearance of reserve might

excite suspicion, and consequently I spoke a

few quiet words to the landlord, such as a some-

what taciturn traveller might be supposed to

exchange with his host on his arrival, and then

went with Achilles to see that the horses were

properly provided for.
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In regard to the stranger, he talked with every

one who would talk with him, always taking

care, however, to keep me and my fortunate

face in sight : and, indeed, he seemed gifted

with ubiquity ; for no sooner did I leave him in

the kitchen, than I met him in the stable ; and

the next moment I found him again bustling

about in the kitchen, ordering his supper with a

tone of great authority.

For his part, the landlord, who acted also as

cook, and who seemed himself stewed down to

nothing from his continual commerce with stew--

pans, showed the stranger a thousand times more

submissive respect than to any one else, bending

his elastic knees with an infinitely lower cringe

when the stranger addressed him, than when I did.

As soon as I had supped, we retired to our

sleeping-chamber, Achilles having his allotted

place in a small truckle-bed, which must have

been made for him, it fitted so nicely. Before

retiring to rest, however, I took care to secure

the letters to the Count de Soissons under my
bolster, fastening the door, which had no lock,

with what was perhaps better, a large heavy bolt.

I slept soundly till the next morning, but on

waking I found my poor little attendant al-

most speechless with fear. As soon as he could

speak, however, he declared that, in the grey of
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the morning, he had seen a ghost glide in he

knew not how, proceed to the leathern bags

which contained our effects, and fumble them

for a moment or two in a very mysterious man-

ner. It then glided out, he added, just as I

woke, but with so little noise, that it could

not have been the cause of dissipating my

slumber.

" By Heaven ! it was a dangerous under-

taking !" cried I in a loud voice, for the benefit

of any one within hearing. " Had I chanced to

wake, I would have shot it, had it been the best

ghost that ever was born.—Examine the bags,

Achilles, and see if any thing has been stolen."

At the same time, I proceeded to ascertain

whether the bolt had been drawn back by any

contrivance from without, but all appeared as

I had left it, and nothing seemed gone from the

bags, so that I was obliged to conclude that

either Achilles' imagination had deceived him,

or that some one had gained admission into the

chamber (by means I could not discover) for

some other purpose than simple robbery. After

the utmost scrutiny, however, I could not per-

ceive any possible way of entering the room ;

and dressing myself as quickly as possible, I

descended, in order to pay my reckoning and

set out immediately.
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The landlord stated the sum, and I laid down

the money on the table, piece by piece, which

he took up in the same manner, bending his

head over it till it was close to mine, when

suddenly he said in a low whisper, seeming

to count the silver all the time, " You are

accompanied by a spy. If you want to con-

ceal whither you go, mount and begone with

all speed, and take care of your road."

I replied nothing, but hurried the prepara-

tion of the horses as much as possible ; and was

in hopes of escaping before my persecutor of

the night made his appearance; but just as I

had my foot in the stirrup, his visage presented

itself at the door, crying with the most indompti-

ble impudence, " Wait for me ! wait for me !

I will not be a moment.""

As may be well supposed, I did not*even wait

to reply; but putting spurs to my horse, I set

off down the hill, begging Achilles to seduce

his beast into a gallop, if possible. The little

man did his best ; and so successful were we

in our endeavours, that we soon left Jouarre far

behind us ; and on turning to look back on the

road after half an hour's hard riding, I could

see nothing but a blessed void, which gave

me more pleasure than any thing I could have

beheld.
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I slackened not my pace however, but rode on

towards Montmirail as fast as possible, thinking-

over the circumstances which had given rise to

my galloping. The Minister, I knew, with the

jealous suspicion of usurped power, maintained

a complete regiment of spies, scattered all over

the kingdom, and invested with every different

character and appearance which could disguise

their real occupation ; and I doubted not that,

according to the landlord's hint at Jouarre, our

talkative companion was one of this respectable

troop. The character which he assumed was

certainly a singular one, but it must be confessed

he played it to admiration ; and I congratulated

myself not a little on having escaped the pursuit

of such a vampyre.
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CHAPTER II,

As I wished much to arrive at Chalons that

night, we remained no longer at Montmirail

than was absolutely necessary to refresh the

horses; but before we arrived at Chaintrix, the

ambling nag which had borne Achilles began to

appear jaded; and, for fear of knocking him

up altogether, I determined to halt at that little

village for the night, never doubting that we had

left our persecutor far behind. What was my
surprise then, on descending to the court-yard

the next morning, to see the same identical little

man, with his brown pourpoint, and his immense

funnel-shaped riding-boots, standing in the court

ready to mount his horse.

I drew back instantly, hoping he had not seen

me, but to see every thing was a part of his pro-

fession, and quitting his horse^^s bridle he ran into

the house after me, pulled off his beaver with

VOL. III. C
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the lowest possible bow, giving me the compli-

ments of the morning, and declaring himself the

happiest man in the world to have met with me

and my fortunate countenance again. " I saw

your horse standing in the stable," added he,

"and was resolved not to be too late to-day.*"

His persevering impudence was so ridiculous,

that I could not help laughing ; and as I saw no

way of getting rid of him at the time, I resolved

to tolerate him for a while, till I could find some

means either of putting him on a wrong scent,

or of casting him off more effectually.

" Well then," replied I, " if you are resolved

to follow my fortunate face all over the world,

you will have to ride fast and far, for I am going

to Metz, and am pressed for time."

" Sir," replied the stranger, " I am delighted

at the opportunity of riding with you so far. If

you had ever been in the East, Sir, you would

have no difficulty in divining my motive in

accompanying you."

"Without having been in the East," I mutter-

ed to myself, " I have no difficulty in divining

your motive ;'' but taking care not to allow him

to suppose I entertained any suspicions of him,

I begged he would explain how a journey to

the East could have enhghtened me upon such

a subject.
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"Why, you must know, Sir," replied he, "that

all Oriental nations hold—and I profess myself

of their opinion—that good and bad fortune

are infectious; and that, by keeping company

with a fortunate man, we very often may mend
our own luck. Now, Sir, I read in j^our coun-

tenance that you were born under a fortunate

star, and therefore I resolved not to leave you

till I was certain I had caught something of

the same."

" But I hope you are not an unfortunate

man," rejoined I, " for if you are, on your own

principle, you shall ride no farther with me."

" Oh no," replied the other, " my fortune is

neither good nor bad ; I am just in that indiffe-

rent state, wherein a man is most liable to be

affected by the fortune of the company he falls

into."

" Then, Lord deliver you !" said I, " for you

have fallen in with one whose whole existence

hitherto has been nothing but a tissue of mis-

chances ; and if I find, as I am afraid I shall,

my aunt at Metz has died without making a

will, my misfortunes will be complete; for I

shall have hardly bread to eat, without his Emi-

nence of Kichelieu gives me a place, in recom-

pense of a little service I once rendered him."

I tried hard to make this annunciation in as

c 2
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natural a tone as art could furnish me with ; and

I succeeded in evidently bewildering all the

preconceived ideas of the spy, who, while I dis-

charged my reckoning and mounted my horse,

which was now ready, stood with his foot in the

stirrup, and his face full of incertitude, not

knowing whether to believe me or not

It luckily so happened that Achilles, who stood

by, was totally ignorant of what motive induced

me to quit Paris ; and I might, for aught he

knew, have had as many aunts at Metz, as Da-

naiis had daughters ; so that his countenance

was not likely to contradict me.

The spy however, knowing that suspicion is

the best rule of action for gentlemen of his cloth

under all circumstances, thought he could not do

wrong in throwing his other leg over his horse's

back, and following me, even at the risk of my
having an aunt really dying at Metz. Accord-

ingly, he was instantly by our side, keeping up

with admirable perseverance the chattering, in-

quisitive character he had assumed ; and never

ceasing to ask one question or another, till we

arrived at St. Menehould, where I again stopped

for the night.

Wherever we had occasion to pause, even to

water our horses, I observed that my new com-

panion was evidently known, though every one
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affected to treat him as a stranger. Determined

to get rid of him some way, from this confirma-

tion of the suspicions 1 entertained respecting the

honourable capacity he filled, as I was about to

retire for the night, I whispered to the host of

St. Menehould, sufficiently low to pass for a se-

cret, yet sufficiently loud to be heard, to wake me
at half-past four the next morning. After this I

proceeded to my room, undressed myself, went

to bed, and made Achilles extinguish the light,

as if I were about to sleep soundly through the

night ; but I took care to abstain from closing

an eye, though the temptation was very great to

do so ; especially as I was entertained from the

bed of my little companion with a sort of music

which, however unmelodious, was very soporific.

I had previously ascertained, that at one

o'clock in the morning the King's ordinary cou-

rier was expected to pass from Verdun ; and,

consequently, that somebody would sit up in the

inn to provide for his accommodation. At mid-

night, therefore, I rose ; and, waking Achilles,

bade him dress himself and carry down the bags,

all of which we executed with the most marvel-

lous silence, paid the landlord, who was sleeping

by the fire, saddled our own horses, and very

soon were far upon the road to Verdun, laugh-

ing over the surprise which our talkative com-
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panion would feel the next morning, when he

woke and found us irretrievably gone. Achilles

thought it a very good joke, and I a very happy

deliverance ; and the dawn broke and found us

congratulating ourselves still: but what was my
horror and surprise, when, turning my head in

the grey light of the morning, I saw the brown

pourpoint and the funnel-shaped riding-boots,

and the strong little horse, and the detestable

little man, not a hundred yards behind me, can-

tering on as composedly as if nothing had oc-

curred to separate him for a moment from my
fortunate face, as he called it.

" Ho, ho !" cried he, as he rode up, " I am

not a man to force my society upon any one

;

but I must say, it was a very ungentlemanhke

thing to get up in the night, and leave me be-

hind, without so much as giving me warning, or

wishing me good evening ; and I have ridden

all this way. Sir, to tell you so."

We had already passed Clermont en Argonne,

and were in the heart of the wood that stretches

round the village of Domballe, and which is ge-

nerally called the long wood of Domballe. I

knew not what might be the consequence of

suffering this old man to follow me to Verdun,

where it was more than probable he would meet

with many persons armed with sufficient autho-
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rity either to detain us, or to search our persons,

should he think fit to instigate such a proceed-

ing; but I was well aware that the life or death,

the safety or destruction, of many of the first

persons in the realm, depended on my passing

free, and therefore I took my determination at

once.

Glancing up and down the road, to see that

all was clear, I suddenly turned my horse upon

him, caught his bridle-rein with one hand, and

his collar with the other, and attempted to pull

him off his horse. But I soon found that I had

to do with one who, though weak in compari-

son with myself, was nevertheless skilful in

the management of his horse, and the use of

his arms.

In spite of my efforts, he contrived to bring

his horse's head round, to shake off my grasp,

and drawing his sword, to stand upon the

defensive in so masterly a manner, that the

farther attack became a matter of no small

difficulty.

I was now however too far committed to re-

cede ; but while I considered the best means of

mastering without injuring him, he seemed to

think I was daunted, and cried out, in a jeering

tone, " Ho, ho ! your fortunate face is likely

to get scratched, if you come near me. Better
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ride on to see your aunt at Metz ; or back to

Paris, and persuade the Cardinal to give you

a place. See that it be not in the Bastille,

though."

" Ride in, Achilles, on your side," cried I,

" while I ride in on mine. Quick, we have no

time to lose !'*

" No sooner however did the old spy hear

this order, and see it likely to be executed, than

turning his horse back towards Clermont, he

gave him full rein, and spurred off at all speed.

This did not very well answer my purpose, and

dashing my spurs into my beast's sides, I made

him spring on like a deer, overtook the fugitive

before he had gone twenty yards, and once

more catching his collar, brought him fairly to

the ground. It was no longer difficult to master

his sword, and this being done, he begged most

pitifully for mercy.

" Mercy you shall have," replied I, " but,

by Heaven ! I will no longer be teased with

such detestable persecution. ""Tis insupport-

able, that a peaceable man cannot ride along

the high-road on his own affairs, without having

a chattering old dotard sticking to him like a

horse-leech !"

Achilles had by this time ridden up, and

taking some strong cord which he happened to
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have with him, I pinioned the arms of my inde-

fatigable pursuer ; and, leading him a little way

into the wood, I tied him tight to a tree, near

a pile of faggots, which showed that the spot

was so far frequented, that he would not be left

many hours in such an unpleasant situation.

My only object was to get rid of him ; and,

this being effected, I again mounted my horse

and pursued my journey to Verdun, though, as

I went, I could not help every now and then

turning my head and looking down the road,

not a little apprehensive of seeing the brown

pourpoint, and funnel-shaped boots pursuing me
once more.

I arrived however unannoyed, and notwith-

standing the prayers and entreaties of Achilles,

that I would but stay a quarter of an hour to

satisfy the cravings of an empty stomach, I in-

stantly haled one of the flat boats that lie be-

low the bridge. The little man judging of my
intentions, spurred his horse as quick as light

up to a traiteur'^ on the opposite side of the

way ; and, before I had concluded a bargain

with the boatman to take us and our two horses

to Sedan, he had returned with an immense

roasted capon and half a yard of bread.

Once in the boat, and drifting down the

MeusCj I felt myself in safety ; and a full cur-

c5
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rent and favourable wind bore us rapidly to

Sedan.

It was night however before we arrived, and

we found the gates closed and drawbridge raised ;

and all the most rigorous precautions taken to

prevent the entrance of any unknown person

into the town during the night.

'* If you will disembark. Sir," said the boat-

man, " and go round to the land-gate, they

>vill soon let you in ; for there are parties of

fifty and sixty arriving every day ; and Sedan

will be too small to hold them before long.

However, they refuse no one admittance, for

they say the Count will soon take the field."

" Take the field !'' said I, " and what for,

pray ?"

" Ah, that I don't know," answered the

boatman ; " folks say, it is to dethrone the Car-

dinal, and make the King prime-minister."

Whether this was a jest or a blunder, I did

not well know ; but bidding the man put me on

shore, I led out my roan, and mounting on the

bank, rode round to a httle hamlet which had

gathered on each side of the road, at about a

hundred yards from the Luxembourg Gate.

As I was going to enquire at one of the houses,

I saw a sentinel thrown out as far as the foot

of the glacis, and riding up to him, I asked if
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admission was to be procured that night. He
replied in the affirmative, and proceeding to the

gate I was soon permitted to enter, but imme-

diately my bridle was seized on each side by a

pikeman ; and the same being performed upon

Achilles, we were led on to a small guardhouse,

where we found a sleepy officer of the watch,

who asked with a true official drawl, " Whom
seek you in the good town of Sedan, and what

is your business here ?"

" I seek his Highness the Count de Sois-

sons,*" replied I, " and my business with him

is to speak on subjects that concern himself

alone/"*

" Your name and rank ?"' demanded the

officer.

" Louis de Bigorre, Count de FOrme,"" re-

plied I ; " and this is my servant, Achilles Le-

franc."

" We shall soon have need of Achilles," said

the officer, grinning. "I wish, Monsieur leComte,

that you had brought a score or two such,

though he seems but a little one.—Mouchard,

guide these two gentlemen up to the Castle.

There is a pass.***

There is almost always something sad and

gloomy in the aspect of a strange town at

night. We seem in a dark, melancholy world,
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where every step is amongst unknown objects,

all wrapped up in a cold repulsive obscurity ;

and I felt like one of the spirits of the un-

buried on the hopeless borders of Styx, as I

walked on amidst the tall, dark houses of Sedan,

which, as far as any interest that I had in

them, were but so many ant-hills. Light-

ed by a torch that the soldier who guided us

carried, and followed, as I soon perceived, by

two other guards, we were conducted to the

higher part of the town, where the citadel is

situated ; and there, after innumerable signs and

countersigns, I was at last admitted within the

walls, but not suffered to proceed a step in ad-

vance, till such time as my name had been sent

in to the principal officer on guard.

I was thus detained half an hour, at the end

of which time a page splendidly dressed ap-

peared, and conducted me to the interior of the

building, with a display of reverence and po-

liteness which augured well as to my farther re-

ception. Achilles followed along the turnings

and windings of the citadel, till we came to

a chamber, through the open door of which a

broad light streamed out upon the night, while

a hundred gay voices chattered within, mingled

with the ringing, careless laugh of men who, cut-

ting off from themselves the regrets of the past
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and the fears of the future, hve wise and happy

in the existence of the day.

" If you will do me the honour, Sir," said the

page, turning to my Httle attendant, " to walk

into that room, you will find plenty of persons

who will make you welcome to Sedan, while I

conduct your master to another chamber."

Achilles bowed to the ground, and answered

the page in a speech compounded suddenly

from twenty or thirty tragedies and comedies

;

and though, to confess the truth, it hung toge-

ther with much the same sort of uniformity as a

beggar's coat, yet the attendant seemed not only

satisfied but astonished, and made me, as master

of such a learned Theban, a lower reverence

than ever, while he begged me to follow him.

Meet it as one will, there is always a degree

of anxiety attached to the first encounter with a

person on whom our fate in any degree de-

pends, and I caught my heart beating even as I

walked forward towards the apartments of the

Count de Soissons. We mounted a flight of

steps, and at the top entered an antichamber,

where several inferior attendants were sitting,

amusing themselves at various games. In the

room beyond, too, the same sort of occupation

seemed fully as much in vogue, for, of twenty

gentlemen that it contained, only two were en-
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gaged in conversation with some written papers

between them, while all the rest were roUing

the dice or dealing the cards, with most in-

dustrious application. Several, however, suf-

fered their attention to be called off from the

mighty interests of their game, and raising their

heads gazed at me for a moment as I passed

through the room ; and then addressed them-

selves to their cards again, with a laugh or an

observation on the new-comer, which, with the

irritable susceptibility of youth, I felt very well

inx^lined to resent, if I could have found any

specious plea for offence.

The page still advanced ; and, throwing

open a door on the other side of the room, led

me through another small antichamber, only

tenanted by a youth who was nodding over a

book, to a door beyond, which he opened for

me to pass, and left me to go in alone.

The room which I entered was a large, lofty

saloon hung with rich tapestry, and furnished

with antique chairs and tables, the dark hues of

which, together with the sombre aspect of the

carved oak plafond, gave a gloomy air of other

days to the whole scene, so that I could have

fancied myself carried back to the reign of

Francis the First. A large lamp, containing

several lights, hung by a chain from the ceiling?
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and immediately under this, leaning back in a

capacious easy chair, sat a gentleman with a

book in his hand, which he was reading and

evidently enjoying, for at the moment we en-

tered he was laughing till the tears rolled over

his cheeks. As soon as he heard a step, how-

ever, he laid down his book, and turned to-

wards the door, strugghng to compose his

countenance into some degree of gravity. As I

advanced, he rose and addressed me with that

frank and pleasing affabiUty which is the best

and surest key to the human heart.

" Count Louis de Bigorre, I believe," he

said, "you catch me in an occupation which

the proverb attributes to fools— laughing by

myself; but with such a companion as Sancho

Panza, one may be excused, though the same

jest has made my eyes water an hundred times.

However, be you most welcome, for you have

been a long-expected guest at Sedan. Yet now

you are arrived," he added, " however great the

pleasure maybe to me, perhaps it would have been

better for yourself had you remained absent."

I replied, as a matter of course, that I could

not conceive any thing better for myself, than

the honour of being attached to the Count de

Soissons.

" Heaven only knows,"" said he, " what may
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be the event to you or me ! But sit down, and

tell me, when you left Paris—whom you saw

there,— and what news was stirring in that

great capital ?"

" I have been four days on the road," re-

plied I, bringing forward one of the smaller

chairs, so as to be sufficiently near the Prince

to permit the conversation to flow easily, with-

out approaching to any degree of familiar proxi-

mity. " Perhaps," I continued, " as I rode my
own horses, I might not have had the honour of

seeing your Highness till to-morrow, had I not

found it necessary to hurry forward to avoid a

disagreeable companion."

" How so ?" demanded the Count. " I hope

no attempt was made to impede your progress

hither ; for if that has been the case, it is time

that I should look to my communications with

my other friends in France."

I gave the Count a somewhat detailed account

of my adventures on the road, that he might

judge what measures were necessary to ensure

the secrecy of his correspondence with Paris.

" So," cried he laughing, " you have met

with an old friend of ours here, Jean le Ha-

bleur, as he is called. He is one of the Cardi-

nal's most daring and indefatigable spies ; and

few are there who have had address and courage
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enough to baffle him as you have done. He
traced my poor friend Armand de Paul to the

very gates of Sedan, found out that he was

carrying dispatches to me, filched a letter from

his person containing much that should have

remained secret, and, having made himself ao-

quainted with his name, laid such information

against him, that Armand, at his return to Paris,

was instantly arrested and thrown into the Bas-

tille. Why, the whole country between Verdun

and Paris is so famous, or rather infamous, from

his continual presence, that no one here dare pass

by that road for fear of meeting with Jean le

Hableur. You should have gone by Mezieres :

but where are these letters you speak of?"

I instantly produced them, and gave them

into the hands of the Count, who read the letter

from the Duke of Orleans with a sort of smile

that implied more scorn than pleasure. He
then laid it down, saying aloud, with rather a

bitter emphasis, " My good cousin of Orleans !"

He then perused the epistle of Monsieur de

Retz, and from time to time as he did so turned

his eyes upon nie, as if comparing the charactei

which he therein found written down, with

those ideas which he had already began to form

of me himself, from that outward semblance

that almost always finds means to prejudice
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even the wisest and most cautious. When he

had concluded, he rose and walked once or

twice across the saloon, thoughtfully running

his hand up and down the broad, rich swordbelt

which hung across his breast, which I afterwards

found was habitual with him, when any con-

sideration occupied him deeply.

" I had risen when he rose, but still stood

near the table, without however turning my eyes

towards it ; for the letter of the Duke of Orleans

laying open upon it, I did not choose to be sus-

pected of even wishing to know its contents.

" Sit, sit, Count Louis !'' said the Prince,

resuming his seat, and then adding in a serious

tone, but one of great kindness, " Monsieur de

Retz, I find, has not made you aware of all the

circumstances of my present situation; and

perhaps has done wisely to leave that communi-

cation to myself. From the great friendship

and esteem—1 may say affection, with which my
mother regards yours, I had not a moment's

hesitation in saying, that if you would join me

here, you should have the very first vacant post

in my household, suitable to your own high

rank, and the antiquity of your family. Since

then, the place of first gentleman of my bed-

chamber is void, and I have reserved it for you

;

but, as that is a situation which brings you so
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near my own person, an unlimited degree of

confidence is necessary between us. Your rank,

your family, the high name of your father and

grandfather, the admirable character which my
mother attributes to yours, all seem to vouch

that you are—that you must be every thing

noble and estimable : but still there are two or

three circumstances which you must explain to

me, before I can feel justified in trusting you

with that entire confidence I speak of. Mon-

sieur de Retz says, you have given him your

history, which is a strange one—though how

that can be, I do not know, for you are but a

young man, and can have, I should imagine,

but little to tell. He says farther, that he met

with you by accident, and seems to hint that,

when he did so, you had not intended to join

me here, as my mother informed me you would.

He insinuates also, that you were somewhat

indiscreet towards him, in speaking of your own

afixiirs. Explain all this to me, for there is

something evidently to be told. Make me your

confidant without reserve, and, in return, 1 will

confide to you secrets perhaps of greater impor-

tance. If you have nothing to tell but youthful

errors, or imprudence, speak without fear, as

you would to a friend and brother ; but," he

added more gravely, " if there is any thing which
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affects your honour—which I may say I am sure

there is not,—I ask no confidence of the kind."

" Had your Highness not required it," re-

plied I, " I should not have presumed to intrude

my private affairs upon your attention ; but now

that I find you, most justly, think it right to

assure yourself of the character of one to whom

you design the honour of being near your person,

I may be permitted to express what happiness

and consolation I feel, in being allowed to re-

pose all my griefs and misfortunes in the bosom

of a Prince universally beloved and esteemed."

When I spoke thus, I did not flatter ; and I

concluded by giving as brief a sketch, but as

accurate a one as possible, of all the events

which fill the foregoing pages of these memoirs.

" I will own, my Lord," I added, " that I told a

part of this story to Monsieur de Retz, but only

a small part ; and that was in a moment of joy,

when, after having lived lonely and miserable in

a large city, for upwards of a month, I suddenly

found that I was expected, and would be wel-

comed by a prince possessed of a treasure which

few princes, I am afraid, can boast—a generous

and a feeling heart. I was perhaps indiscreet in

communicating even a part to any one but your

Highness ; but you will not find that, in your

service, I will be either indiscreet or unfaithful.""
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" I believe you," said the Count, " on my
honour, I beheve you ; and De Retz was too

hasty in even calling you indiscreet ; for your

conduct towards our friend Jean le Hableur,

proves sufficiently that you can keep counsel.

Your history has interested me more than 1 will

tell you at present. I feel for all you have

suffered, and I would not for the world barter

that power of feeling for others, against the

most tranquil stoicism. Sympathy however,

though always agreeable to him that excites it,

is little pleasing to him who feels it, without he

can follow it up by some service to the person

by whom it has been awakened. I will try

whether that cannot be the case with you ;

—

but you are tired with your long journey ; and

the night wears. Ho, without there ! send

Monsieur de Varicarville hither. We will talk

more to-morrow, Monsieur de I'Orme, since

such is the name you choose.""

I rose to depart, but at the same time one

of the gentlemen whom I had seen in the outer

chamber, conversing while the rest were gaming,

entered, and the Count introduced me to him,

begging him to show me all kindness and at-

tention, as a person whom he himself esteemed

and loved.
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CHAPTER III.

The manners of Monsieur de Varicarville

were at once simple and elegant, there was none

of the superfluous hyperbole of courts ; there

was little even of the common exaggeration of so-

ciety, in any thing he said. He neither express-

ed himself ravished to make my acquaintance,

nor delighted to see me ; all he said was, that

he would do every thing that depended upon

him, to make me comfortable during my stay

at Sedan. And thus I always found him after-

wards,—neither what is in general called blunt,

which is more frequently rude, nor what is

usually called polite, which is in general hollow.

He had too much kindness of heart ever to

offend, and too much sincerity ever to flatter.

But the goodness of his disposition, and the

native grace of his demeanour gave, conjoined,

that real bienseance, of which courtly politeness
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is but an unsubstantial shadow. Poor Varicar-

ville ! I owe thee such a tribute. Best and

most excellent of friends ! and though no epi-

taph hangs upon the tomb where thou sleepest,

in the hearts of all who knew thee, thy memory

is treasured and beloved.

After a few words of kindness, and having

received the note addressed to him from the

Abbe de Retz, he gave me into the hands of

the Count's maiire d^hotel^ telling him that I

was the gentleman who had been so long ex-

pected ; and desiring him to see that I wanted

nothing, till such time as I was sufficiently

famiUarized with the place and its customs, to

take care of myself. He then left me, and I

was conducted to a neat chamber with an anti-

room, containing three truckle beds for lackeys,

a small writing or dressing cabinet, and several

other conveniences, which I had hardly expect-

ed in a castle so completely full as the citadel

of Sedan appeared to be. Before the maitre cf

hotel left me, I requested that my horses might

be taken care of, and that my servant might be

sent to me, hinting at the same time that, if he

brought me a cup of wine and something to eat,

I should not at all object, as I had tasted no-

thing all day except a wing of the capon which

Achilles had carried off from Verdun. My
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little attendant soon appeared, loaded with a

great many more provisions than I needed, and

congratulating both himself and me upon our

sudden transposition from Paris, and the meagre

diet we had there observed, to such a land of

corn, wine, and oil.

While I was undressing, some thoughts would

fain have intruded, which I was very sure would

have broken up my rest for the night. The

agitation of being in new, strange scenes, acting

with people of whom I yet knew hardly any

thing, and involved in schemes which at best

were hazardous, was quite enough to make

sleep difficult, and I felt very certain that, if

I let my mind rest one moment on the thought

of Helen, and of the circumstances in which

she might at that moment be placed, all hope

of repose—mental repose, at least, was gone

;

and where is any exercise so exhausting to the

body, as that anxious occupation of the mind ?

The next morning I was hardly awake, when

Monsieur de Varicarville entered my chamber,

and informed me that Monsieur le Comte wished

to see me ; and dressiEg myself as fast as pos-

sible, I hurried to the Prince's apartments,

where I found him still in bed. Varicarville

left us, and the Count made me sit down by

his bedside.
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" I have been thinking, De rOrme,*" said he,

" over the history you gave me last night, and

I again assure you that I sympathize not a

little with you. I ain much older than you,

and the first hasty torrent of passion has passed

away at my time of life ; but I can still feel,

and know, that love such as you profess to-

wards this young lady, whom your mother

has educated, is not a passion easily to be

rooted out. Nor is the death of her brother

by your hand an insurmountable obstacle. She

evidently does not know it herself ; and it would

be a cruel piece of delicacy in you either to

let her know it, or to sacrifice both her happi-

ness and your own for such a scruple."

The picture of Helen in the arms of her

brother's murderer, and the horror she would

feel at his every caress, if she did but know

that he was so, rose up frightfully before my
imagination, as the Count spoke, and without

replying, I covered my eyes with my hands as

if to shut the image out.

" This is an age. Monsieur de TOrme," said

the Count, " in which few people would suffer,

as you seem to do, for having shed their fellow-

creature's blood ; and yet, I would not have

you feel less. Feel, if you will, but still govern

your feehngs. Every one in this world has

VOL. III. D
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much to suffer ; the point of wisdom is to suffer

well. But think over what I have said. Time

may soon bring about a change in the face of

affairs. If fortune smiles upon me, I shall soon

have the power of doing greater things than

obtaining letters of nobihty for your fair lady's

father. Thus the only substantial objection to

your marriage will be removed. From what

you said of the house where you last saw her,

and the liveries of the servants, it must have

been the hotel of the Marechal de Chatillon

;

and the youth whose conversation you over-

heard was probably his nephew; but fear not

for that. He is a hairbrained youth, little ca-

pable of winning the heart of a person such as

you describe. The only thing that surprises

me is, that Arnault, her father, should have

acquired any degree of intimacy with so proud

a man as Chatillon ; but that very circum-

stance will be some excuse for asking nobility

for him, and the favour will come with the more

grace, as Chatillon is somewhat a personal

enemy of my own.""

I thanked the Prince for his kind intentions,

though I saw no great likelihood of their ful-

filment, and fancied that, like the cottageir in

the fairy tale, Monsieur le Comte imagined

himself a great conqueror, and gave away
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crowns and sceptres, though he had not two

roods of land himself. But I was mistaken :

the Count's expectations were much more likely

to be accomplished than I had supposed, as I

soon perceived, when he began to explain to me
his views and situation.

When a man's mind is in doubt upon any

subject, and he has heard reiterated, a tliousand

times, the various reasonings of his friends,

without being able to choose his part determi-

nately, it is wonderful with what eagerness he

seeks for any new opinion to put him out of

suspense— the most painful situation in which

the human mind can remain. Thus the Count

de Soissons, after having entertained me shortly

with my own affairs, entered full career upon

his ; and briefly touching upon the causes which

originally compelled him to quit the Court of

France, and retire to Sedan, he proceeded

:

" Here I would willingly have remained quiet

and tranquil, till the course of time brought

some change. I neither sought to return to

a Court where the King was no longer sove-

reign, nor to cabal against the power of a mi-

nister, upheld by the weakness of the monarch.

All I required was to be left at peace in this

asylum, where I could be free from the insult

and degradation which had been offered me at

D 2
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the Court of France. I felt that I was suffi-

ciently upholding the rights and privileges

which had been transmitted to me by my an-

cestors, and maintaining the general cause of

the nobility of France, by submitting to a vo-

luntary exile, rather than yield to the ambi-

tious pretensions of a misproud Minister; and

nothing would have induced me to raise the

standard of civil war, even though the King's

own good was to be obtained thereby, if Riche-

lieu had but been content to abstain from perse-

cuting me in my retirement. Not the persua-

sions of the Dukes of Vendome and La Valette,

nor the entreaties of my best friend the Duke

de Bouillon, nor the promises and seductions

of the House of Austria, would have had any

effect, had I been left at peace : but no ! never

for a day has the Cardinal ceased to use every

measure in his power to drive me to revolt.

The truth is this ; he calculates upon the death

of my cousin Louis, and upon seizing on the

Regency during the Dauphin's minority. He
knows that there is no one who could and would

oppose him but myself. The Duke of Orleans

is hated and despised throughout France— the

House of Conde is bound to the Cardinal by

alliance. He knows that he could not for a

moment stand against me, without the King's
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support and authority ; and he has resolved to

ruin me while that support still lasts. For

this purpose, he at one time offers me the com-

mand of one of the armies, that I may return

and fall into his power ; he at another threatens

to treat me as a rebel and a traitor. He now

proposes to me, a prince of the blood royal

of France, a marriage with his upstart niece

;

and then menaces me with confiscation and at-

tainder; while at the same time my friends on

every side press me to shake off what they call

apathy,— to give my banner to the wind, and

marching upon Paris, to deliver the country,

the King, and myself, of this nightmare Car-

dinal, who sits a foul incubus upon the bosom

of the state, and troubles its repose with black

and frightful dreams."

As he went on, I could see that Monsieur le

Comte worked himself up with his own words

to no small pitch of wrath ; calling to mind, one

by one, the insults and injuries that the Cardinal

had heaped upon him, till all his slumbering

anger woke up at once, and with a flashing eye,

he added, " And so I will. By Heaven ! I will

hurl him from his usurped seat, and put an end

to thi% tyranny, which has lasted too long." But

very soon after, relapsing again into his irresolu-

tion, he asked, " What think you. Monsieur de
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I'Orme ? Should I not be justified ? Am I not

called upon so to do ?"

"I would pray your Highness," replied I,

" not to make me a judge in so difficult a point

;

I am too young and inexperienced to offer an

opinion where such great interests are concerned."

'' Fie, fie !" cried he, with a smile, " you, who

have already acted the conspicuous part of mem-

ber of the insurrectionary council of Catalonia 1

We are all inexperienced, in comparison with

you.—Tell me, what had I better do .?"

" If I must give an opinion, Monseigneur,"

I replied, *' I think you had better endure as

long as you can, so as to leave no doubt in your

own eyes,—in those of France—in those of the

world,— that you are compelled to draw the

sword for the defence of your own honour, and

for the freedom of your country. But once hav-

ing drawn the sword, cast away the scabbard."

" Then, I am afraid the sword is half drawn,

already," said the Count. " There are eight

thousand armed men in Sedan. Fresh troops

are pouring in upon me every day. The news

has gone abroad that I am about to take the field

;

and volunteers are flocking from every quarter

to my standard. Yesterday, I had letters from

at least sixty different parts of France, assuring

me that, one battle gained, but to confirm the
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fearful minds of the populace ; and that scarce a

province will refrain from taking arms in my
cause. De Retz is in hopes even of securing the

Bastille ; and he has already, with that fine art

which you have remarked in him, bound to my
cause thousands of those persons in the capital,

who, in popular tumults, guide and govern the

multitude. I mean the higher class of paupers,

the well-educated, the well-dressed, sometimes

even the well-born ; who are paupers the more,

because they have more wants than the ostensi-

ble beggar; these De Retz has found out in

thousands, has visited them in private, relieved

their wants, soothed their pride, familiarized

himself with their habits and wishes, and, in

short, has raised up a party for me, which almost

insures me the capital."

This last part of the Count's speech instantly

let me into the secret of Monsieur de Retz's first

visit to me. My good landlady's tongue had

probably not been idle concerning what she con-

ceived my necessitous situation ; and, upon the

alert for all such cases of what Monsieur le

Comte called higher pauperism De Retz had

lost no time in seeking to gain me, as he had

probably gained many others, by a display of

well-timed and discriminating charity.

God knows, I was not a man to look upon
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wealth and splendour as a virtue in others, nor

to regard misfortune and poverty as a vice ; and

yet, with one of those contradictory weaknesses

with which human nature swarms, I felt inex-

pressibly hurt and mortified at having been

taken for a beggar myself.

Monsieur le Comte saw a sudden flush mount

up into my cheek, and judging from his own

great and noble heart, he mistook the cause. "I

see what you think, Monsieur de I'Orme," said

he, "you judge it mean to work with such

tools ; but you are wrong. In such an enter-

prise as this, it is my duty to my country to use

every means, to employ all measures, to ensure

that great and decisive preponderance, which

will bring about success, without any long pro-

tracted and sanguinary struggle.""

I assured him that I agreed with him perfect-

ly, and that I entertained no such thoughts as

he suspected. " So far from it," replied I,

" that if your Highness will point out to me

any service 1 can render you, be it of the same

kind you have just mentioned, or not, you will

find me ready to obey you therein, with as much

zeal as Monsieur de Retz."

" There is a candour about you, my good De

rOrme," replied the Count, " which I could

not doubt for a moment, if I would : but what
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would all my sage counsellors say—the suspi-

cious Bouillon, the obdurate Bardouville,— if I

were to entrust missions of such importance to

one of whom I know so little ?—one who, they

might say, was only instigated to seek me by

a temporary neglect of Richelieu, and who

would easily be led to join the other party, by

favour and preferment?"

" I am not one to commit such treachery,

my Lord," replied I, hastily. " I am ready to

swear before God, upon his holy altar, neither

to abandon nor betray your Highness.''

" Nay, nay,'' said the Count de Soissons,

smihng at my heat, " swear not, my dear Count

!

Unhappily, in our days, the atmosphere which

surrounds that holy altar you speak of, is so

thick with perjuries, that an honest man can

hardly breathe therein. I doubt you not, De
rOrme ; your word is as good to me as if you

swore a thousand oaths ; and I am much inclined

to give you a commission of some importance,

both because I know I can rely upon your wit

and your honour, and because your person is not

so well known in Paris as the other gentlemen

of my household. But to return to what we

were saying ; still give me your opinion about

drawing the sword, as you have termed it

;

ought I, or ought I not?''

d5
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" By my faith, your Highness," repHed I,

" I think it is drawn already, as you yourself

have admitted."

" Not so decidedly," answered the Count,

'' but that it can be sheathed again ; and if

this Cardinal, alarmed at these preparations, as

I know he is, will but yield such terms of com-

promise as may insure my own safety and that

of my companions, permit the thousands of

exiles who are longing for their native country

to return, and secure the freedom and the peace

of France, far, far be it from me ever to shed

one drop of Gallic blood!"

*' But does not your Highness still continue

your preparations then ?" demanded I.

" Most assuredly !" rephed the Count. " The

matter must come to a conclusion speedily, ei-

ther by a negotiation and treaty, which will in-

sure us our demands, or by force of arms : and

therefore, it is well to be prepared for the latter,

though most willing to embrace the former

alternative.""

" And does the Minister seem incHned to

treat?" asked I.

" He always pretends that he is so," re-

plied Monsieur de Soissons. " But who can

judge of what his inclinations are by what he

says ? his whole life is a vizard,—as hollow—as
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false,—as unlike the real face of the man. We
all know how negotiations can be protracted;

and he has used every means to keep this in

suspense till he could free himself from other

embarrassments. He asked our demands, and

then misunderstood them ; and then required a

fuller interpretation of particular parts ; and

then mistook the explanation—then let a month

or two slip by ; and then again required to know

our demands, as if he had never heard them

:

and then began over again the same endless

train of irritating delay. But however, there is

one of our demands which we will never relin-

quish, and which he will never grant, except he

be compelled, which is the solemn condemnation

and relinquishment of all special commissions."

" I am not very well aware of the meaning

of that term," said I: " may I crave your High-

ness to explain it to me ?"

" I do not wonder at your not knowing it,''

answered the Count :
" it is an iniquity of his

own invention, totally unknown to the laws of

France. When any one was accused of a crime

formerly, the established authorities of the part

of the country in which it was averred to have

been committed, took cognizance of the matter,

and the accused was tried before the usual

judges; but now, on the contrary, on any such
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accusation, this Cardinal issues his special com-

mission to various judges named by himself,

uniformly his most devoted creatures, and often

the personal enemies of the accused. Under

such an abuse, who can escape ? False accusers

can always be procured; and where the judges

are baser still, justice is out of the question.

The law of France is no longer administered,

but the personal resentments of Richeheu."

The conversation continued for some time in

the same course, and turned but little to the ad-

vantage of the Minister. The Count de Sois-

sons had real and serious cause of indignation

against Richelieu, on his own account ; and this

made him see all the public crimes of that great

but cruel and vindictive Minister, in the most

unfavourable light. The stimulus of neglect had

in my mind, also, excited feelings which made

me lend an attentive ear to the grievances and

wrongs that the Prince was not slow in urging,

and my blood rose warmly against the tyranny

which had driven so many of the great and

noble from their country, and spilt the most

generous blood in France upon the scaffold.

I have through life seen self-interest and

private pique bias the judgment of the wisest

and the best intentioned ; and I never yet in

all the wide world met with a man who, in
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judging of circumstances wherein he himself

was any way involved, did not suffer himself

to be prejudiced by one personal feeling or

another. The most despotic lords of their own

passions have always some favourite that go-

verns them themselves. Far be it from me, then,

to say, I was not very willing and easy to be

convinced that the man who had neglected me

had also abused his power, tyrannized over his

fellow-subjects, and wronged both his King and

his country. I was in the heat of youth, soon

prepossessed, and already prejudiced ; and what-

ver I might think afterwards, I, at the moment,

looked upon the enterprise which was contem-

plated by Monsieur le Comte, as one of the most

noble and justifiable that had ever been under-

taken to free one's native country from a tyrant.

There was also in the manners of the Count

de Soissons that inexpressible charm which

leaves the judgment hardly free. It is impossi-

ble to say exactly in what it consisted. I have

seen many men with the same princely air and

demeanour, and with the same suavity of man-

ner, who did not in the least possess that sort

of fascination which, like the cestus of the

goddess, won all hearts for him that was en-

dowed with it. I was not the only one that felt

the charm. Every body that surrounded the
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Prince,—every body that, in any degree, came

in contact with him, were all affected alike to-

wards him. Even the common multitude ex-

perienced the same ; and the shouts with which

the populace of Paris greeted his appearance on

some day of ceremony, are said to have been

the first cause of the Cardinal's jealous persecu-

tion of him. One saw a fine and noble spirit,

a generous and feeling heart shining through

manners that were at once dignified while they

were affable, and warm though polished ; and

it might be the conviction of his internal recti-

tude, and his perfect sincerity, which added the

master-spell to a demeanour eminently graceful.

Whatever it was, the fascination on my mind

was complete ; and I hardly know what I would

have refused to undertake in the service of such

a Prince. At the end of our conversation,

scarcely knowing that I did so, I could not help

comparing in my own mind my present inter-

view with the Count de Soissons, and that

which I had formerly had with the Cardinal de

Richelieu ; and how strange was the difference

of my feelings at the end of each ! I left the

Minister, cold, dissatisfied, dispirited ; and I

quitted the Count de Soissons, with every hope

and every wish ardent in his favour ; with all my
best feelings devoted to his service, and my own
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expectations of the future raised and expanded

by my communion with him, like a flower

blown fully out by the influence of a genial day

of summer.

On leaving the Counts apartments, I passed

through a room in which I found Monsieur de

Varicarville with several other gentlemen, to

whom he introduced me; and we then pro-

ceeded to the grand hall of the chateau, where

we were met by the personal suite of the Duke

of Bouillon, who divided the interior of the

citadel equally with his princely guest. The

Duke had this morning made some twinges of

the gout an excuse for taking his breakfast

with the Duchess in his own apartment, and

the Count did so habitually ; but for the rest

of the party, two long tables were spread, each

containing fifty covers, which were not long in

finding employers. The table soon groaned

with the breakfast, and every one drew his knife

and fell to, with the more speed, as it had been

announced that the tilt-yard of the castle

would be open at eight of the clock, to such

as chose to run at the ring. After which there

would be a course des tites. Neither of these

exercises I had ever seen, and consequently was

not a little eager for the conclusion of the meal,

although I could but hope to be a spectator.
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CHAPTER IV.

Immediately after breakfast, I returned to

the apartments of the Count de Soissons, to at-

tend him with the rest of his suite to the tilt-

yard ; and in a few minutes after was called to

his chamber by his valet. I found him already

dressed, and prepared to take his share in the

sports. He was fitting himself with a right-

hand glove of strong buff-leather, which covered

his arm to the elbow, and in regard to the exact

proportions of which, he seemed as curious as a

young lordling of a new pourpoint.

" What, De TOrme,'' cried he, " not gloved !

You can never hold your lance without such a

supplementary skin as this. Choose one from

this heap ; and see that the flap fall clear over

the inner part of your fore-arm."

I endeavoured to excuse myself, by informing

his Highness that I was quite unused to such
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exercises ; but he would not hear of my being

merely a spectator, and replied laughing,

—

" Nonsense, nonsense ! I must see how you

ride, and how you use your sword, to know

whether I can give you a regiment of cavalry

with safety. Ho, Gouvion ! order Monsieur

de rOrme's horse to be saddled instantly !"

There was of course no way of opposing the

Count's command ; and though I was very

much afraid that I should do myself no great

credit, I was obliged to submit, and accom-

panied Monsieur le Comte to the little court at

the foot of the staircase, with somewhat nervous

feelings at the idea of exhibiting myself before

two or three hundred people, in exercises which

I had never even seen. I had quite sufficient

vanity to be timid, where failure implied the

slightest touch of ridicule.

The tilt-yard consisted of a large piece of

level ground, within the walls, of perhaps a

couple of acres in extent, the centre of which

was inclosed with barriers surrounding an ob*

long space of about two hundred feet in length

by fifty in breadth.

The distance was so small from the court be-

fore the Count's apartments to the barriers,

that he had sent on the horses, and walked

thither followed by myself and about a dozen
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other gentlemen of his suite. As we approach-

ed, the people who had assembled to witness

the exercises, and amongst whom were a num-

ber of soldiers, received the Count with a shout

sufficiently indicative of his popularity, and

separating respectfully as he advanced, per-

mitted him to meet a small knot of the more

distinguished exiles, who had flocked to his

standard at the first report of his having de-

termined to take arms against the Cardinal.

The Count proceeded onward, bowing to the

people in recognition of their welcome, with

that bland smile which sits so gracefully on the

lips of the great ; and then advancing with

somewhat of a quicker step, as he perceived the

group of nobles I have mentioned hurrying

to meet him, he spoke to them all, but selected

two for more particular attention. The first

was a man of about fifty ; and, after I had

heard him named as the Duke of Vendome, I

fancied I could discover in his face a strong

likeness to the busts of Henry Quatre. The

second was the Duke of Bouillon ; and certainly

never did I behold a countenance which, with-

out being at all handsome, possessed so pre-

eminently intellectual an expression. To me it

was not pleasing, nor was it what is called shrewd

—nay, nor thoughtful; and yet it was all mind
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—mind quick to perceive, and strong to repel,

and steady to retain, and bold to uphold. The

whole was more impressive than agreeable, and

gave the idea of all the impulses springing from

the brain, and none arising in the heart.

After he had returned the embrace of the

Count de Soissons, his quick dark eye instantly

glanced to me with an enquiring look.

The Prince saw and interpreted his glance ;

and making me a sign to advance, he intro-

duced me to his ally as Louis Count de POrme,

only son of the noble house of Bigorre, and

first gentleman of his bedchamber. The Duke

bowed low, and, with what I judged rather an

unnecessary ostentation of politeness, welcomed

me to Sedan ; while the Count, with a smile that

seemed to imply that he read clearly what was

passing in his friend's mind, said in a low tone,

" Do not be afraid. Bouillon : if he is not for

you, he is not against you."

" He that is not for me," rephed the Duke of

Bouillon, with that irreverent use of Scriptural

expressions which was so common in those days,

—" he that is not for me is against me. I love

not neutrals. Give me the man who has spirit

enough to take some determinate side, and sup-

port it with his whole soul."

All the blood in my body, I believe, found
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its way up into my cheek ; but I remained

silent ; and the Count, seeing that Monsieur de

Bouillon was in an irritable mood, and judging

that I was not of a disposition patiently to bear

many such taunts as he had most undeservedly

launched at me, led the way to the barriers.

Monsieur de Riquemont, the Count's chief

Ecuj/er, having been appointed Mestre de Camp
for the time, opened the barriers and entered

the field first, followed by a crowd of valets and

estaffiers, carrying in a number of lances and

pasteboard blocks, made to represent the heads

of Moors and Saracens, which were deposited

in the middle of the field. The Prince then

mounted his horse, and followed by the Dukes

of Bouillon, Vendome, and La Valette, rode

through the barrier, turning to me as he did so,

and calling me to keep near him.

I instantly sprang upon my horse, which little

Achilles held ready for me, and galloped after

the Count. All those whose rank entitled them

to pass did the same. A certain number of

grooms and lackeys also were admitted, to hold

the horses, amongst whom Achilles contrived

to place himself; and the barriers being closed,

the rest of the people ranged themselves with-

out, which was indeed the best situation for

viewing the exercises.
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At about two-thirds of the course from the

entrance, raised above one of the posts which

upheld the wooden railing of the enclosure,

was a high pillar of wood with a cross-bar at

the top, in form of a gallows, and which was in

fact called La potence. From this was suspended

a ring, hanging about a foot below the beam ;

and during the course, one of the Prince's do-

mestics was mounted on the barrier, supporting

himself by the pillar of wood, to ascertain pre-

cisely whether those who missed hitting the in-

side of the ring, and so carrying it away, might

not touch its edge, which was counted as an

inferior point.

The Mestre de Camp now arranged us in the

order in which we were to run, and I was glad

to find that I should be preceded by five ca-

valiers ; from each of whom I hoped to receive

a lesson. The Prince of course took the lead

;

and I observed that a great deal of dexterity

was necessary to couch the lance with grace

and ease. After pausing for a moment with the

lance erect, he made a demi-volte, and gradually

dropping the point, brought his elbow slowly

to his side ; while putting his horse into a canter,

and then into a gallop, he kept the point of

the weapon steadily above the right ear of his

horse, exactly on a line with his own forehead.
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till coming near the pillar with his charger at

full speed, he struck the ring and bore it away.

The marker now cried loudly, " Un dedans

!

un dedans f ' and some of the estaffiers ran to

place another ring.

In the mean while, amidst the applauses which

multitudes always so unscrupulously bestow

upon success, the Count, without looking be-

hind, rode round the field, slowly raising the

point of his lance, on which he still bore the

ring he had carried away. The Duke of Bouil-

lon, notwithstanding his gout, proceeded next to

the course ; and, without taking any great pains

respecting the grace of his movements, aimed

his lance steadily, and carried away the ring.

The Duke of Vendome had declined running

;

and Monsieur de La Valette, though managing

his horse and his lance with the most exquisite

grace, passed the ring without hitting it at all.

De Varicarville missed the centre, but struck

it on the outside, when the marker cried loudly,

*^ Uneatteinte! une atteinteT and the Marquis

de Bardouville, who, like a great many other very

hard-headed men, was famous for such exercises,

spurred on and carried it away like lightning.

It now became my turn ; and I will own that

I wished myself any wliere in the wide world

but there. However, there was no remedy;
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and I was very sure that, though I might not

be able to carry away, or even touch the ring,

I could manage my horse as well as any man

in the field. But I had forgotten, that to every

such compact as that between a man and his

horse, there are two parties, both of whom must

be in perfect good-humour. The roan horse

which had borne me from Paris was an excel-

lent strong roadster, and sufficiently well broke

for all common purposes; but for such exer-

cises as those in which both he and his master

were so unwillingly engaged, he had no taste

whatever. It was with the greatest difficulty,

therefore, that I compelled him to make his

demi-volte, before beginning the course. This

accomplished, he galloped on steadily enough

towards the pillar ; but just at the moment that

I was aiming my lance to the best of my power,

the potence, the ring, and the man standing on

the railing, all seemed to catch his sight at once;

and thinking it something very extraordinary,

and not at all pleasant, he started sideways from

the course, and dashed into the very centre of

the field, scattering the estqffiers and valets like

a flock of sheep, and treading upon the paste-

board heads of Moors and Turks, with most piti-

less precipitation. Spurs and bridle were all in

vain ; I might as well have spurred a church-
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steeple ; and in the end down he came upon his

haunches, in the most ungraceful posture in the

world, while a loud shout of laughter from the

Duke of Bouillon and several others, announced

that my misfortune had not afforded the smallest

part of the morning's amusement.

God forgive me ! I certainly could have com-

mitted more than one murder in the height of

my wrath ; and digging my spurs into my
horse's sides, with most unjustifiable passion,

till the blood streamed from them, I forced

him up, and rode round to the spot where the

Duke of Bouillon stood, with intentions which I

had luckily time to moderate before I arrived.

I passed on therefore to the Count de Sois-

sons, merely giving the Duke a glance as I

passed, in which he might well read what was

passing in my heart. He returned it with a

cold stare, and then turned to Bardouville with a

sneering smile, which had nearly driven me mad.

" Your Highness sees," said I, as I came

near the Count, " the unfortunate issue of my
attempt to give you pleasure. Perhaps you

wall now condescend to excuse my farther ex-

posing myself to the laughter of Monsieur de

Bouillon and his friends,"

" Fie! you are angry, my dear De rOrme,'**

replied the Count with a degree of good-hu~
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mour I hardly deserved. " I will certainly not

excuse you going on with the exercises. You

managed that horse as well as such a horse

could possibly be managed ; and a great deal

better than any of the laughers would have

done : but; though a good strong beast, he is

not fit for such games as these ; and therefore,

as soon as I saw him start, I sent one of my
grooms for a managed horse of my own, that

has a mouth like velvet, and will obey the least

touch of the leg. Mount, my goodDe TOrme,

and shame these merry fools, by showing them

some better horsemanship than they can prac-

tise themselves."

The Count then, turning to the rest, kindly

amused a few moments in conversation, till such

time as he saw his groom trotting down the

beautiful charger he proposed to lend me. 1

made a sign to Achilles to hold the horse I was

upon ; and alighting, the moment the other

passed the barrier, I laid my hand lightly on

his shoulder, and sprang into the saddle without

touching the stirrup. The courses recommen-

ced, and Monsieur le Comte again carried away

the ring. Not so the Duke of Bouillon, who

merely touched it on the outer edge. The Duke

de La Yalette also gained an atteinte ; and both

Varicarville and Bardouville carried it away.

VOL. HI. E
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As may be supposed, I had watched narrowly

every motion of the other cavaliers, and had re-

marked, and endeavoured to appropriate, all that

sat gracefully upon them. Habituated from my
infanc}'^ to almost every other corporeal exercise

and game, I found no great difficulty in acquir-

ing this ; and mounted as I was upon a horse

that seemed almost instinctively to know its

rider's will and obey it, I had every advantage.

The noble animal performed his demi-volte with

the utmost grace and precision ; and now, find-

ing by the very touch of the bridle that I had

a different creature to deal with, I easily ba-

lanced the lance, as I had seen the Count de

Soissons, kept the point over my horse's right

ear, and somewhat imitating the swiftness with

which De Bardouville had run his course, I

galloped on at full speed, struck the ring right

in the centre, and bore it away at once.

The feelings of a multitude, unlike the feel-

ings of most individuals, do not seem mixed

and blended with each other, but each appears

separate and distinct, reigns its moment, and

then gives way to another, like the passions of

an ardent and hasty man ; and this probably

because the sensations of all the parts of the

crowd act in the aggregate, while any counter-

acting principle is confined to one or two, and
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does not appear. Thus the spectators outside

the barriers, who had laughed with the Duke

of Bouillon at my former failure, were as ready

to triumph with me, as over me, and greeted

my success with aloud shout; while suddenly

bringing my horse in to a walk, I proceeded

round the field, slowly raising my lance with the

ring still upon the point.

The Count de Soissons fixed his eyes upon

me, and gave me a glance expressive of as

much pleasure as if he had been the person

interested ; while the Duke de Bouillon looked

on with an air of the most perfect indifference,

and talked aloud with Bardouville upon the

pleasures of a barbicued pig. Mixed feelings

of indignation and triumph excited me to a

pitch of exertion which brought with it greater

success than I could have expected. I again

carried away the ring, and at the end of the

third course found myself only exceeded in the

number of points I had made, by the Count

de Soissons, who had carried the ring twice and

struck it once.

The different pasteboard heads were now

placed in the positions assigned for them ; and

the Count de Soissons, who generously entered

into all my feelings, and saw that anger had

made success a matter of importance to me, now

E 9,
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beckoning me to him, bade me in a whisper to

remark well the manoeuvres of those who pre-

ceded me ; and, above all things, to take care

that I neither dropped my hat, nor withdrew my
foot from the stirrup; as, though merely a

matter of etiquette, the course was considered

lost by such an occurrence. I thanked his

Highness for his caution, and fixing my hat

more firmly on my head, and myself more stea-

dily in the saddle, I left him to run his course.

The heads had been placed at various dis-

tances along the line of the barriers. One, a

most ferocious-looking Saracen, was fixed upon

an iron stand at about one hundred and twenty

feet from the beginning of the course, and raised

about eight feet from the ground. This was

made to turn upon a pivot, and near it, in the

exact centre of the course, was placed a target

painted with a head of Medusa. As soon as

all was arranged, the Count couched his lance

and ran full speed at the Saracen ; but not being

hit exactly in the centre, the head turned upon

its pivot, and the lance passed off.

The Prince, however, rode on, and, tossing

the lance to an estqffier who stood ready to

catch it, turned with a demi-volte at the corner,

and drawing one of his pistols from the saddle-

bow, galloped towards the Medusa in the centre
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of the barrier. The crowd on the outside now

ran in every direction, and the Count discharg-

ing his pistol, hit the face upon the target ex-

actly in the middle of the brow. Without

pausing, he urged his horse forward ; and

making the same turn nearly where I stood,

he came back upon the head, and fired his

second pistol at it with the same success. He
then made a complete volte, during which he

replaced his pistol, drew his sword, and gal-

loping past the third head, which was placed

upon a little mound of earth about two feet

high, near the opposite barrier, he gave point

with his sword in tierce, struck it on the fore-

head, and raising his hand in quarte, held up

the head upon his sword's point.

I found that the groom who had brought

down the Count's horse for me had taken care

to provide pistols also ; and as the principal

feats in this course were performed with wea-

pons which I was accustomed to, I did not fear

the result. The gentlemen who preceded me

met with various success; but Bardouville,

who was certainly the most stupid of them all

in mind, was the most expert in body, and

carried every point. I followed his example,

and succeeded in bearing off the Saracen's head

upon the point of my lance, making both my
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shots tell upon the head of Medusa, and bring-

ing up the third head upon the point of my
sword.

Accidental, or not accidental, my success

changed the posture of affairs, for the Duke of

Bouillon from that moment seemed to regard

me in a very different light from that which he

had done at first; and as we rode out of the

barriers, he kept the Prince in close conversa-

tion, which from the glancing of his eye every

now and then towards me, I could not doubt

had some reference to myself.
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CHAPTER V.

On our arrival at the citadel, the two princes

separated ; and Monsieur le Comte retired to

his own apartments, whither I followed him in

company with the principal officers of his house-

hold. As he passed on into his own saloon, he

made me a sign to enter also ; and while a

valet pulled off his boots, congratulated me
upon my success in the tilt-yard. '' Nor must

you be discontented, De TOrme," continued he,

" because there was some little pain mingled

with the first of your feats : it rendered your

after-triumph the greater."

" Certainly, Monseigneur," replied I, " I

would rather it had not happened ; but yet of

course I do not look upon it as any very se-

rious misfortune."

" And yet," said he with a smile, " you

looked at the time as if you felt it one. We
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are apt, my dear Count, to fancy in our youth

that the sweet cup of hfe has not a drop of bit-

ter ; but we all soon discover that it is not so.

With life, as with every thing else, we find the

bright and delightful scattered thinly amidst

an immensity of baser matter. Those who seek

pearls are obliged to plunge into the deep briny

sea to drag them up, and even then perchance

out of every shell, ten will be worthless: but

did we find pearls hanging amongst grapes, or

diamonds at the root of roses, we should value

neither one nor the other as they merit. As it

is, the threads of pain are woven so intimately

in the web of life, that they form but one piece

;

and wise was the hand that ordered it so."

The Count being by this time disembarrassed

of his boots, he dismissed the lackey, and then

proceeded :
" Now that we are alone," said he,

" I will give up my homily, for I have other

matter to consult you upon. This morning

you said, in speaking of De Retz, that you would

wilHngly undertake and execute for me any

commission similar to that which he so dexte-

rously exercises. Are you still so inclined ?—
Mark me, De TOrme," he added suddenly, " you

are bound by nothing that you said this morn-

ing. Men of a quick and ardent temperament

like yours, are often led from one step to an-
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Other in the heat of conversation, till they pro-

mise, and feel willing to perform at the time,

many things that, upon mature consideration,

they would be very sorry to undertake. Their

feelings go on like the waves of the sea, each

hurrying forward the one before it, till the rip-

ple becomes a billow that dashes over every ob-

stacle in its way. Then comes consideration,

like the ebb of the tide, and their wishes flow

gradually back, far from the point at which

they had arrived at first. Should this be your

case, you are free to retract ; and I tell you

beforehand, that the service upon which I

would put you is one of difficulty, and also of

some personal danger to yourself."

I replied by assuring the Count that what

I had said in my former conversation with him,

unhke most converations on earth, contained

nothing that I could wish unsaid—that my offer

to serve him had originated in personal attach-

ment, and that of course that attachment had

much increased, instead of diminishing, by all

that had passed during the morning. Dan-

ger and difficulty, I farther said, were hard-

ly to be looked upon as objections, when by

encountering them we could prove our sin-

cerity ; and therefore, that he had nothing to

do but point out the cour.se he wished me to

E 5
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follow, and he might feel assured I would do

so to the best of my abilities.

" Be it so then,'' replied the Count ;
" and I

entertain no doubt of either your discretion or

success. Before your arrival, I had entrusted

to Monsieur de Retz all that a man of his pro-

fession could do for me in the capital ; but still

there is much more to be done. He has under-

taken to win one part of society to our cause

;

but you must know that in Paris there is a

complete class of men, distinct and separate from

all the rest of the people, whom it concerns me
much to gain, for the purpose of securing the

metropolis. You will be curious to know what

class I speak of:— I mean,"" he added with a

smile, " the honourable body of bravoes, swash

bucklers, swindlers, and, in short, the whole

company of those who, having no property of

their own, live at the expense of others. I am

credibly informed that these persons form one

great body, and have certain means of corres-

ponding and communicating with each other

throughout the kingdom. The number in Paris

is said to be twenty thousand. You may well

look surprised ; but it is an undoubted fact

;

and it is to gain these respectable allies, that I

now intend to send you back to the capital.

The mission, truly, is not a very elevated one
;

but when I do not disdain to treat with such a
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body, you must not scorn to be my ambassador.

In the conduct of this business, you and De
Retz must be in constant correspondence ; for

though his clerical character stands in the way

of his taking any active part in the negotiation

itself, his knowledge of Paris, and all that it

contains, may be of the greatest service to you,

in facilitating your communication with these

gentry, who are not in general very fond of

trusting their secrets with strangers."

The Prince was then proceeding once more

to give the motives which induced him to look

upon nothing as mean, which could insure the

most speedy termination to an enterprise on

which the fate of France depended,—reasoning

with all the eloquence of a man who, not very

sure of being in the right, hopes to persuade

himself thereof, while he is persuading another ;

but I assured him in reply, that I was perfectly

convinced of the propriety of the conduct which

he pursued, and only required to be made per-

fectly aware of the nature of my mission, what

I was to demand, and what I might promise on

his part.

" Much must be left to your own discretion/''

replied the Count ;
*' the object is to insure that

these men will instantly rise in my favour, on a

given signal ; but not to commit me to them so

far, that I cannot retract should any change of
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circumstances induce me to abandon the enter-

prise."

The sketch of Monsieur le Comte, as drawn

by the Marquis de St. Brie, instantly rose to

my recollection at these words ; and I saw how

truly he had spoken, when he said, that want of

resolution was the great defect of the Count's

character. How dangerous such irresolution

must ever be in the conduct of great undertakings

was at once evident ; and I almost shuddered to

think what might be the possible consequences

to all concerned, if the struggle that was likely

to ensue could not be terminated at a blow.

This, more than any other consideration, made

me resolve to exert the utmost energies of my
mind, in the part that was allotted to me, for

the purpose of preparing every thing to act upon

the same point at the same moment, and pro-

duce one great and overpowering effect. I

promised therefore to do my best, according to

the views his Highness entertained ; and said that

I doubted not of my success v/ith the persons

to whom I was sent, provided I was furnished

with the necessary means to touch their hearts,

through the only points in which the hearts of

such men are vulnerable.

" You shall have it, De TOrme ! you shall

have it," replied the Count, " though money is
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one of those things of which we stand most in

need. But you will not set out till to-morrow

morning ; and before that time, I will try to

furnish you with a few thousand crowns, for I

know it is absolutely necessary ; especially as I

trust you will, on your return, bring with you

two or three hundred recruits; for should you

find any of our friends the swash bucklers, who

have a grain or two more honesty than the rest,

you must enlist them in our good cause, and

send them one by one over to Mouzon. But

now hie you to the rest till dinner ; and accept,

as a first earnest of my friendship, the good

horse on whose back you were so successful just

now. No thanks ! no thanks, my good De
rOrme ! Take him as he stands ; and he may
perhaps recall me to your memory when Louis

de Bourbon is no more."*'

There was a touch of sadness in the Count's

tone that found its way to the heart, and, like

the whole of his manners, won upon the affec-

tion. It seemed to familiarize one with his

inmost feelings, and any coldness in his cause

would have been like a breach of confidence.

A prince binds himself to his inferior, by mak-

ing him the sharer of his pleasures or his follies;

but he binds his inferior to him by admitting

him into the solemn tabernacle of the heart.
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On retiring from the Prince's apartments, I

felt no inclination to join any of the merry,

thoughtless parties of his friends that were

roving about the town and the citadel, some

running to the mall, some to the tennis court,

and all eager to chase away those precious

hours, which man the prodigal squanders so

thoughtlessly in his youth, to covet with so

much avarice in his latter days. On the stairs^

however, that conducted to my own apartments,

I met Monsieur de Varicarville, who gave me

the good morning, and stopped to speak with me.

" I know not. Monsieur de TOrme,''"' said he,

" whether I am about to take a liberty with

you, but I have just seen your servant con-

ducted to the private cabinet of the Duke of

Bouillon. It appeared to me this morning

that you v/ere not inclined to attach yourself to

the Duke's party ; and that, from that or some

other cause, he seemed somewhat ill-disposed

towards you at first. I therefore presume to

tell you of your servant's having gone to him,

that if you did not yourself send him, you may

make what enquiries you think fit. You are

still young in the intrigues of this place, or I

should not give you this warning."

This took place not above ten steps from my
own chamber ; and after thanking Varicarville
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for his information, I asked him to wait with

me for Achilles's return, and we would ques-

tion him together concerning his absence. This

mark of confidence on my part opened the way

for the same on the part of the Marquis ; and

after proceeding cautiously step by step for a

few minutes, both fearful that we might betray

in some degree the trust reposed in us by

Monsieur le Comte, if we spoke openly, and

neither wishing to intrude himself into the pri-

vate opinions of the other, we gradually found

that there was nothing to be concealed on either

side, and that our opinions tended immediately

towards the same point.

This once estabhshed, and the communication

instantly became easy between us. Varicarville

spoke his sentiments freely concerning the si-

tuation and character of the Count, and the

schemes and wishes of the Duke of Bouillon,

whose endeavours to hurry the Prince into a

civil war were every day becoming more active

and more successful.

" Notwithstanding the advantages which may
accrue to himself," said Varicarville, " and

which are certainly very many, I do believe

that the Duke seeks principally the good and

honour of Monsieur le Comte ; and did I feel

sure that the event we desire could be procured
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by a single battle, or even a single campaign, I

should not oppose him ; for, an excellent soldier

and even a skilful general, the Count would be

almost certain to overcome the only disposable

force which the Cardinal could oppose to him.

This, however, would not be the onl}^ arms with

which the wily Minister would fight him :— he

would employ negotiations, treaties, and in-

trigues ; and thus he would conquer, and even

intimidate, a man who has really ten times more

personal courage than those who most eagerly

urge him to war. From what you have said, I

easily see that you have discovered the Prince's

defect :—he has no resolution. He has the cou-

rage of a lion ; but still he has not resolution.

The first, to use the words of the Abbe de Retz,

is an ordinary, and even a vulgar quality ; the

second is rare even in great men ; but yet there

are two situations in which it is eminently neces-

sary,—the ministry of a great country, and the

chief of a conspiracy. Richelieu has it in the

most eminent degree ; and the man who would

oppose him with success, must not therein be

deficient."

While he spoke, the door of the chamber

opening, Achilles made his appearance, and was

running up to me, when he perceived Monsieur

de Varicarville, and suddenly stopped.
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" What were you going to say, Achilles?" de-

manded I. " You may speak freely:— this is

a friend."

" But what I have to say is a state secret,

which I shall communicate to none but your

Lordship,"" repHed the little player, with a look

of vast importance. " Deep in the bottom of my
profound heart will I hide it, till opportunity

shall unlock the door and draw it forth from

its dungeon/'

Varicarville looked somewhat surprised ; but

I, who better understood my attendant's vein,

merely replied, " You had better draw it forth

immediately yourself, my good Achilles, for

fear I should break the ^dungeon door as you

call it, and your head both in one."

" Oh, if your Lordship insists," replied the

little player, not displeased at the bottom of

his heart to be delivered of his secret at once,

" I have nothing for it but to obey. Know
then, illustrious scion of a noble house, that as I

was returning from that famous field, wherein

you this morning covered yourself with victory,

one of the domestic servants of the great and

puissant Prince, Frederic Maurice, Duke of

Bouillon and Sovereign of Sedan, pulled me by

the tags of my doublet, and insinuated, in a

low and solemn voice, that his master wanted to
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speak with me : to which I replied, that duty is

the call which generous souls obey, and there-

fore that I must see whether you stood in need

of any thing, before I could follow him. Find-

ing, however, that you were closeted with Mon-

sieur le Comte, I proceeded to the lodging of

the high and puissant Prince, who asked me if

I were much in your private secrets. To this

I answered, that I did not believe there was a

thought on earth which you concealed from me."

" You were either a great fool or a great

knave to say so," replied I, " and I do not

very well know which."

" A knave, a knave ! please your worship,"

replied Achilles with a low bow. " A fool has

something degrading in it. I would rather at

any time be supposed to exercise the profession

of Hermes than that of ^Esculapius.—But listen !

He next asked me how long I had been in your

worship's service. On which I replied, all my
life—that we had been brought up together

from the cradle.—My mother, I assured him,

was your worship's wet-nurse, so that we were

foster-brothers."

" A pretty apocrypha truly !" replied I

;

" but go on."

"His Highness then asked me," proceeded

Achilles, " whether your Lordship leaned really
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to peace or war. To which I replied, that as

yet, I believed, you were quite undecided, al-

though your natural disposition led you to war,

for which you had so strong a turn, that you

must needs go fighting in Catalonia, when you

had no occasion in life. At this I thought he

looked pleased ; but I was afraid of going any

farther, for fear of committing your Excellence.

So then, his Majesty proceeded to say, that I

must try and determine you to war, and that

you must try and determine Monsieur le Comte ;

and on the back of this he gave me at least one

hundred excellent reasons why men should cut

one another's throats, all which I have forgot

;

but doubtless your Eminence can imagine them.

He then gave me a purse, not at all as a bribe,

he said, but merely for the trouble he had given

me ; and made me promise at the same time not

to reveal one word of what had passed to any

one, which I vowed upon my honour and my
reputation, and came away to tell your Grace

as fast as possible."

" And your honour and your reputation,

mon droll r said Varicarville, " what has be-

come of them ?""

"Oh, your worship!" rephed Achilles, "I
stretched them so often in my youth, that they

cracked long ago ; and then, instead of patching
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them up as many people do, which is but a

sorry contrivance, and not at all safe, I threw

them away altogether, and have done ever since

quite as well without."

After having sent Achilles away, I consulted

with Varicarville in regard to the proper course

of proceeding under such circumstances.

" All you can do," replied he, " is to take

no notice, and remain firm—^if I understand you

rightly, that you are determined to join with

those who would dissuade the Count from pro-

ceeding to so dangerous an experiment as war."

'• I am certainly so far deterinined," replied

I, " that I will continue to oppose such a pro-

ceeding, till I see the Count once resolved upon

it ; but after that, I will, so far from endeavour-

ing to shake his resolution, do all in my power

to keep him steady in it ; and to promote the

success of the enterprise ; for, I am convinced,

that after that, hesitation and conflicting opi-

nions in the party of the Prince might bring

about his ruin, but could do no good."

" Perhaps you are right," replied Varicar-

ville, " and that is all that I could hope or

require. When I see you alone with the

Count, I shall now feel at ease, convinced that,

as long as he continues undecided, you will

continue to oppose any act of hostility to the
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government; and when he is decided, and the

die cast, we must both do our best to make

the issue successful."

Thus ended my conference with Varicarville,

and nothing farther occurred during the day,

affecting myself personally. I heard of the arri-

val of several fresh parties, both from the in-

terior of France and from the adjacent countries,

which were almost peopled with French exiles

;

and Achilles also brought me news that the

Baron de Beauvau had returned from the Low

Countries, accompanied by a Spanish nobleman,

as plenipotentiary from the Archduke Leopold

and the Cardinal Infant of Spain ; but nothing

of any consequence happened till the evening,

in which I was at all called to take part.

I strolled, however, through the town of

Sedan, and from the labours which were hurry-

ing forward at various points of the fortifications,

I was led to conclube that the Duke of Bouillon

himself anticipated but a short interval of peace.

At length, as I approached an unfinished horn-

work on the banks of the Meuse, a sentinel

dropped his partizan to my breast, bidding me
stand back ; and, my walk being interrupted in

that direction, I returned to the citadel and

proceeded to my own chamber.
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CHAPTER VI.

I WAS standing at the window of my bed-

chamber, in one of those meditative, almost sad

moods which often fill up the pauses of more

active and energetic being, when the mind falls

back upon itself, after the stir and bustle of great

enterprises, and the silent, moral voice within

seems to rebuke us for the worm-like pettiness

of our earthly struggles, and the vain futility of

all our mortal endeavours.

—

Nothing could be more lovely than the scene

from the window. The sun was setting over

the dark forest of Ardennes, which skirting all

round the northern limits of the view, formed a

dark purple girdle to the beautiful principality

of Sedan : but day had only yet so far declined

as to give a rich and golden splendour to the

whole atmosphere, and his beams still flashed

against every point of the landscape, where any

bright object met them, as if they encountered a
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living diamond. Running from the south-east

to the north were the heights of Amblemont,

from the soft green summit of which, stretching

up to the zenith, the whole sky was mottled

with a flight of light high clouds, which caught

every beam of the sinking sun, and blushed

brighter and brighter as he descended. A thou-

sand villages and hamlets with their little spires,

and now and then the turrets of the chateaux,

scattered through the valley, peeped out from

every clump of trees. The flocks of sheep and

the herds of cattle winding along towards their

folds, gave an air of peaceful abundance to the

scene, and the grand Meuse wandering through

its rich meadows with a thousand meanders,

and glowing brightly in the evening light, added

something both solemn and majestic to the whole.

I was watching the progress of a boat gliding

silently along the stream, whose calm waters it

scarcely seemed to ruflle in its course; and,

while passion, and ambition, and pride, and va-

nity, and the thousands of irritable feelings that

struggled in my bosom during the day were

lulled into tranquillity by the influence of the

soft, peaceful scene before my eyes, I was think-

ing how happy it would be to glide through

life like that little bark, with a full sail, and a

smooth and golden tide, till the stream of exist-
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ence fell into the dark ocean of eternity—when

my dream was broken by some one knocking at

my chamber-door.

Though I wished them no good for their

interruption, I bade them come in; and the

moment after, the Duke of Bouillon himself

stood before me.

'* Monsieur de TOrme," said he, advancing,

and doffing his hat, " I hope I do not interrupt

your contemplations." I bowed, and begged

him to be seated ; and after a moment or two he

proceeded :
" I am happy in finding you alone ;

for, though certainly one is bound to do what-

ever one conceives right before the whole world,

should chance order it so; yet of course, when

one has to acknowledge oneself in the wrong, it is

more pleasant to do so in private,— especially,"

he added with a smile, "for a sovereign prince in

his ov/n castle. I was this morning. Monsieur

de rOrme, both rude and unjust towards you;

and I have come to ask your pardon frankly.

Do you give it me .?"

Although I believed there was at least as

much policy as candour in the conduct of the

Duke, I did not suffer that conviction to affect

my behaviour towards him, and I replied : '*Had

I preserved any irritation, my Lord, from this

morning, the condescension and frankness of
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your present apology would of course have obli-

terated it at once.""*

I thought I saw a slight colour mount in the

Duke"'s cheek at the word apology ; for men

will do a thousand things which they do not like

to hear qualified by even the mildest word that

can express them ; and I easily conceived, that

though the proud Lord of Sedan had for his

own purposes fully justified me in the use of

the term, it hurt his ears to hear that he had

apologized to any one.

He proceeded however: " I was, in truth,

rather irritable this morning, and I hastily took

up an opinion, which I since find, from the con-

versation of Monsieur le Comte, was totally false

;

namely, that you were using all your endeavours

to dissuade him from the only step which can save

himself and his country from ruin. Our levies

were nearly made, our envoy on his very return

from the Low Countries, all our plans concerted,

and the Count perfectly determined, but the very

day before your arrival. Now I find him again

undetermined; and though I am convinced I was

in error, yet you will own that it was natural I

should attribute this change to your counsels."

" Your Excellence attributed to me,"' I replied,

with a smile at the importance wherewith a sus-

picious person often contrives to invest a circum-

VOL. III. P
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stance or a person who has really none,—"Your

Excellence attributed to me much more influence

with Monsieur le Comte than I possess : but, if

it would interest you at all to hear what are the

opinions of a simple gentleman of his Highness's

household, and by what rule he was determined

to govern his conduct, I have not the slightest

objection to give you as clear an insight into my
mind, as you have just given me of your own."

The Duke perhaps felt that he was not act-

ing a very candid part, and he rather hesitated

while he replied, that such a confidence would

give him pleasure.

" My opinion then, my Lord," replied I,

*' of that step which you think necessary to the

Count's safety, namely, a civil war, is that it is

the most dangerous he could take, except that of

hesitating after once having fully determined.""

'*' But why do you think it so dangerous .P"

demanded the Duke: " surely no conjuncture

could be more propitious. We have troops,

and supplies, and allies, internal and external,

which place success beyond a doubt. The Count

is adored by the people and by the army

—

scarcely ten men will be found in France to

draw a sword against him. He is courage and

bravery itself—an able politician—an excellent

general—a man of vigorous resolution.*"
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This was said so seriously, that it was diffi-

cult to suppose the Duke was not in earnest

;

and yet to believe that a man of his keen saga-

city was blind to the one great weakness of the

Prince's character was absolutely impossible.

If it was meant as a sort of bait to draw from

me my opinions of the Count, it did not suc-

ceed, for I suspected it at the time ; and replied

at once, " Most true ! He is all that you say ;

and yet, Monsieur de Bouillon, though my opi-

nion or assistance can be of very little conse-

quence, either in one scale or the other, my de-

termination is fixed, to oppose, to the utmost of

my power, any step towards war, whenever his

Highness does me the honour of speaking to me

on the subject,—so long, at least, as I see that

his mind remains undetermined. The moment,

however, I hear him declare that he has taken

his resolution, no one shall be more strenuous

than myself, in endeavouring to keep him steady

therein. From that instant I shall conceive my-

self, and strive to make him believe, that one

retrograde step is destruction ; and I pledge my-

self to exert all the faculties of my mind and

body, as far as those very limited faculties may

go, to assist and promote the enterprise to the

utmost of my power.*"

" If that be the case," replied the Duke, '' 1

F 2
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feel sure that I shall this very night be able to

show that war is now inevitable ; and to deter-

mine the Count to pronounce for it himself. A
council will be held at ten o^clock to-night, on

various matters of importance ; and I doubt not

that his Highness will require your assistance

and opinion. Should he do so, I rely upon

your word to do all that you can to close the

door on retrocession, when once the Count has

chosen his line of conduct."

The noble Duke now spoke in the real tone

of his feelings. To do him justice, he had

shown infinite friendship towards his princely

guest ; and it was not unnatural that he should

strive by every means to bring over those who

surrounded the Prince to his own opinion.

When as now he quitted all art as far as he

could, for he was too much habituated to policy

to abandon it ever entirely, I felt a much higher

degree of respect for him ; and, as he went on

boldly, soliciting me to join myself to his party,

and trying to lead me by argument from one

step to another, I found much more difficulty

in resisting, than I had before experienced in

seeing through and parrying his artifices.

It is in times of faction and intrigue, when

every single voice is of import to one party or

the other, that small men gain vast consequence

;

and, apt to attribute to their individual merit
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the court paid to them for their mere integral

weight, they often sell their support to flattery

and attention, when they would have yielded to

no other sort of bribery. However much I

might overrate my own importance from the

efforts of the Duke to gain me—and I do not

at all deny that I did so,—I still continued firm

;

and at last contenting himself with what I had

at first promised, he turned the conversation to

myself, and I found that he had drawn from

tlie Count so much of my history as referred to

the insurrection of Catalonia, and my interview

with Richelieu.

I felt, as we conversed, that my character and

mind were undergoing a strict and minute ex-

amination, through the medium of every word

I spoke ; and, what between the vanity of ap-

pearing to the best advantage, and the struggle

to hide the consciousness that I was under such

a scrutiny, I believe that I must have shown

considerably more affectation than ability. The

conviction that this was the case, too, came to

embarrass me still more; and, feeling that I

was undervaluing my own mind altogether, I

suddenly broke off at one of the Duke's ques-

tions, which somewhat too palpably smacked of

the investigation with which he was amusing

himself, and replied :
" Men's characters, Mon-

seigneur, are best seen in their actions, when
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they are free to act ; and in their words, when

they think those words fall unnoticed ; but, de-

pend upon it, one cannot form a correct esti-

mate of the mind of another by besieging it in

form. We instantly put ourselves upon the de-

fensive when we find an army sitting down

before the citadel of the heart ; and whatever be

the ability of our adversary, it is very difficult

either to take us by storm, or to make us ca-

pitulate."

" Nay,*" replied the Duke, " indeed you are

mistaken. I had no such intention as you seem

to think. My only wish was to amuse away an

hour in your agreeable society, ere joining his

Highness, to proceed with him to the council

:

but I believe it is nearly time that I should go."

The Duke now left me. I was not at all sa-

tisfied with my own conduct during the interview

that had just passed ; and, returning to my sta-

tion at the windov/, I watched the last rays of

day fade away from the sky, and one bright star

after another gaze out at the world below, while

a thousand wandering fancies filled my brain,

taking a calm but melancholy hue, from the

solemn aspect of the night, and a still more

gloomy one, from feeling how little my own

actions were under the control of my reason,

and how continually, even in a casual conversa-
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tion, I behaved and spoke in the most opposite

manner to that which reflection would have

taught me to pursue.

Sick of the present, my mind turned to other

days. Many a memory and many a regret

were busy about my heart, conjuring up dreams,

and hopes, and wishes passed away—the throng

of all those bright things we leave behind with

early youth and never shall meet again, if it be

not in a world beyond the tomb. All the

sounds of earth sunk into repose, so that I could

hear even the soft murmur of the Meuse, and

the sighing of the summer-breeze wandering

through the embrazures of the citadel. The

cares, the labours, the anxieties, and all the

grievous realities of life, seemed Jaid in slumber

with the day that nursed them; while fancy,

imagination, memory, every thing that lives

upon that luhich is not, seemed to assert their

part, and take possession of the night. I re-

membered many such a starry sky in my own

beautiful land, when, without a heart-ach or a

care, I had gazed upon the splendour of the

heavens, and raised my heart in adoration to

Him that spread it forth ; but now, I looked

out into the deep darkness, and found painful,

painful memory mingling gall with all the

sweetness of its contemplation. I thought of
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my sweet Helen, and remembered how many an

obstacle was cast between us. I thought of my
father, who had watched my youth like an

opening flower, who had striven to instil into

my mind all that was good and great, and I re-

collected the pain that my unexplained absence

must have given. I thought of my mother,

who had nursed my infant years, who had found-

ed all her happiness on me—who had watched,

and wept, and suffered for me, in my illness

;

and I called up every tone of her voice, every

glance of her eye, every smile of her lip, till

my heart ached even with the thoughts it

nourished ; and a tear, I believe, found its way

into my eye— when suddenly, as it fixed

upon the darkness, something white seemed to

glide slowly across before me. It had the form

—it had the look—it had the aspect of my
mother. My eyes strained upon it, as if they

would have burst from their sockets. I saw it

distinct and plain as I could have seen her in

the open day. My heart beat, my brain

whirled, and I strove to speak ; but my words

died upon my lips ; and when at length I found

the power to utter them, the figure was gone,

and all was J3lank darkness, with the bright stars

twinkling through the deep azure of the sky.

I know—I feel sure, now, as I sit and reason
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upon it, that the whole was imagination, to

which the hour, the darkness, and my own

previous thoughts, all contributed : but still,

the fancy must have been most overpoweringly

strong to have thus compelled the very organs

of vision to co-operate in the deceit ; and at

the moment, I had no more doubt that I had

seen the spirit of my mother than I had of my
own existence. The memory of the whole re-

mains still as strongly impressed upon mv mind

as ever ; and certainly, as far as actual impres-

sions went, every circumstance appeared as

substantially true as any other thing we see in

the common course of events. Memory, how-

ever, leaves the mind to reason calmly ; and I

repeat, that I believe the whole to have been

produced by a highly-excited imagination : for

I am sure that the Almighty Being who gave

laws to nature, and made it beautifully regular

even in its irregularities, never suffers his own

laws to be changed or interrupted, except for

some great and extraordinary purpose.

I do not deny that such a thing has happened,

—or that it may happen again ; but, even in

opposition to the seeming evidence of my senses,

I will not believe that such an interruption of

the regular course of nature did occur in my
own case.

F 5
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CHAPTER VII.

Still, at the time I believed it fully ; and,

after a few minutes given to wild, confused

imaginings, I sat down and forcibly collected

my thoughts, to bend them upon all the cir-

cumstances of my fate. My mother'*s spirit

must have appeared to me, I thought, as a

warning, probably, of my own approaching

death : but death was a thing that in itself I

little feared ; and all I hoped was, that some

opportunity might be given me of distinguish-

ing myself before the grave closed over my
mortal career. Now, all the trifles, which we

have time to make of consequences when ex-

istence seems indefinitely spread out before us,

lost their value in my eyes, as I imagined, or

rather as I felt, what we ought always to feel,

that every hour of being is limited. One plays

boldly when one has nothing to lose, and care-

lessly when one has nothing to gain ; and thus,
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in the very fancy that life was fleeting from

me fast, I found a sort of confidence and firm-

ness of mind, which is generally only gained

by long experience of our own powers as com-

pared with those of others.

While the thoughts of what I had seen were

yet fresh in my mind, a messenger announced

to me that the Prince desired my presence in

the great hall of the chateau as speedily as

possible ; and, without staying to make any

change of dress, I followed down the stairs. As

I was crossing the lesser court, I encountered

my little attendant. He had been straying

somewhat negligently through the good town

of Sedan, and had been kept some hours at the

gates of the citadel on his return.

I had not time, however, to give him any

very lengthened reprehension, but bidding him

go to my chamber and wait for me, I followed

the Count's servant to the council-hall.

It was a vast vaulted chamber in the very

centre of the citadel ; and the candles upon the

table in the midst, though they served suffi-

ciently to light the part of the room in which

they were placed, left the whole of the rest

in semi-obscurity ; so that when I entered I

could but see a group of dark figures, seated

irregularly about a council board, with several

others dispersed in twos and threes, talking
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together in various parts of the room, as if

waiting the arrival of some other person.

The words "Here he is, here he is !" pro-

nounced more than once, as I entered, made

me almost fancy that the council had delayed

its deliberations for me ; but the vanity of such

an idea soon received a rebuff, for a moment

after the voice of the Count de Soissons him-

self, who sat at the head of the table, replied,

*' No, no, it is only the Count de TOrme. Mon-

siisur de Guise disdains to hurry himself, let who

will wait.*"

Advancing to the table, I now found Mon-

sieur le Comte, with Bardouville, Varicarville,

St. Ibal, and several others whom I did not

know, seated round the table, while the Duke

of Bouillon was conversing with some strangers

at a little distance. But my greatest surprise

was to find Monsieur de Retz near, the Count

de Soissons, though I had left him so short a

time before at Paris. He seemed to be in deep

thought; but his ideas, I believe, were not

quite so abstracted as they appeared : and on

my approaching him, he rose and embraced me

as if we had known each other for centuries,

saying at the same time in my ear, " I hear

you have received the true faith. Be a martyr

to it this night, if it be necessary."
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I now took a seat next to Varicarville, who

whispered to me, " We have here an ambassa-

dor from Spain, and you will see how laudibly

willing we Frenchmen are to be gulled. He

will promise us men and money, and what not,

this Marquis de Villa Franca; but when the

time comes for performance, not a man nor a

stiver will be forthcoming."

" Perhaps I may thwart him," replied I, re-

membering, at the sound of his name, that I

had in my hands a pledge of some worth in the

diamonds which Achilles had pilfered at Barce-

lona. Varicarville looked surprised ; but at that

moment our conversation was interrupted by the

Duke of Bouillon turning round, and observ-

ing that the conduct of Monsieur de Guise was

unaccountable in keeping such an assembly wait-

ing in the manner which he did.

" To council, Gentlemen !" said the Count

hastily. "We have waited too long for this

noble Prince of Loraine. To council
!"

The rest of the party now took their seats,

and the Baron de Beauvau rising, informed the

Count that he had executed faithfully his em-

bassy to the Archduke Leopold and the Car-

dinal Infant, who each promised to furnish his

Highness with a contingent of seven thousand

men, and two hundred thousand crowns in
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money, in case he determined upon the very

just and necessary warfare to which he was

called by the voice not only of all France, but

all Europe,— a war which, by one single blow,

would deliver his native country from her op-

pressor, and restore the blessing of peace to a

torn and suifering world. He then proceeded

to enter into various particulars and details,

which I now forget ; but it was very easy to

perceive from the whole, that Monsieur de

Beauvau was one of the strongest advocates

for war. He ended by stating, that the Mar-

quis de Villa Franca, then present, had been

sent by the Cardinal Infant to receive the final

determination of the Prince.

My eyes followed the direction of his as he

spoke, and rested on a tall, dark man who sat

next to the Duke of Bouillon, listening to

what passed, with more animation in his looks

than the nobility of Spain generally allowed

to appear. He was simply dressed in black

;

but about his person might be seen a variety

of rich jewels, evidently showing that the pil-

lage v/hich I had seen committed on his house

at Barcelona had not cured him of his passion

for precious stones.

After the Baron de Beauvau had given an

account of his mission, the Duke of Bouillon
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rose, and said, that now, as the noble Princes of

the House of Austria had made them such

generous and friendly offers, and sent a person

of such high rank to receive their determina-

tion, all that remained for them to do was, to

fix finally whether they would, by submitting

to a base and oppressive Minister, stoop their

heads at once to the block and axe, and add

all the most illustrious names of France to the

catalogue of Richelieu's murders; or whether

they would, by one great and noble effort, cast

off the chains of an usurper, and free their King,

their country, and themselves.

The Duke spoke long and eloquently. He
urged the propriety of war upon every different

motive—upon expediency, upon necessity, upon

patriotism. He addressed himself first to the

nobler qualities of his hearers,—their courage,

their love of their country, their own honour,

and dignity ; and then to those still stronger

auxiliaries, their weaknesses,—their vanity, their

ambition, their pride, their avarice ; but while

he did so, he artfully spread a veil over them

all, lest shame should step in, and recognising

them in their nakedness, hold them back from

the point towards which he led them. He
spoke as if for the whole persons there as-

sembled, and as if seeking to win them each to
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his opinion ; but his speech was in fact directed

towards the Count de Soissons, on whose de-

termination of course the whole event depended.

Varicarviile did not suffer the Duke*s per-

suasions to pass, without casting his opinion in

the still wavering balance of the Count's mind,

and urging in plain but energetic language

every motive which could induce the Prince to

abstain from committing himself to measures

that he might afterwards disapprove.

It is a common weakness with irresolute

people, always to attach more importance to a

new opinion than to an old one ; and Monsieur

le Comte, turning to De Retz, pressed him to

speak his sentiments upon the measure under

consideration. The Abbe declined, protesting

his inexperience and incapability, as long as

such abnegation might set forth his modesty to

the best advantage, and enhance the value of

his opinion ; but when he found himself urged,

he rose and spoke somewhat to the following

effect.

" I see myself surrounded by the best and

dearest friends of Monsieur le Comte ; and yet,

I am bold to say that there is not one noble

gentleman amongst them, who has a warmer

love for his person, or a greater regard for his

dignity and honour, than myself. Did I see
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that dignity in danger, did I see that honour

touched, by his remaining in inactivity, my
voice should be the first for v/ar ; but while

both are in security, nothing shall ever make

me counsel him to a measure by which both are

hazarded. I speak merely of Monsieur le Comte,

for it is his interests that we are here to con-

sider : it is he that must decide our actions,

and it is his honour and reputation that are

risked by the determination. To me it appears

clear, that by remaining at peace, his dignity is

in perfect safety. His retreat to Sedan guard-

ed him against the meannesses to which the

minister wished to force him. The general

hatred borne towards the Cardinal, turns the

whole warmth of popular love and public admi-

ration towards the Count's exile. The favour

of the people, also, is always more secure in in-

activity than in activity, because the glory of

action depends upon success, of which no one

can be certain : that of inaction, in the present

circumstances, is sure, being founded on public

hatred towards a Minister—one of those unal-

terable things on which one may always count.

The public always have hated, and always

will hate the Minister, be he who he will ; and

be his talents and his virtues what they may.

He may have at first a momentary popularity,
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and he may have brief returns of it ; but envy,

hatred, and malice towards the Minister are

always at the bottom of the vulgar heart ; and

as they could never get through life without

having the Devil to charge with all their sins,

so can they never be contented, without laying

all their woes, misfortunes, cares, and grievan-

ces, to the door of the Minister. Thus then,

hating the Cardinal irremediably, they will

always love the Count as his enemy, unless his

Highness risks his own glory, by involving the

nation in intestine strife. It is therefore my
most sincere opinion, that as long as the Minis-

ter does not himself render war inevitable, the

interest, the honour, the dignity of the Prince,

all require peace. Richelieu's bodily powers are

every day declining, while the hatred of the

people every day increases towards him ; and

their love for Monsieur le Comte augments in

the same proportion. In. the mean while, the

eyes of all Europe behold with admiration a

Prince of the blood royal of France enduring a

voluntary exile, rather than sacrifice his dignity

:

and, with the power and influence to maintain

himself against all the arts and menaces of an

usurping Minister, still patriotically refraining

from the hazardous experiment of war, which

in compensation for certain calamities, offers
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nothins: but a remote and uncertain event.

Peace, then ! let us have peace ; at least till

such time as war becomes inevitable."

While De Retz spoke, the Duke of Bouillon

had regarded him with a calm sort of sneer, the

very coolness of which led me to think that he

still calculated upon deciding the Prince to war

;

and the moment the other had done, he ob-

served, " Monsieur le Damoisau, Souverain de

Commerci^''—one of the titles of De Retz,

—

" methinks, for so young a man, you are mar-

vellously peaceably disposed.""

" Duke of Bouillon !" said De Retz, fixing

on him his keen dark eye, " were it not for

the gratitude which all the humble friends of

Monsieur le Comte feel towards you on his ac-

count, I should be tempted to remind you, that

you may not always be within the security

of your own bastions."

" Hush, hush, my friends !" cried the Count,

" let us have no jarring at our council-table.

Bouillon, my noble cousin, you are wrong. De
Retz has surely as much right to express his

opinion, when asked by me, as any man pre-

sent. Come, Monsieur de I'Orme, give us your

counsel."

I replied without hesitation, that my voice

was still for peace, as long as it was possible to
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maintain it ; but that when once war was proved

to be unavoidable, the more boldly it was under-

taken, and the more resolutely it was carried on,

the greater was the probability of success, and

the surer the honour to be gained."

" Such also is my opinion," said the Prince,

" and on this then let us conclude, to remain at

peace till we are driven to war ; but to act so as

to make our enemies repent it, when they render

war inevitable."

" Whether it is so or not, at this moment,"

said the Duke of Bouillon,. '* your Highness

will judge, after having cast your eyes over that

paper ;" and lie laid a long-written scroll before

the Count de Soissons.

The Count raised it, and all eyes turned

upon him while he read. After running over

the first ordinary forms, the Count's brow con-

tracted, and biting his lip, he handed the paper

to Varicarville, bidding him read it aloud. " It

is fit," said he, " that all should know and wit-

ness, that necessity, and not inclination, leads me

to plunge my country in the misfortunes of civil

war. Read, Varicarville, read !"

Varicarville glanced his eyes over the paper,

and then, with somewhat of an unsteady voice,

read the following proclamation :

—

" In the King^s name .'* Dear and well-be-

* Translation of the original document.
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loved. The fears which we entertain, that cer-

tain rumours lately spread abroad of new fac-

tions and conspiracies, whereby various of our

rebellious subjects endeavour to trouble the re-

pose of our kingdom, should inspire you with

vain apprehensions, you not knowing the par-

ticulars, have determined us to make those par-

ticulars public, in order that you may render

thanks to God for having permitted us to dis-

cover the plots of our enemies, in time to prevent

their malice from making itself felt, to the down-

fal of the State.

" We should never have believed, after the

lenity and favour which we have on all occasions

shown to our Cousin the Count de Soissons, more

especially in having pardoned him his share in

the horrible conspiracy of 1636, that he would

have embarked in similar designs, had not the

capture of various seditious emissaries, sent into

our provinces for the purpose of exciting re-

bellion, of levying troops against our service,

of debauching our armies, and of shaking the

fidelity of our subjects, together with the con-

fessions of the said emissaries, fully proved and

established the criminahty of our said Cousin's

designs.

" The levies which are publicly made under

commissions from our said Cousin—the hostili-
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ties committed upon the bodies of our faithful

soldiers, established in guard upon the frontiers

of Champagne—the confession of the courier

called Vausselle, who has most providentially

fallen into our hands, stating that he had been

sent on the part of the said Count de Soissons,

the Dukes of Guise and Bouillon, to our dearly

beloved brother, Gaston Duke of Orleans, for

the purpose of seducing our said brother to join

and aid in the treasonable plans of the said con-

spirators ; and the farther confession of the

said Vausselle, stating that the Count de Sois-

sons, together with the Dukes of Guise and

Bouillon, conjointly and severally, had treated

and conspired with the Cardinal Infant of Spain,

from whom they had received and were to re-

ceive notable sums of money, and from whom

they expected the aid and abetment of various

bodies of troops and warlike munition, designed

to act against their native country of France,

and us their born liege Lord and Sovereign

—

These, and various other circumstances, having

given us clear knowledge and cognizance of that

whereof we would willingly have remained in

doubt, we are now called upon, injustice to our-

self and to our subjects, to declare and pro-

nounce the said Count de Soissons, together

with the Dukes of Guise and Bouillon, and all
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who shall give them aid, assistance, counsel, or

abetment, enemies to the state of France, and

rebels to their lawful Sovereign ; without, with-

in the space of one month from the date hereof,

they present themselves at our Court, wherever

it may be for the time established, and humbly

acknowledging their fault, have recourse to our

royal clemency.

(Signed) Louis.''

No paper could have been better devised for

restoring union to the councils of the Count de

Soissons. War was now inevitable ; and, after

a good deal of hurried, desultory conversation,

in which no one but the Duke of Bouillon

showed any great presence of mind, my opinion

as the youngest person at the table was the first

formally called for by the Count de Soissons.

I had not yet spoken since the King's proclama-

tion had been read, and had been sitting listen-

ing with some surprise to find, that men of ex-

perience, talents, and high repute, carried on

great enterprises in the same desultory and irre-

gular manner that schoolboys would plot a

frolic on their master. I rose, however, with

the more boldness, while Varicarville muttered

to himself, " the Spaniard will carry the day."

I resolved however that this prognostication
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should not be wholly fulfilled, if I could help it;

and addressing Monsieur le Comte, I said,

" Your Highness has done me the honour of

asking my opinion. There can be now, I be-

lieve, but one. War appears to me to be now

necessary, not only to your dignity, but to your

safety ; and whereas I before presumed to re-

commend inaction, I now think that nothing but

activity can ensure us success. For my own part,

I am ready to take any post your Highness may

think fit to assign me. One of the first things,

however, I should conceive, would be to secure

the capital ; and the next, to complete the le-

vies of troops, so that the regiments be filled to

their entire number. Neither of these objects

are to be effected without money ; and as the

Cardinal Infant has promised a considerable

sum, and the Minister in his proclamation gives

you credit for having received it, I hope the

Marquis de Villa Franca comes prepared to ful-

fil, at least in part, the expectations held out

by his royal principal."

" Most unfortunately," replied the Marquis,

in very good French, " at the time of my depar-

ture, no idea was entertained that the French

Government would so precipitate its measures,

otherwise his Highness, the Cardinal Infant,

would have sent the promised subsidy at the
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time, and I know that no one will regret so

much as he does, this unavoidable delay."

Varicarville looked at me with a meaning

smile; and indeed it was evident enough, as it

was afterwards proved by her conduct, that

Spain was willing to hurry us into war, without

lending us any aid to bring it to a successful

termination. I therefore rejoined without hesi-

tation, feeling that the proverbial rashness of

youth would excuse some ilippancy, and that I

could not carry through my plan without

—

" Under these circumstances, it seems to me

very hkely that Spain, our excellent ally, will

save both her mone}^ and her troops, for pro-

bably, before her tardy succour arrives, we shall

have struck the blow and gained the battle.^

" But what can be done, young Sir ?" demand-

ed Villa Franca hastily. *' Spain will keep her

promise to the very utmost. On my honour,

on my conscience, had I the means of raising

any part of the sum in time to be of service, I

would myself advance it, notwithstanding the

immense losses I sustained by the Catalonian

rebels."

Many a man's honour and his conscience

would be in a very uncomfortable situation if

the means of taking them out of pawn were pre-

sented to him on a sudden. That consideration,

VOL. III. G
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however, did not induce me to spare Monsieur

de Villa Franca, whom I believed, from all I had

heard of him, to be as tergiversating a diplo-

matist as ever the subtle house of Austria had

sent forth. I replied, therefore, " If that be

the case—and who can doubt the noble Mar-

quis''s word ?—I think I can furnish the means

whereby Monsieur de Villa Franca can fulfil his

generous designs, and put it in his power in-

stantly to raise great part of the sum required."

Every one stared, and no one more than the

Marquis himself; but rising from the council-

table, I whispered to Varicarville to keep the

same subject under discussion till I returned

;

and flying across the courts of the arsenal, I

mounted to my own chamber. '^Achilles,"

cried I, as soon as I entered, " the Marquis

de Villa Franca is here in the arsenal ; are you

still resolved to restore him the diamonds .^"

" I am resolved to have nothing to do with

them myself," replied Achilles, " for since the

adventure at Lyons, I find that I had better

give up both gold and diamonds, and content

myself with simple silver for the rest of my life,

if I would not be whipped through the streets,

and turned out in a grey gown : but as to giv-

ing them back, all I can say is, your sublimity

is a great fooU if you do not keep them yourself.'"*
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" It will be of more service to me to give them

than to keep them,'' replied I ;
" but I will not

do so without your consent;" and having by this

time drawn them out of the valise, I held them

out towards him.

" Give them, give them then, in God's name !''

cried the little man, shutting his eyes ; " but do

not let me see them, for their sparkling makes

my resolution wax dim. Take them away,

Monseigneur ! if you love me, take them away.

My virtue is no better than that of Danae of old.""

I did as he required, and hurried back to the

council chamber, where all eyes turned upon me

as I entered ; and I found that the five minutes

of my absence had been wasted on conjectures

of what I could mean. "Monsieur de Villa

Franca," said I, as soon as I had taken my seat,

" you said, I think, that if you had any means

of raising even a part of the sum required, in

time to be of service, you would advance it your-

self, upon your honour and conscience. Now it

so happened, that a person with whom I am ac-

quainted, was at Barcelona when your house was

plundered, and in that city bought this string of

diamonds, which were said to have belonged to

you," and I held them up glittering in the light,

while the eyes of the Marquis seemed to sparkle

in rivalry. " He gave them to me," I proceeded

;

G 2
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" and I am willing to return them to you, upon

condition that you instantly pledge them to three

quarters of their value, to the jewellers of this

city ; the money arising therefrom to be poured

into the treasury of Monsieur le Comte ; and

you shall also give farther an hundred pistoles

to the person who saved them from the hands of

the rabble of Barcelona, he being a poor and

needy man.""

The proposal was received with loud applause

by everyone, except the Marquis de Villa Franca,

whose face grew darker and darker at every

word I spoke. "This is very hard !" said he,

with the most evident design in the world to re-

treat from his proposal. " Those diamonds are

family jewels of inestimable value to me.""

*' They are nevertheless diamonds which you

shall never see again," replied I, " except upon

the conditions which I mention. Nor do I see

that it is hard. Monsieur le Comte will give you

an acknowledgment for so much as they produce,

as a part of the subsidy from Spain, advanced

by you. Upon the sight of that, your own

Prince will repay you, deducting that sum from

the amount which he is about to transmit to

Monsieur le Comte."

" Monsieur de TOrme's observation is just,"
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said the Duke of Bouillon. " You expressed the

most decided conviction, Monsieur le Marquis,

that his Royal Highness would instantly send

us the subsidy ; if so, the Count de Soissons'

acknowledgment will be as good as a bill of

exchange upon your own Prince."

" But the proverb says," replied the Marquis,

" put not your faith in Princes."

" It should have said, put not your faith in

Marquises," rejoined I, somewhat indignant at

his attempts at evasion. " However, Monsieur

le Marquis, the matter stands thus : If you con-

sent to what I propose, we will send for the jew-

ellers, the sum shall be paid, and you shall have

the Count''s acknowledgment ; then, if you can

get the money from your Prince, you have the

means of regaining the diamonds, with the sole

loss of a hundred pistoles. If your Prince did

not intend to pay the subsidy, and you were not

quite convinced that he would pay it, you should

not have promised it here, in his name, and

backed it with your most solemn assurances of

your own conviction on the subject. At all

events, whether he pays it or not, you are no

worse than when you thought the diamonds were

irretrievably lost ; but so far the better, that

you have had an opportunity of showing how
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willingly you perform what you pledged your

honour and conscience you would do if you had

the means."

A slight laugh that ran round the council-

table at this last sentence, I believe, determined

Monsieur de Villa Franca to yield without any

more resistance, seeing very well, at the same

time, that the only existing chance of recovering

his diamonds at all, was to consent to what I

proposed.

He felt well convinced, I am sure, that the

Cardinal Infant had not the slightest intention

in the world of paying the sum which he had

promised ; but, however, he had a better chance

of obtaining his part thereof, than any one else ;

and therefore, as there was no other means of

insuring that his beloved brilliants would not

be scattered over half the habitable globe be-

fore six weeks were over, he signified his assent

to their being deposited with the jewellers of

Sedan, in a tone of resignation worthy of a

martyr.

The syndick of the jewellers, with two or

three of his most reputable companions, were

instantly sent for by the council ; and during

the absence of the messengers, a variety of parti-

culars were discussed, and various plans were

adopted for the purpose of commencing the war
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with vigour, and carrying it on with success.

Amongst other things, the Prince announced

his intention of entrusting all the steps prepara-

tory to a general rising of the people of the

capital, to De Retz and myself; and though

I thought that there were one or two dissatisfied

looks manifested upon the subject, no one judged

fit to object. Probably, weighing the risk with

the honour, they were quite as much pleased to

be excused the Count's enterprise, as discon-

tented at not having been distinguished by his

selection.

At length the jewellers were brought before

the council; and by their lugubrious looks it

was evident that the worthy citizens of Sedan

expected their noble and considerate Prince to

wring from them a heavy subsidy. Their brows

cleared, however, when the diamonds were laid

before them, and their opinion of the value was

demanded ; and after some consultation they

named a hundred and fifty thousand crowns as

a fair price.

The farther arrangements were soon made

;

the merchants willingly agreeing to advance a

hundred thousand crowns, upon the deposit of

the jewels, before the next morning. As soon

as this was concluded, the Marquis de Villa

Franca drew forth his purse, and counting out
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a hundred pistoles, he pushed them across the

table towards me, saying with a sneering smile,

*' I suppose, though your modesty has led you.

Sir, to put the good deed upon another, it is in

fact yourself whom I have to thank for so gene-

rously saving my diamonds, amongst the plun-

dering banditti of Barcelona/'

The blood for an instant rushed up to my
cheek, but it needed no long deliberation to

show me, that anger was but folly on such an

occasion ; and I therefore replied, with a smile,

"Your pardon, most noble Sir! the person

who with his own right hand captured your

diamonds, is a much more tremendous person

than myself, so much so, that his enormous size

and chivalrous prowess have obtained for him

the name of Achilles. I will instantly send for

him, and you shall pay him the money yourself,

when you will perceive, that had he been in-

clined to keep your jewels with a strong hand,

it would have been difficult to have wrung them

from him."

Achilles was brought in a minute ; and when

I presented the diminutive, insignificant, little

man to the Marquis, as the wonderful Achilles

le Franc, who had by the vigour of his invin-

cible arm taken his diamonds, the whole council
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burst into a laugh, in which no one joined more

heartily than Villa Franca himself.

Achilles received his pistoles with great glee,

and I believe valued them more than the dia-

monds themselves.

After this, it being late, the council broke up,

and the Prince retired to his own apartments,

desiring to speak with De Retz and myself, as

he wished us to set out early the next morning

for Paris.

When in his own chamber, he gave me an

order for ten thousand crowns, 4ialf of which he

directed me to apply to his service amongst the

highly respectable persons to whom my mission

was directed, and the other half he bade me
accept, as a half year's salary advanced upon

the appointments of a gentleman of his bed-

chamber. It fortunately happened, that the

order directed his treasurer to pay the money

out of sums already in his hands ; for I own

that I should have entertained some scruple in

accepting the part destined for myself, if it had

been derived from the store of crowns which I

had wrung out of the Marquis de Villa Fran-

ca's diamonds. As it was, necessity put all he-

sitation out of the question.

The Count had still a thousand cautions and

G 5
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directions to give, both to myself and Mon-

sieur de Retz, the only one of which necessary

to allude to here, was his desire that, while I

remained in Paris, I should inhabit the Hotel

de Soissons. This plan of proceeding was

suggested by De Retz, who laid it down as a

maxim, that the sure means of concealing one's

actions, was to act as nobody else would have

done. To insure me a kind reception, and full

confidence from his mother, the Count wrote her

a short note, couched in such terms as would

make her comprehend his meaning without

leading to any discovery, should it fall into the

hands of others. After this, we took our leave

and left him to repose, retiring ourselves to make

preparations for our journey in the morning.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Day had scarcely dawned, when Monsieur

de Retz and myself mounted our horses in

the court-yard of the citadel, and set out on

our return to Paris. We were accompanied by

but one servant each ; for the decided part

which the Minister had taken, left no doubt

that all the avenues to Sedan would be watched

with unslumbering vigilance.

After a short discussion, it was determined

that we should not attempt the direct road ;

and therefore, instead of crossing the bridge

of Sedan, we followed the course of the Meuse

for some way. At a village however, about

two miles from the city, we learned that the

passages of the rivers were guarded, and De
Eetz proposed to return to Sedan and cross

by the bridge. My opinion, however, was dif-

ferent. Where we then stood, the river was
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narrow and not very rapid, our horses fresh

and strong, so that it appeared to me much

more advisable to attempt the passage there,

than by riding up and down the bank to call

attention to our proceedings. The only objec-

tion arose with little Achilles, who had a mor-

tal aversion to being drowned, and declared

that he could not, and that he would not, swim

his horse over. I decided the mattter for him,

however; for at a moment when he had ap-

proached close to the bank, to contemplate

more nearly the horrible feat that was pro-

posed to him, I seized his horse by the bridle,

and spurring in, was soon half-way across, lead-

ing him after me. His terror and distress,

when he began to feel the buoyant motion of

a horse in swimming, were beyond description

;

but as there was no resource, he behaved more

wisely than terrified people generally do, and

sitting quite still, let his fate take its course.

Cutting across the country, sometimes over

fields, sometimes through small bridle paths

and by-roads, we at length entered the high-

way, at a point where suspicion, had she been

inclined to exercise her ingenuity upon us,

might have imagined that we had come from

a thousand other places, with fully as great

likelihood as Sedan ; for the road, a little
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higher up, branched into five others, each of

which conducted in a different direction.

Our journey now passed tranquilly, and on

the evening of the third day we arrived at

Paris. It was too late to present myself to the

Countess de Soissons that night ; and Monsieur

de Retz offering me an apartment in his hotel,

I accepted it for the time, not ill pleased to

see as much as possible of the extraordinary

man into whose society I had been thrown, and

commenting upon his character fully as much

as he did in all probability upon mine.

On our journey we had laughed over the

circumstances of our former meeting ; but I

found that he still entertained great doubts

of my discretion, by the frequent warnings he

gave me not to communicate any thing I had

seen at Sedan to the Countess de Soissons.

'' It is a good general rule," said he, " never

to tell a woman the truth, in any circumstances.

Praise her faults, abuse her enemies, humour

her weakness, gratify her vanity, but never,

never, tell her the truth. One's deportment

with a woman ought to be like a deep lake,

reflecting every thing, but letting no one see the

bottom."

Monsieur de Retz's pohcy was not always

exactly to my taste ; but as the Count de Sois-
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sons had not bid rae to communicate any of his

affairs to his mother, I resolved of course to

keep them as secret from her as from any other

person."

As soon as I imagined that such a visit would

be acceptable on the subsequent morning, I

proceeded on horseback to the Hotel de Soissons,

wearing, for the first time, my fine Spanish

dress of white silk, De Retz having warned me,

that in all points of ceremony, the Countess de

Soissons showed no lenity to offenders. To
make the suit at all harmonize with a ride on

horseback, I was obliged to add a pair of white

leather buskins to the rest ; but, as this was

quite the mode of the day, Monsieur de Retz

declared my apparel exquisite ; and, being

himself not a little of a petit-maitre, notwith-

standing both his philosophy and his cloth, he

looked with a deep sigh at his black soutane,

which he had resumed since our arrival at Paris,

and declared that he had no small mind to cast

away the gown, and draw the sword himself.

With a smile at human inconsistency, I left

him, and rode away ; and passing by my old

auberge, in the Rue des Prouvaires, soon

reached the Hotel de Soissons. Here I de-

livered the Count's note of introduction to a

servant, bidding him present it to the Princess,
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and inform her that the gentleman to whom it

referred waited her pleasure.

I was not kept long in attendance. In a few

minutes the servant returned, and bade me fol-

low him to the apartments of the Countess.

We mounted the grand staircase, and proceed-

ing through a suite of splendid rooms, the win-

dows of which were almost all composed of

stained glass, bearing the cyphers C. S. and C.

N. interlaced, for Charles de Soissons and Ca-

therine de Navarre, we at length reached the

chamber in which the Princess was seated with

her women.

She was working at an embroidery frame,

while a pretty girl of about sixteen stood be-

side her, holding the various silks of which she

was making use. On my being announced, she

raised her head, showing a face in which the

wreck of many beauties might still be traced,

and fixed her eyes somewhat sternly upon me ;

first letting them rest upon my face, and then

glancing over my whole person with a grave

and dissatisfied air.

" You come here, young Sir," said she at

length, " dressed like a bridegroom ; but you

will go away like a mourner. Your mother is

dead !"

God of Heaven ! till that moment, I had not
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an idea that, on the earth, there was a being

so unfeehng as thus to communicate to a son,

that the tie between him and the author of his

being was riven by the hand of Death !

And yet the Countess de Soissons acted not

from unfeehng motives ; she fancied me guilty

of folHes that, in her eyes, were crimes, and she

thought, by the terrible blow that she struck,

at once to reprove and reclaim me.

At first I did not comprehend— I could

not, I would not believe that she spoke truly

:

when seeing my doubts in the vacancy of my
expression, she calmly repeated what she had

said.

What change took place then in my counte-

nance I know not ; but, however, it was sufficient

to alarm her for the consequences of what she

had done, and starting up, she called loudly to

her women to bring water— wine—any thing to

relieve me. To imagine what I felt, will not

be easy for any other, even when it is remem-

bered how I loved the parent I had lost,—how I

had left her,—how deeply she had loved me, and

how suddenly, how unexpectedly I heard that

the whole was at an end, and that the cold

grave lay between us for ever. My agitation

was so extreme, that totally forgetting the pre-

sence of the Princess, I cast myself into a chair
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and covering my face with my hands, remained

speechless and motionless for nearly a quarter

of an hour.

During this time, the Countess de Soissons,

passing from one extreme to the other, did every

thing she could to soothe and calm me ; and, had

I been her own son, she could not for the time

have shown me more kindness. She was fright-

ened, I believe, at the state into which she had

thrown me, and was still endeavouring to make

me speak, when a tall, venerable, old man en-

tered the chamber, but paused, I believe, on

seeing the confusion that reigned within. She

instantly called him to her assistance, telling

him what she had done, and pointing out the

consequences it had had upon me. He ap-

proached, and after feeling my pulse, drew

forth a lancet, and calling for a basin, bled me

profusely.

" You have done wrong, my daughter," said

he, turning to the Countess with an air of au-

thority, which she bore more meekly than might

have been expected. " Mildness wins hearts,

while unkind ness can but break them. Leave

me with this young gentleman, and I doubt

not soon to restore him to himself."

The Countess did as he bade her, without

reply ; and desiring her women to bring her
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embroidery frame, she left the apartment. The
bleeding had instantly relieved me. Every

drop that flowed had seemed so much taken

from an oppressive load that overburdened my
heart ; and when the old man sat down by me
and asked if I was better, I could answer

him in the affirmative, and thank him for his

assistance.

" I will not attempt to console you, my son,"

he proceeded, *' for you have met with a deep

and irreparable loss. From all I hear, your

mother was one of the best and most amiable

of women ; and through a long life, we meet

with so very few on whom our hearts can fix,

that every time Death numbers one of them for

his own, he leaves a deep and irremediable

wound with us, that none but Time can assuage,

and Time himself ought never wholly to heal.

I know too, at the moment when we find that

Fate has put its immoveable barrier between us

and those we loved,—when the cold small portal

of the grave is shut against our communion with

our friends,—I know that it is then that every

pain we have given them is visited with double

anguish upon our own hearts, and a crowd of

bitter, unavailing regrets fill every way of me-

mory with dark and horrible forms."

I wept bitterly, for he had touched a chord
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to which my feelings vibrated but too sensitive-

ly. " In the gaieties of life," he proceeded,

" in the pleasures of society, in the passions, the

interests, the desires of human existence and of

our earthly nature, we often forget those finer

feelings-^those better, brighter, nobler senti-

ments, which belong to the soul alone. Nor is

it till irretrievable is stamped upon our actions,

that we truly feel where we have been wanting

in duty, in gratitude, in affection; but when

we do feel it, we ought to have a care not

to let those regrets pass away in vain tears and

ineffectual sorrow, thus wasting the most blessed

remedy that Heaven has given to the diseases of

the soul. On the contrary, we should apply

them to our future conduct, and by gathering

instruction from the past, and improvement

from remorse, should find in the chastisement

of Heaven the blessing it was intended to be."

As I recovered from the first shock of the

tidings I had just heard, I had time to consider

more particularly the person who spoke to me.

As I have said, he was an old man ; and, from

the perfect silver of his hair and beard, I should

have supposed him above seventy ; but the

erectness of his carriage, the whiteness of his

teeth, and the pure undimmed fire of his eye,

took much from his look of age. His dress,
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though it consisted of a long black robe, was

certainly not clerical; and from the skill with

which he had bled me, I was rather inclined to

suppose that his profession tended more towards

the cure of bodies, than of souls.

In repl}^ to his mild homily, which appeared

to me, notwithstanding the gentleness of his

language, to point at greater errors then any I

could charge myself with towards the parent I

had lost, I could only answer, that it was hardly

possible for a being made up of human weakness

to be so continually brought in connection with

another, as a son must be with a mother, with-

out falHng into some faults towards her ; but

that even now, when memory and affection

joined to magnify all I had done amiss in regard

to the dead, I could recall no instance in which

I had intentionally given her pain.

An explanation ensued ; and I found that my
mother, when on her death-bed, had written to

the Countess de Soissons, informing her of my
disappearance from Bigorre, and attributing it

to love for the daughter of a roturier in the

vicinity, who had also quitted the province

shortly after. She gave no name and no de-

scription ; but she begged the Countess de Sois-

sons to cause search to be made for me in

Paris, and to endeavour to rescue me from the
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debasing connection into which, she said, the

blood of Bigorre should have held me from

ever entering.

" It is under these circumstances," proceeded

the old man, " that the Princess addressed you

this morning with the abrupt news of your

mother's death, hoping by the remorse which

that news would occasion, to win you at once

from the unhappy entanglement into which you

have fallen."

'' That the Countess de Soissons should be

mistaken," replied I, " does not surprise me,

for she did not know me ; but that my mother

should suppose any passion, whether worthy or

unworthy, would have led me to inflict so much

pain upon her, and on my father, as my unex-

plained absence must have done, does astonish

and afflict me. Indeed, though my own death

might have been the consequence of my stay, I

was weak to fly as I did ; nor should I have

done so, had my mind been in a state to judge

sanely of my own conduct. Will you, Sir,

have the goodness to inform the Countess de

Soissons that the suspicions of my mother were

entirely unfounded, and that I neither fled

with any one, nor for the purpose of meeting

any one, as she must evidently see, from my
having found and attached myself to Monsieur
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le Comte. My absence. Sir, was occasioned by

my having accidentally slain one of my fellovv^-

creatures, and my having no means of proving

that I did so accidentally.'^

" It has been a most unhappy mistake,*" re-

plied the old man, *' for undoubtedly it has been

this idea that wounded your mother to the heart.

But I hurt you ; do not let me do so. If it has

been a mistake, you are no way answerable for

it. I now go to give your message to the Coun-

tess, and will bring you a few hues addressed to

you from your mother, but which, you must re-

member, were written under erroneous feelings.

Thus saying, he left me; and in a few mi-

nutes returned with the letter he had mentioned.

" The Countess,"" said he, " is most deeply

grieved at the mistake which has arisen, and

especially at having by her abruptness aggra-

vated the grief which you cannot but most

poignantly feel. This is the letter I spake of;

but you had better read it in private. If you

will follow me, I will conduct you to an apart-

ment, which, while you remain at the Hotel

de Soissons, the Countess begs you would look

upon as your own.''

I followed him in silence to a splendid suite

of rooms, wherein he left me ; and I had now
time to indulge in all the painful thoughts to
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which the irreparable loss I had sustained gave

rise. For some time I did not open my mother's

letter, letting my thoughts wander through the

field of the past, and recalling with agonizing

exactness every bright quality of the mind, and

every gentle feeling of the heart now laid in the

dust. Her love for me rose up as in judgment

against me, and I felt that I had never known

how much I loved her, till death had rendered

that love in vain. Memory, so still, so silent, so

faithless, in the hurry of passion, and the pur-

suit of pleasure, now raised her voice, and with

painful care traced all that I had lost. A thou-

sand minute traits,—a thousand kind and consi-

derate actions,— a thousand touches of gene-

rosity, of feeling, of tenderness,—every word,

every look of many long years of affection,

passed in review before me ; and sad, sad was

the vision, when I thought that it was all gone

forever. Any thing was better than that con-

templation; and with an aching heart, I opened

the letter. The wavering and irregular hues,

traced while life still maintained a faint struggle

against death ; the mark of a tear, given to the

long painful adieu, first caught my eye and

wrung my very heart, even before I read what

follows.

" We shall never meet again !" she wrote.
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" Life, my son, and hope, as far as it belongs to

this earth, have fled; and I have nothing to

think of in the world I am leaving, but your

happiness and that of your father. I write not

to reproach you, Louis, but I write to warn and

to entreat you not to disgrace a long line of

illustrious ancestors, by a marriage, which, de-

pend upon it, will be as unhappy in the end, as

it is degrading in itself. This is my last wish,

my last command, my last entreaty. Observe

it, as you would merit the blessing which I send

you. Adieu, my son, adieu !—You may meet

with many to cherish, with many to love you,

—^but, oh! the love of a mother is far above

any other that binds being to being on this

earth. Adieu ! once more, adieu !— It is per-

haps a weakness, and yet I cannot help thinking

that, even after this hand is dust, my spirit

might know, and feel consoled, if my son came

to shed a tear on the stone that shall cover the

ashes of his mother."

Every word found its way to my heart ; and

reverting to what I had seen on the night

previous to my departure from Sedan, I fancied

that my mother's spirit had itself come to enforce

her dying words ; and, yielding to the feelings

of the moment, I mentally promised to obey

her to the very utmost. Nay, more ! with a
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superstitious idea that her eye could look upon

me even then, I kneeled and declared, with as

much fervency as ever vow was offered to Heaven

itself, that I would follow her will ; and, as soon

as the enterprise to which my honour bound

me was at an end, would visit her tomb, and

pay that tribute to her memory which she had

herself desired. Then casting myself into a seat,

I leaned my head upon my hands, and gave full

rein to every painful reflection.

Let me pass over two days which I spent en-

tirely in the chamber that had been allotted to

me. During that time, every attention was

paid to me by the servants of the Countess de

Soissons ; and the old man, whom I have before

mentioned, visited me more than once, every

time I saw him gtiining upon my good opinion,

by the kind and judicious manner in which he

endeavoured to soothe and console, without

either blaming or opposing my grief. Still, no

word that fell from him gave me the least inti-

mation in regard to the character in which he

acted in the Hotel de Soissons, though, from the

evident influence he possessed over the Countess,

it was one of no small authority. From him,

however, I learned that my father had written

briefly to the Countess de Soissons, informing

her of my mother'*s death. To me he had not

VOL. III. H
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written ; and, though I could easily conceive

from his habits and character, that he had

shrunk from a task so painful in itself, yet I

could not help imagining that displeasure had

some part in his silence.

On the evening of the second day, I received

a visit from De Retz, who, notwithstanding all

that had happened, used every argument to sti-

mulate me to action ; and, in truth, I felt that

in my own griefs I was neglecting the interest

of the Prince. I accordingly promised him

that the next day I would exert myself as he

wished ; and, after conversing for some time on

the affairs of the Count, I described to him the

old man I had met with, and asked him if he

knew him.

" Slightly," he replied. " He is an Italian

by birth, and his name Vanoni, a man of in-

finite talent and profound learning ; but his

name is not in very good odour amongst our

more rigid ecclesiastics, because he is reported

to dive a little into those sciences which they

hold as sacrilegious. He is known to be an

excellent astronomer, and some people will have

it, astrologer also; though, I should suppose, he

has too much of real and substantial knowledge,

to esteem very highly that which is in all pro-

bability imaginary. Have you not remarked.

%
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that there are fully more vulgar minds in the

higher classes, than there are elevated ones in

the lower? Well, the vulgar part of our

?ioblesse call Signor Vanoni the Countess de

Soisson^s necromancer, though I believe the

highest degree to which he can pretend in

the occult sciences is that of astrologer

;

and ev^n that he keeps so profoundly concealed,

that their best proof of it hardly amounts to

suspicion."

After De Retz had left me, being resolved at

all events to waste no more time, every instant

of which was precious in such enterprises as

that of Monsieur le Comte, I desired Achilles

to find me out the archer who had so well

aided him in recovering my ring, and to bring

him to me early the next morning.

This he accordingly executed ; and, at my
breakfast, which was served in my own apart-

ments, my little attendant presented to me a

tall, solemn personage, who looked wise enough

to have passed for a fool, had it not been for a

certain twinkling spirit, that every now and

then peeped out at the corner of his eye, and

seemed to say, that the obtuseness of his de-

portment was but a mask to hide the acuter

mind within. I made these observations while

I amused him for a moment or two in empty

H 2
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conversation, till I could find an opportunity of

dismissing two lackeys of the Countess, who

had orders to wait upon me at my meals; and

by what I perceived, I judged that it would be

a difficult matter to conceal my own purposes

from such a person, while I drew from him

what information I required.

I resolved however to attempt it, and conse-

quently, when the servants were gone, I turned

to the subject of my ring ; and saying that I

really thought he had been insufficiently paid

for the talent and activity he had shown upon

the occasion, I begged his acceptance of a gold

piece.

The man looked in my face with a dead flat

stupidity of aspect, which completely covered

all his thoughts ; but at the same time I very

well divined that he did not in the least attribute

the piece of gold to the affair of the ring. He
followed the sure policy, however, of closing his

hand upon the money, making me a low bow,

with that most uncommitting sentence, " Mon-

sieur is very good.*"

" I suppose," proceeded I, " that the strange

fact of pipeurs^ swindlers, swash bucklers, and

bravoes of all descriptions, continually evading

the pursuit of dame Justice, notwithstanding

her having such acute servants as yourself, is
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more to be attributed to your humanity, than to

your ignorance of their secrets."

This was put half as a question, half as a po-

sition, but in such a way as evidently to show

that it led to something else. An intelligent

gleam sparkled in the corner of the archer''s eye,

and I fancied that some information concern-

ing the worthy fraternity I inquired after, was

about to follow ; but he suddenly gave a glance

towards Achilles ; and, resuming his look of

stolidity, replied, " Monsieur is very good."

" Go to Monsieur de Retz, Achilles," said I,

" and tell him, that if it suits his convenience,

I will be with him in an hour." Achilles was

not slow in" taking the hint ; and when he was

gone, I proceeded, spreading out upon the table

some ten pieces of gold. " About these swash

bucklers," said I, " I am informed they are a

large fraternity.''

" Vast !" replied the archer, in a more com-

municative tone.

'' And pray where do they principally dwell .^"

demanded I.

" In every part of Paris," said the archer,

looking up in my face, " from the Place Royale,

to the darkest nook of the Fauxbourg St. An-

toine. But it is dangerous for a gentleman to

venture amongst them."
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I saw he began to wax communicative, and I

pushed a piece of gold across the table to con-

firm his good disposition. The gold disappear-

ed, and the archer went on. " I would not

advise you to venture among them, Monseig-

neur: but if you would tell me what sort of

men you want, doubtless I could find them for

you, and I can keep counsel."

" Why, my good friend," replied I, " I did

not exactly say that I wanted any men ; but if

you will call me over the names and qualities

of two or three of your most respectable ac-

quaintances, I will see whether they be such as

may suit my service."

The archer paused for a moment, screwing

up his eye into a curious air of sharp contem-

plation; and then suddenly replied, " If I

knew what your Lordship wanted them for, I

could better proportion their abilities."

" For general service, man ! for general ser-

vice !" replied I. " The men I require must

obey my word, defend my life, drub my ene-

mies, brawl for my friends, and in no case think

of the consequences."

" I understand !" replied the archer,—^' I

understand. There are Jean le Mestre, and

Francois le Nain ; but I doubt they are too

coarse-handed for your purpose. They are fit
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for nothing but robbing a travelling jeweller,

or frightening an old woman into fits."

" They won't exactly do,"" replied I, " at

least if we can find any others."

" Oh, plenty of others ! plenty of others
!"

said the archer. " Then there are Pierre I'Ag-

neau, and Martin de Chauline. They were

once two as sweet youths as ever graced the

Place de Greve ; but they have been spoiled by

bad company. They took service with the

Marquis de St. Brie, and such service ruins a

man for life.'''

" I should certainly suppose it did," replied

I ;
" but proceed to some others. We have

only heard of four yet."

" Don't be afraid !" said the archer, " I have

a long list. Your Lordship would not like a

Jesuit—they are devilish cunning—sharp hands!

men of action too ! I know an excellent Jesuit,

who would suit you to a hair in many respects.

He is occasionally employed too by Monsieur de

Noyers, one of our ministers, and would cheat

the Devil himself."

" But as I do not pretend to half the cunning

of his infernal Majesty," replied I, " this wor-

thy Jesuit might cheat me too."

" That is very possible," answered the ar-

cher. " But stay !" he proceeded thoughtfully.
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" I have got the very men that will do,—You

need a brace, Monseigneur—Of course, you

need a brace. There is Combalet de Carignan,

one of our most gallant gentlemen, and Jacques

Mocqueur, as he is called, because he laughs at

every thing. They were both in the secret service

of his Eminence the Cardinal ; but they one day

did a little business on their own account, which

came to his ears ; and he vowed that he would

give them a touch of the round bedstead. They

knew him to be a man of his word, so they made

their escape, till the matter blew by, and now

they are living here in Paris on their means.'"

" And pray what is the round bedstead ?"**

demanded I, " something unpleasant, doubtless,

from its giving such celerity to the motions of

your friends
?''^

" Nothing but a certain wheel in the inside

of the Bastille," replied the archer, " on which

a gentleman is suffered to repose himself quietly

after all his bones are put out of joint. But as

I was saying, these two gallants are just the

men for your Lordship''s service: bold, dex-

trous, cunning; and they have withal a spice

of honour and chivalry about them, which makes

them marvellousl}^ esteemed amongst their fel-

lows. Will they suit you, Monseigneur .?"
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" I think they will," replied I, "but I must

see them first.""

" Nothing so easy," answered the archer.

" I will bring them here at any hour your

Lordship pleases to name."

*' Not here," replied I ; " I must not take

too many liberties with the Hotel de Soissons.

But I have a lodging in the rue des Pretres St.

Paul, on the left hand going down, the iifth

door from the corner, nearly opposite a grocer's

shop. Bring them there at dusk to-night, and

accept that for your trouble." So saying, I

pushed him over two more of the gold pieces

;

and having once more satisfied himself that he

perfectly remembered the direction I had given

him, the archer took his leave, and I proceeded

to my rendezvous with De Retz,

H o
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CHAPTER IX.

"Welcome!" said DeRetz, as I entered,

^' most welcome ! I am just about to proceed

on an expedition wherein your assistance may

be necessary. Will you accompany me .?"

" Any where you please," I replied, *' pro-

vided I be back by dusk.""

" Long before that," answered De Retz. " I

am going to take you to the Bastille."

My surprise made the Abbe explain himself.

" You must know," said he, " that there is no

actual impossibility of our gaining the Bastille

itself for Monsieur le Comte de Soissons, in

case his first battle should be so successful as to

give fair promise for the ultimate event.—You

like frankness," he continued, suddenly inter-

rupting what he was saying, *' and I perceive

you are already beginning to look surprised

that I, who have hitherto shown no great con-

fidence in your discretion, should now let you
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into the most dangerous secrets of this enter-

prise. I will frankly tell you why I do so—it

is because I need some one to assist me ; and

because I judge it more dangerous to risk a se-

cret with two, than to confide it all to one, even

should he not be very discreet. But I am also

beginning to think more highly of your discre-

tion. It is so bad a plan to let our first impres-

sions become our lords, that I make a point of

changing my opinion of a man as often as I can

find the least opportunity."

It was very difficult to know, on all occa-

sions, whether Monsieur de Retz's frankness

was spontaneous or assumed. Whichever it

was, it always flowed with a view to policy ; and

I found that the best way in dealing with him

was at first but to give to whatever he advanc-

ed, that sort of negative credence, which left

the mind free to act as circumstances should

afterwards confirm or shake its belief. In the

present case, I merely thanked him for his im-

proved opinion of me, and begged him to pro-

ceed, which he did accordingl3^

" The Bastille," he said, " serves Monsieur

le Cardinal de Richelieu for many purposes :

but its great utility is, that it disposes of all his

enemies one way or another. Those he hates,

or those he fears, find there a grave or a prison,
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according to the degree of his charitable sen-

timents towards them. There are, however,

many persons whom he fears too much to leave

at liberty, yet not enough to condemn them to

the rack, the block, or the dungeon. These

persons are shut up in one prison or another

through the kingdom ; and on their first arrest

are treated with some severity, but gradually,

as they become regular tenants of the place,

the measures against them are relaxed ; and

thiey have, at length, as much liberty as they

v/ould have in their own house with the door

shut.

" There are at present four men within the

walls of the Bastille, who, having been there for

years, are scarcely more watched than the Go-

vernor himself. The Duke de Vitry, the Count

de Cramail, Marshal Bassompierre, and the Mar-

quis du Fargis. All these are known to me;

and Monsieur du Fargis is my uncle, so that

I am very sure of the game that I am playing.

The interior discipline of the prison is at pre-

sent more than ever relaxed, under the present

governor. Monsieur du Tremblai ; and his po-

liteness towards his prisoners is such, that one

or other of the four crentlemen I have named

have every day one of their friends to dine with

them, which affords them the greatest consola-
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tion under their imprisonment. I have often thus

visited the prison ; and about ten days ago,

while dining with my uncle, I had an opportu-

nity of hinting to the Count de Cramail, who is

the cleverest man of the party, the designs of

Monsieur le Comte ; and, at the same time,

proposed to him a plan for rendering ourselves

masters of the Bastille. He has promised me an

answer to-day, when I have engaged myself to

dine with Monsieur de Bassompierre ; and the

only difficulty is to obtain an opportunity of

speaking in private. You doubtless have experi-

enced how troublesome it is sometimes to win a

secret moment, even in a saloon ; judge there-

fore whether it is easy in a prison. You must

lend your aid, and engage old Du Tremblai in

conversation, while I make the best use of the

time you gain for me."

I now very well perceived that De Retz had

in a manner been forced to explain himself to

me, as there was no other person in Paris ac-

quainted with the designs of the Count de Sois-

sons. I therefore gave him full credit for sin-

cerity, and agreed to do my best to gain him

the opportunity desired.

By the time this explanation was given, it

approached very near to one of the clock ; and,

not to commit such a rudeness as to keep wait-
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ing for their dinner a party of prisoners, whose

principal earthly amusement must have been to

eat, we set out immediately on foot, it being re-

quired that we should give as little tclat to our

visits to the Bastille as possible.

A sort of mixed government then existed within

the walls of the prison, being garrisoned with

troops as a fortress, and also very well supplied

with jailers and turnkeys to fit it for its princi-

pal capacity. Thus, though the gate was open-

ed to us by an unarmed porter, a sentinel, iron

to the teeth, presented himself in the inner

court, and another at every ten steps. How-

ever, having, like the knights of the old ro-

mances, vanquished all perils of the way, we at

length entered into the penetralia, and were

ushered into the presence of the Governor.

Monsieur du Tremblai, who died about six

months afterwards, was too good a man for his

situation: his reception of us was as kind as

if we had been guests of his own ; and the pri-

soners whom we went to see appeared to form

but a part of his own family.

I was now introduged in form to the friends

of Monsieur de Retz : they were all old men
;

and had, in truth, nothing remarkable in their

appearance. Monsieur de Vitry, celebrated in
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history as the man who, at the command of Louis

the Thirteenth, shot the Marechal d'Ancre on

the very steps of the Louvre, was the only one

whose countenance promised any thing like vi-

gour ; but it was not to him that De Retz had

addressed himself in his present negotiation,

but to Monsieur de Cramail, whose face at all

events did not prepossess one in favour of his

intellect.

We dined ; and the Governor seeing me dress-

ed in mourning, and as gloomy in my deport-

ment as my garments, luckily applied himself

to console me, with so much application, that

Monsieur de Cramail had an opportunity of

speaking a few words to De Retz in private,

even during dinner, while Monsieur du Trem-

blai endeavoured to solace me with alose a la

martinette, and to drive out tlie demon sorrow

with pieds de cochons a la St. Menthoulde.

During the meal, De Retz took occasion to

vaunt my skill at all games of cards, though. Hea-

ven knows, he could not tell, when he did so,

whether I could distinguish basset from lans-

quenet ; but taking this for a hint, when the

old Governor asked me, after dinner, to make

one of three at ombre, I did not refuse ; and as

soon as we were seated, the Abbe, with Mon-
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sieur de Cramail, went out to walk upon the

terrace, while Messieurs De Vitry and du Fargis

remained to look on upon our game.

Thinking to engage the Governor to go on

with me, I let him win a few pieces, though he

played execrably ill: but I thus fell into the

common mistake of being too shrewd for my

own purpose. Had I judged sanely of human

nature, I should have won his money, and he

would have gone on to a certainty, to win it

back. As it was, after gaining a few crowns, he

resigned the cards, and asked if I would join

the gentlemen on the terrace.

There was no way of detaining him ; and there-

fore, after making what diversion I could, I fol-

lowed to the spot where DeRetz and Monsieur de

Cramail were enjoying an unobserved tite-d-tite.

As we came up, I saw that the latter had a pa-

per in his hand, which he was evidently about

to give to De Retz. The moment, however,

we appeared on the terrace, he paused and

withdrew it. The paper I knew might be of

consequence ; but how to take off the eyes of

the Governor, vvas the question. I praised the

view, hoping he would turn to look, in his asto-

nishment— for nothing was to be seen but the

smoky chimneys of the Fauxbourg St. Antoine.
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But the Governor only replied, " Yes, very

fine," and vv-alked on.

I now saw that I must hazard a bold stroke;

and quietly insinuating the point of my sword

between the Governor's legs, which was the

more easy, as he somewhat waddled in his

walk, I slipped the buckle of my belt; the

sword fell, and the Governor over it. I tumbled

over him ; and while the paper was given, re-

ceived, and concealed, I picked him up, begged

bis pardon, and brushed the dust off his coat ;

after which we passed a quarter of an hour in

mutually bowing and making excuses.

De Retz then took leave, and as soon as we

were once more in the street, I left him to pe-

ruse the paper he had received at leisure, and

hurried away to my lodging, in the rue des

Pretres St. Paul, to prepare for the reception

of my archer and his recruits. In going to the

Bastille with De Retz, I fancied that I saw a

man suddenly turn round and follow us ; and

on my return, I evidently perceived that I was

watched. Whatever was the object, it did not

at all suit me that any one should spy my
actions; and therefore, after various hare-like

doublings, I turned down the rue des Minims,

got into the Place Royale, and gliding under
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the dark side of the arcades, made my escape

by the other end, and gradually worked my
way up to my lodging. My good landlady

was somewhat surprised to see me, but I

found my apartments prepared, and in order

;

and, sending for a couple of flagons of good

Burgundy, I waited the arrival of my new

attendants.

I found that punctuality was amongst their

list of qualifications ; for no sooner did twilight

fall, than the archer made his appearance, fol-

lowed by two very respectable-looking person-

ages, whom he introduced to me severally as

Combalet de Carignan, and Jacques Mocqueur.

The first was a tall, well-dressed gallant, ruff-

ling gaily, with feathers and ribbons in profu-

sion, a steady, nonchalant, daring eye, and a leg

and arm like a Hercules. The face of the se-

cond, Jacques Mocqueur, was not unknown to

me ; and memory hastily running back through

the past, found and brought before me in a

minute the figure of one of those worthy ser-

geants who had come to examine my valise on

my first arrival at Paris. He was the one who

had shown some valour, and had ventured a

pass or two with me, after his companion had

been ejected by the window.

I instantly claimed acquaintance with him.
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which he as readily admitted ; saying with a

grin, that the circumstances under which we had

last met would, he hoped, be quite sufficient

to establish his character in my opinion, and show

that he was well fitted for my service. What-

ever reply he expected, I answered in the affir-

mative ; and Combalet de Carignan, finding

that his friend's acquaintance with me turned

out advantageously, would fain have proved

himself an old friend of mine also. Jacques

Mocqueur, however, cut him short, exclaiming

*' No, no ! you were not of the party ; and you

just as much remember Monseigneur"*s face, as I

do the high-priest of the Jews."

" Why, I have done so many sweet youths

lately," replied the other, *' and broken so many

heads, that I grow a strange confounder of faces."

" Ay ! If you had been with us that day,"

answered Jacques Mocqueur, " you would have

had your own head broken. Why, Monseigneur

made short work with us. He pitched Captain

Von Crack out of the window like an empty

oyster-shell, and pricked me a hole in my shoul-

der before either of us knew on what ground we

were standing;" and he made me alow bow, to

send his compliment home up to the hilt.

" To proceed to business," said I, after I had

invited my companions to taste the contents of
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the flagons, which they did with truly generous

rivalry. " Let me hear what wages you two

gentlemen require for entering into my service.""

" That depends upon two things," replied

Combalet de Carignan :
" what sort of service

your Lordship demands, and what power you

have to protect us in executing it. Simple

brawling for you, cheating, pimping, lying,

swearing, thrashing or being thrashed, fighting

on your part, steel to steel, and any other thing

in the way of reason, we are ready to undertake:

but murder, assassination, and highway robbery,

are out of our way of business. I have been

employed in the service of the State, am come

of a good family, am well born and well educated,

and would rather starve than do any thing mean

or dishonourable."

" Nothing of the kind shall be demanded of

you," replied I, " and the worst you shall risk

in my service shall be hard blows.'*

" That is nothing," replied Jacques Mocqueur.

" Combalet does not fear even a little hanging,

but he dreads having a hotter place in the other

world than his friends and companions. But for

general service, such as your Lordship demands,

we cannot have less than sixty crowns a month

each."

To this I made no opposition, and a written
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agreement was drawn out between us, in the fol-

lowing authentic form.o
" We, Combalet de Carignan, and Jacques dit

Mocqueur, hereby take service with Monsieur

le Comte de I'Orme, promising to serve him

faithfully in all his commands, provided they be

not such as may put us in danger of the great

carving-knife, the road to Heaven, or the round

bedstead. We declare his enemies our enemies,

and his friends our friends ; all for the considera-

tion of sixty crowns per month, to be paid to

each of us by the said Count de TOrme, together

with his aid and protection in all cases of danger

and difficulty, as well as food and maintenance in

health, and surgical assistance, in case of our be-

coming either sick or wounded in his service."

In addition to the above, I stipulated that my
two new retainers were to abandon all other bu-

siness than mine ; and though they might lie as

much as they pleased to any one else, that they

should uniformly tell me the truth.

At this last proposal, Jacques Mocqueur burst

into a fit of laughter ; and Combalet de Carignan

hesitated and stammered most desperately.

*' You must know, Monseigneur," said he at

length, " that my friend Jacques and I have es-

tablished a high character amongst our brethren,

by never promising any thing without perform-
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ing it. Now, every thing that we say we will do

for your Lordship, be sure that it shall be done,

even to our own detriment ; but as to telling

you the truth, I can't undertake it. I never told

the truth in my life, except in regard to pro-

mises ; and I own I should not know how to

begin. It is my infirmity lying, and I cannot

get over it. Jacques Mocqueur can tell the

truth. Oh, I have known him tell the truth very

often ; but really, Monseigneur, you must ex-

cuse wze."

"Well then. Monsieur Combalet," said I,

"your friend Jacques shall tell me the truth;

and when you lie to me, he shall correct you

;

and I will set it down to your infirmity."

" Agreed, Monseigneur, agreed,"" replied the

other, " I am quite willing that you should

know the truth. 1 do not lie to deceive. It pro-

ceeds solely from an exuberant and poetical

imagination. But allow me to request one

thing, which is, that you would call me De Ca-

rignan. I am somewhat tenacious in regard to

my family ; for you must know that I am de-

scended from the illustrious house of Carignan

of
"

" The infirmity ! the infirmity !" exclaimed

Jacques Mocqueur. "His mother was a lady
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of pleasure in the rue des Hurleurs, and his

father was a footman."'

The bravo turned with a furious air upon his

companion, but Jacques Mocqueur only laughed,

and assured me that what he said was true.

All preliminaries were now definitively settled,

and giving the archer another piece of gold, I

hinted to him that he might leave me alone with

my new attendants. This was no sooner done,

than I proceeded to my more immediate object.

" You think doubtless, my men,"" said I, " that

I am about to employ you, as you have hitherto

been employed, in any of those little services

which require men devoid of prejudice, and not

over-burthened with morality ; but you are mis-

taken. In the enterprise for which I destine

you, you will stand side by side with the best

and noblest of the land. If we fail, we will all

lay our bones together ; if we succeed, your re-

ward is sure, and a nobler career is open to you

than that which you have hitherto followed."

My two recruits looked at each other in some

surprise. " He means a buccaneering !" said

Combalet to his companion.

" Fie ! no," replied Jacques Mocqueur, after

a moment's thought. " He means a conspiracy,

because he talks about its being a nobler career.
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Folks always call their conspiracies noble, though

lawyers call it treason. However, Mon seigneur,

if it is any thing against our late Lord and

Master, his most devilish Eminence of Richelieu,

we are your men, for we both owe him a deep

grudge ; and we make it a point of honour to

pay our debts. But who are we to fight for,

and who against ?"

" Hold, hold, my friend," replied I, " you

are running forward somewhat too fast. Remem-

ber, that you are speaking to your lord, whom
you have bound yourself to serve ; and you

must obey his commands, without inquiring

why or wherefore.'"

" Ay !^' answered Combalet, *' so long as

they do not make us put our heads under the

great carving-knife ; but when your Lordship

talks about conspiracies
*'

'' Who talks about conspiracies ! knave," cried

I, finding that my horses were showing signs of

restiveness—" who talks of conspiracies.'* You

have nothing to do but receive my commands

;

and when I propose any thing to you that

brings you within the danger of the law, then

make your objection.—But to the point," pro-

ceeded I, " I am told, and indeed know from

the best authority, that all the persons exercis-

ing your honourable profession in any of its
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branches, form as it were a sort of club or soci-

ety, which is governed by its own laws to a

certain degree ; and I am moreover informed

that you have a certain place of meeting,

where the elders of your body assemble, called

Swash Castle, or Chateau Escroc, where you

have a chief magistrate, named King of the

Huns. Is not this the fact ?"

I had gained my information from various

sources, but greatly from my httie attendant

Achilles, who had an especial talent for finding

out things concealed. My knowledge of their

secrets, however, had a great effect upon my two

attendants, who began to think, I believe, that

either as a professor or an amateur, I had at

some former time exercised their honourable

trade myself.

" There is no denying it. Sir," replied Jacques

Mocqueur at length ; "We are a regular corpo-

ration. So much I may say, for you know it

already ; but ask me no farther, for we are

bound by something tighter than an oath, not

to reveal the mysteries of our craft."

" I am going to ask you no questions," re-

plied I firmly ;
" but I am going to command

3'ou to take me to your rendezvous, or Swash

Castle, and introduce me to your worthy prince,

the King of the Huns.''

VOL. III. 1
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My two respectable followers gazed in each

other's eyes with so much wonder and amaze-

ment, that I saw I had made a very unusual

request ; but I was resolved to carry my point

;

and accordingly added, after waiting a few mo-

ments for an answer, " Why don't you reply ?

Do not waste your time in staring one at the

other, for I am determined to go, and nothing

shall prevent me."

" Samson was a strong man, Monseigneur,**' re-

plied Jacques, sliakinghis head, " but he could

not drink out of an empty pitcher. Your Lord-

ship would find it a difficult matter to accom-

plish your object by youjrself; and though here

we stand, wilHng, according to our agreement,

to serve you to the best of our power, yet I do

not believe that we can do what you require.''"'

" Mark me, Master Jacques Mocqueur," re-

phed I, '' my determination is taken. I came

to Paris for the express purpose of treating

with your King of the Huns, on matters of deep

importance; and back I will not go without

having fulfilled my mission. If, therefore, you

and your companion can gain me admittance

into your Chateau Escroc by to-morrow night,

ten pieces of gold each shall be your reward

;

if not, I must find other means for my pur-

pose ; and take care that you put no trick upon
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me; for be sure that I will find a time to break

every bone in your skin, if you do.—You know

I am a man to keep my word."
''^^ I do! I do! Monseigneur," replied Jacques

Mocqueuf, " it cost me a yard and a half of

diachylon, the last bout I had with you ; and I

would not wish to try it again. All I can say

is, that we will do our best to gain a royal or-

donnance for your Lordship's admittance ; but

if you really have made up your mind to go,

knowing any thing of what you undertake, you

must have a stout heart of your own; that is all

that I can say. I have only farther to assure

your Lordship, that the more information you

can give us of your purpose, the more likely are

we to succeed.""

" You may tell his Majesty of the Huns,"

replied I, ^* that I come to him as an ambassa-

dor from one prince to treat with another—that

he may find his own advantage in seeing me,

for that I shall be contented to cast ten golden

pieces into his royal treasury, as an earnest of

future offerings, on my first visit ; and that he

need not be in the least fear, as I come unat-

tended, and quite willing to submit to any pre-

cautions he may judge necessary.

After a little reflection, my two attendants

did not seem to think my enterprise quite so

I 2
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impracticable as they had at first imagined it.

They banded the pros and cons however, some-

time between them, in a jargon which to me
was very nearly unintelligible ; and at last,

once more assuring me that they would do their

best, they left me, after having received a piece

or two to stimulate their exertions. Before I

let them depart, I also took care to enforce the

necessity of despatch, and insisted upon it that

a definitive answer should be given me by dusk

the day after. As soon as Messieurs Combalet

de Carignan and Jacques Mocqueur were gone,

my own steps were turned towards the Hotel

de Soissons, and revolving in my own mind the

events of the day, I walked on, like most young

diplomatists, perfectly self-satisfied with the first

steps of my negotiation, even before it showed

the least probability of ultimate success.
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CHAPTER X.

Scarcely had I entered my apartments in

the Hotel de Soissons, ere I received a visit

from Signor Vanoni, who informed me that the

Countess was somewhat offended at my having

gone forth without rendering her my first visit

of ceremony. '*She invites you, however," add-

ed the old man, to be present to-night in the

observatory of Catherine de Medicis, which you

have doubtless remarked from your window,

while I endeavour to satisfy her, as far as my
poor abiHties go, in regard to the future fate of

her son, which she imagines may be learned

from the stars."

" And do you not hold the same opinion ?*"

demanded I, seeing that Vanoni had some hesi-

tation in admitting his own belief in astrological
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science. " I suppose there are at least as many

who give full credit to the pretensions of astro-

logers, as there are who doubt their powers ?"

" My own opinion,*" replied the old man,

" signifies little; I certainly must have thought

there was some truth in a science, before I made

it a profound study, which I have done in re-

gard to astrology. However, if you will do

me the honour of following me, I will show you

the interior of the magnificent column which

Catherine de Medicis constructed, for the pur-

pose of consulting those stars which are now,"*'

he added with a smile, *^ growing as much out

of fashion as her own farthingale."

I followed him accordingly, and crossing the

gardens, at the end of one of the alleys, came

upon that immense stone tower, in the form of a

column, which may be seen to the present day,

standing behind the Hotel des Fermes. It was

night, but beautifully clear and starlight ; and,

looking up, I could see the tall dark head of

that immense pillar, rising like a black giant

high above all the buildings around, and I felt

that much of the credence which astrologers

themselves placed in their own dreams, might

well be ascribed to the influence of the solemn

and majestic scenes in which their studies were

carried on. I understood completely how a
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man of an ardent imat^ination, placed on an

eminence like that^ far above a dull and drowsy

world below, with nothing around him but si-

lence, and no contemplation but the bright and

beautiful stars, might dream grand dreams, and

fancy that, in the golden lettered book before

his eyes, he could read the secret tale of fate,

and discovered the immutable decrees of des-

tiny. I did more—I felt that, were I long there

myself, I should become a dreamer too, and give

rein to imagination as foolishly as any one.

We now entered the tower by a strong door,

at which were stationed two small negro pages,

each of whom, dressed in the Oriental costume,

bore a silver lamp burning with some sort of

spirit, which gave a blue unearthly sort of light

to whatever they approached. Notwithstanding

my own tendency towards imaginativeness—per-

haps I might say towards superstition— I could

not help smiling to see with what pains people,

who wish to give way to their fancy, add every

accessory which may tend to deceive themselves.

Any thing strange, unusual, or mysterious, is

of great assistance to the imagination ; and the

sight of the two small negroes, with their large

rolling eyes and singular dress, together with

the purple gleam of the lamps in the gloomy

interior of the tower, were all well calculated to
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impress the mind with those vague sort of sen-

sations which, themselves partaking of the wild

and extraordinary, form a good preparation to

ideas and feelings not quite tangible to the

calm research of reason.

Vanoni saw me smile, and as we went up the

stairs of the tower, he said, " That mummery is

none of mine. The good Countess is resolved

not to let her imagination halt for want of aid :

but the belief which I give to the science of as-

trology is founded upon a different principle

—

the historical certainty that many of the most

extraordinary predictions derived from the

stars have been verified contrary to all existing

probabihties—a certainty as clearly demonstra-

ble as any other fact of history, and much more

so than many things to which men give implicit

credence. In the search for truth, we must take

care to get rid of that worst of prejudices, be-

cause the vainest—that of believing nothing but

what is within the mere scope of our own know-

ledge. Now it is as much a matter of history

as that Julius Caesar once lived at Rome, that

in this very tower an astrologer predicted to

Catherine de Medicis the exact number of years

which each of her descendants should reign.—It

has been one cause of the disrepute into which

the science of astrology has fallen," he added,
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" that its professors mingled a degree of charla-

tanism with their predictions, which they in-

tended to give them authority, but which has

ultimately discredited the art itself. Thus the

astrologer I speak of, not contented with pre-

dicting what he knew would happen, and leav-

ing the rest to fate, must needs show to the

Queen the images of her sons, in what he pre-

tended to be a magic glass; and, by this sort of

juggle diminished his own credit ; though the

proces verbal of what Catherine saw, taken

down at the time, is now in the hands of the

Countess de Soissons."

" May I ask the particulars ?" said I, growing

somewhat interested in the subject ;
" and also,

whether this proces verbal is undoubtedly au-

thentic ?"

" Beyond all question,'"* replied the old man,

leading the way into a circular hall, at the very

top of the tower. " It has descended from hand

to hand direct ; so that no doubt of its being ge-

nuine can possibly exist. What the Queen saw

was as follows : being placed opposite a mirror,

in this very chamber, after various fantastic ce-

remonies unworthy of a man of real science, the

astrologer called upon the genius of Francis

the Second to appear, and make as many turns

round the chamber as he should reign years.

I 5
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" Instantly Catherine beheld a figure, exactly

resembling her son, appear in the glass before

her, and with a slow and mournful step take

one turn round the chamber and begin another;

but before it was much more than balf com-

pleted, he disappeared suddenly; and another

figure succeeded, in which she instantly recog-

nised her second son, afterwards Charles the

Ninth. He encircled the hall fourteen times,

with a quick and irregular pace. After him

came Henry the Third, who nearly completed

fifteen circles ; when suddenly another figure,

supposed to be that of the Duke of Guise, came

suddenly before him, and both disappearing

together, left the hall void, seemingly intimat-

ing to the Queen, that there her posterity

should end. There stands the mirror," he

added, " but its powers are gone.*"

I approached the large ancient mirror with

its carved ebony frame, to which he pointed,

and looked into it for a moment, my mind

glancing back to the days of Catherine de Me-

dicis and her gay and vicious court ; and bind-

ing the present to the past, with that fine vague

hne of associations whose thrilling vibrations

form as it were the music of memory ; when

suddenly, as if the old magician still exercised

his power upon his own mirror, the stately form

of a lady dressed in long robes of black velvet
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rose up before me in the glass ; and, with a

start which showed how much my imagination

was already excited, I turned round and beheld

the Countess de Soissons.

Without waiting for the reprimand which, I

doubted not, she intended to bestow upon me,

I apologized for having been rude enough to

go any where without first having paid my re-

spects to herself, alleging business of an im-

portant nature as my excuse.

" And pray, what important business can

such a great man as yourself have in our poor

capital ?" demanded the Countess, with a look

of haughty scorn, that had well nigh put to

flight my whole provision of politeness.

" I beUeve, Madam," replied I, after a mo-

ment's pause, " that Monsieur le Comte your

son informed you by a note which I delivered,

that I had come to Paris on affairs which he

thought fit to entrust to me.*'

" And a pretty personage he chose," inter-

rupted the Countess. " But I come not here to

hear your excuses, youth. Has Signor Vanoni

told you the important purpose for which I

commanded you to meet me here i^''

I replied that he had not done so fully ; and

she proceeded to inform me, that the learned

Italian, having been furnished by her with all

the astrological particulars of my birth, whicli
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she had obtained from my mother many years

before, and also having received those of the

birth of her own son the Count de Soissons, he

had chosen that evening for the purpose of con-

sulting the stars concerning our future fate.

It is needless to go through all the proceed-

ings of the astrologer, his prediction being the

only interesting part of the ceremony. This he

delivered without any affectation or mummery,

as the mere effect of calculations ; and his very

plainness had something in it much more con-

vincing than any assumption of mystery; for it

left me convinced of his own sincere belief in

what he stated. I forget the precise terms of

his prophecy in regard to the Count de Sois-

sons; suffice it, that was such as it left room for

an easy construction to be put upon it, shadow-

ing out what was really the after-fate of the

Prince to whom it related. In regard to myself,

he informed me that dangers and difficulties

awaited me, more fearful and more painful than

any I had hitherto encountered ; but that with

fortitude I should surmount them all ; and he

added, that if I still lived ^fter one month from

that day, my future fate looked clear and smil-

ing. All who sought my life, he said farther,

should die by my hand, or fail in their attempt,
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and that in marriage I should meet both wealth,

and rank, and beauty.

Absurd as I knew the whole system to be,

yet I own—Man's weaknesses form perhaps the

most instructive part of his history, and there-

fore it is, I say it—Absurd as I knew the whole

system to be, yet I could not help pondering

over this latter part of the prediction, and en-

deavoured to reconcile it in my own mind with

the probabilities of the future. My Helen had

beauty, I knew too well.—Wealth, I had heard

attributed to her ; and rank, the Prince had

promised to obtain.—Oh man, man ! thou art a

strange, weak being; and thy boasted reason is

but a glorious vanity, which serves thee httle

till thy passions have left thee, and then con-

ducts thee to a grave !

Hope, in my breast but a drowning swimmer,

clung to a straw,—to worse— a bubble.

I followed the Countess de Soissons from the

tower, thoughtful and dreamy ; and I believe the

old man Vanoni was somewhat pleased to wit-

ness the effect that his words had wrought upon

me ; though he could little see the strange and

mingled web that fancy and reason were weav-

ing in my breast—the golden threads of the

one, though looking as light as a gossamer,
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proving fully strong enough to cross the woof

of the other, and outshine it in the light of

hope.

At the foot of the staircase we found the

Countess''s women waiting; and having suffer-

ed me to conduct her to the door of the Hotel

de Soissons, she gave me my dismissal with the

same air of insufferable haughtiness, and retir-

ed into the house. As my apartments lay in

one of the v.-ings, I was again crossing the

garden to reach them, when suddenly a figure

glided past me, which for a moment rooted me

to the ground. It was in vain I accused myself

of superstition, of madness, of folly. The be-

lief still remained fixed upon my mind, that I

had seen Jean Baptiste Arnault, whom I had

shot with my own hand. The moon had just

risen — the space before me was clear ; and if

ever my eyes served me in the world, it was

the figure of him I had killed that passed be-

fore me.

Without loss of time, I made my way to my

own apartments; and pale, haggard, and agi-

tated, I cast myself on a seat, while little

Achilles, in no small surprise, gazed on me with

open eyes, and asked a thousand times what he

could do for me.

" It was he !" muttered I, without taking
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any notice of the little man.—" It was cer-

tainly Jean Baptiste Arnault, if ever I beheld

him."

"My brother!" exclaimed Achilles; "I
thought he was at Lourdes, with that most

respectable gentleman his father, my mother's

husband that was; and my parent that ought

to have been 1 certainly thought he was at

Lourdes."

"He is in the grave, and by my hand," re-

plied I, scarcely understanding what he had

said ; but gradually, as I grew calm, my mind

took in his meaning, and I exclaimed, " Your

brother ! Was Jean Baptiste Arnault your

brother ?"

" That he certainly was, by the mother's

side," replied the little player, " and as good a

soul he was, when a boy, as ever existed." An
explanation of course ensued; and on calling to

mind the little man's history, I found that no

great wit would have been necessary to have

understood his connection with Arnault before.

A more painful narrative followed on my part,

for Achilles pressed me upon the words I had

let fall. I could not tell him the circumstances

of his brother's death—that would have been

too dreadful for my state of mind at the mo-

ment ; but I assured him that it had been acci-
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dental; and I told him the regret, the horror,

the grief, which it had occasioned me ever

since.

" Poor Jean Baptiste !" cried the little player,

with more feeling than I thought he possessed,

" he was as good a creature as ever lived; and

now, when I hear that he is dead, all his tricks

of boyhood, and all the happy hours when we

played together, come up upon my mind, and I

feel—what perhaps I never felt rightly before,

—

what a sad thing it is to be an outcast, denied,

and forgotten, and alone, without one tie of

kindred between me and all the wide world."

And the tears came up into his eyes as he

spoke. " Do not let me vex you, Monseigneur,"'

continued he ; ''I am sure you would harm no

one on purpose ; and you have been to me far

better than kind and kindred ; for you alone,

on all the earth, have borne with me, and show-

ed me unfailing kindness ; but yet I cannot help

regretting poor Jean Baptiste.'"*

It was a bitter and a painful theme ; and

we both dropped it as soon as it was possible.

Ideas, however, were re-awakened in my mind,

that defied sleep ; and though I persuaded my-

self that the figure I had seen was but the effect

of an imagination over-excited by what had

passed during the day, and the thoughts that
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had lately occupied me; yet, as I lay in my
bed, all the horrid memories, over which time

had begun to exercise some softening power,

came up as sharp and fresh as if the blood was

still flowing that my hand had shed.

I rose late, and while Achilles was aiding me

to dress, I saw that there was something on his

mind that he wished to say. At length it broke

forth. " I would not for the world speak to you,

Monseigneur, on a subject that is so painful,"

said the little player, with a delicacy of which

I had hardly judged him capable; "but this

morning something extraordinary has happen-

ed, that I think it best to tell you. As I was

standing but now at the gate of the Hotel de

Soissons, who should pass by but Arnault the

old Procureur. He stopped suddenly, and

looked at me ; and as I thought he knew me,

though in all probability I was mistaken, I

spoke to him, and we had a long conversation.

Me he seemed to care very little about, but he

asked me a world of questions about you ; and

he seemed to know all that you were doing, a

great deal better than I did myself. I assured

him, however, that the death of poor Jean

Baptiste was entirely accidental, as you told me ;

and I related to him all that you had suffered

on that account, and how often, even now, it
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would make you as grave and as melancholy

as if it were just done. I wanted him very

much to tell me where he lived, but he would

not ; and took himself off directly I asked the

question."

It gave me some pain to hear that Achilles

had now positively informed Arnault that my
hand had slain his son. Helen could never be

mine ; I felt it but too bitterly, as the dreams

which the astrologer''s prediction had suggested

died away in my bosom—and yet I shrank from

the idea of her knowing, that he whom she had

loved was the murderer of her brother. I

could not however blame Achilles for what he

had done. The name of Helen had never been

mentioned between us ; and when I thought that

she was his sister—the sister ofmy own servant,

though it changed no feeling in my breast to-

wards her—though it left her individually lovely

and excellent and graceful as ever in my eyes,

yet it gave new strength to the vow I had made

to obey my mother's last injunctions, by adding

another to the objections which she would have

had to that alliance. The conviction that we

were fated never to be united, took firm pos-

session of my mind. Destiny seemed willing to

spare me even the pain of faint hopes, by piling

up obstacle on obstacle between us ; but I re-
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solved that, if I might never call her I loved

my own, I would give the place which she had

filled in my heart to no other. I would live

solitary and unbound by those ties which she

alone could have rendered delightful. I would

pass through life without the touch of kindred

or of wedded love, and go down to the grave the

last of my race and name.

Such were my resolutions ; and, variable and

light as my character was in some degree, I

believe that I should have kept them—ay ! not-

withstanding the quick and ardent blood of

youth, and my own proneness to passion and

excitement.

In the course of the morning, I visited Mon-

sieur de Retz ; and, according to the commands

of Monsieur le Comte, we mutually communi-

cated the steps we had taken—though I believe

De Retz informed me of the success which had

attended his negotiations, more to force me into

a return of confidence than for any other reason.

" From the letter which Monsieur de Cramail

slipped into my hand yesterday,"" said he, " as

well as from what he told me viva voce, I can

now safely say the Bastille is our own. Indeed,

it is wonderful with what facility this party of

prisoners dispose of their place of confinement

;

but the Count tells me here, that he has won
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the officers of the garison, and the officers have

won the soldiers—that, in short, all hearts are

for Monsieur le Comte, and that it only wants

a first success to make all hands for him too.

Oh, my dear De TOrme," he burst forth,

" what a wonderful thing is that same word

success ! But once attach it to a man's name,

and you shall have all the world kneel to serve

him, and laud him to the skies—let him but

fail, and the whole pack will be upon him, like

a herd of hungry wolves. Give me the man

that, while success is doubtful, stands my friend,

who views my actions and my worth by their

own intrinsic merit, and pins not his faith upon

that great impostor success, whose favour or

whose frown depends not on ourselves but cir-

cumstance."

As soon as it was dusk, I went alone to my
little lodging in the rue des Pretres St. Paul

;

and, after waiting for about half an hour, re-

ceived the visit of my two most respectable

followers, Combalet and Jacques Mocqueur.

As they entered, I saw by a certain smirking

air of satisfaction on their countenances, that

they had been successful in their negotiation,

which they soon informed me was the case.

" We have permission from his most acumi-

nated Majesty of the Huns/' said Jacques Moc-
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queur, " to introduce Monseigneurle Comte de

rOrme into his famous palace called Chateau

Escroc, and to naturalize him a Hun, upon the

reasonable condition of his submitting to be

blindfolded, as he is conducted through the

various passes of the country of the Huns."

" In regard to being blindfolded," replied I,

" I have not the least objection, as it is but

natural you should take means to prevent your

secret resorts from being betrayed ; but I must

first understand clearly what you mean by my
being naturalized a Hun, before I submit to any

such proceeding."

" 'Tis a most august and solemn proceeding,"

replied Combalet de Carignan, '' and many of

the first nobility have submitted to it without

blushing."

" His infirmity! his infirmity!" cried Jacques

Mocqueur. " I pray your Lordship would not

forget his infirmity! Not a noble in these or

former times ever thought of submitting to the

ceremony but yourself;—but after all, it is but

a ceremony, which binds you to nothing."

" If that be the case," replied I, " I will go ;

but be so good as to remark, that I have no-

thing upon my person but the ten gold pieces

which I have promised your worthy monarch

;

and I beg that you will give notice thereof to
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the worthy corporation I am going to meet, lest

the devil of cupidity should tempt them to play

me foul."

"• For that, we are your Lordship's sureties/'

said Combalet. " I should like to see the man

who would wag a finger against you, while we

stood by your side.'*

" Your Lordship does us injustice," said

Jacques Mocqueur, in a less swaggering tone.

" There is honour, even to a proverb, amongst

the gentlemen you are going to meet ; but ifyou

are at all afraid, one of us will stay till your re-

turn, at the Hotel de Soissons, where our friend

the archer informed us you really lodged."

*' I am not the least afraid," replied I :
'' but I

spoke, knowing that human nature is fallible ; and

that the idea of gold might raise up an evil spi-

rit amongst some of your companions, which

even 3^ou might find it difficult to lay. How-

ever, lead on, I will follow you."

" I question much whether the council has

yet met," replied Combalet ; " but we shall be

some time in going, and therefore we may as

well depart."

We accordingly proceeded into the street,

where I went on first, followed, scarcely a step

behind, by my two bravoes, in the manner of a

gentleman going on some visit accompanied by
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his lackeys. At every corner of each street, either

Combalet or his companion whispered to me the

turning I was to take ; and thus we proceeded

for near half an hour, till I became involved in

lanes and buildings with which I was totally un-

acquainted, notwithstanding my manifold me-

lancholy ramblings through Paris, when I was

there alone and tormented with gloomy thoughts

that drove me forth continually^ for mere oc-

cupation. The houses seemed to grow taller

and closer together, and in many of the lanes

through which we passed, I could have touch-

ed each side of the street, by merely stretching

out my hands. Darkness too reigned supreme,

so that it was with difficulty that I saw my way

forward ; and certainly should often not have

known that there was any turning near, had it

not been for the whisper of my companions, "To
the right," or " To the left

!"

The way was long too and tortuous, winding

in and out, with a thousand labyrinthine turn-

ings, as if it had been built on purpose to con-

ceal every kind of vice, and crime, and wretch-

edness, amongst its obscure involutions.

Every now and then from the houses as I

passed, burst forth the sound of human voices

;

sometimes in low murmurs, sometimes in loud

and boisterous merriment; and sometimes even
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in screams and cries of enmity or pain, that

made my blood run cold. Still, however, I

pursued my purpose. I could but lose my life,

—and life to me had not that value which it

possesses with the happy and the prosperous.

I would have sold it dear, nevertheless, and was

well prepared to do so, for I was armed with

dagger, sword, and pistol ; so that, setting the

object to be gained by murdering me, which

could but be my clothes, with the risk and

bloodshed of the attempt, I judged myself

very secure, though I found clearly that I was

plunging deeper and deeper every moment

among those sinks of vice, iniquity, and horror,

with which some part of every great city is sure

to be contaminated.

Suddenly, as I was proceeding along one of

these narrow streets, a hand was laid firmly,

but not rudely, on my breast ; and a voice ask-

ed, " Where go ye ?'''' Jacques. Mocqueur step-

ped forward instantly, and whispering a word

to my interrogator, I was suffered to proceed.

In a few minutes after, we arrived at a passage,

where my bravoes informed me that it would be

necessary to bandage my eyes, which was soon

done; and being conducted forward, I perceiv-

ed that we went into a house, the entrance of

which was so narrow, that it was with difficulty
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Combalet could turn sufficiently to lead me on-

ward by the hand. I took care as we went to

count the number of paces, and to mark well

the turnings, so that, I believe, I could have

retraced my steps had it been necessary.

After turning four times, we once more

emerged into the open air, as if we crossed an

inner court, and I could hear a buzz of many

voices, seemingly from some window above.

We now again entered a house ; and, having

turned twice, the bravoes halted, and I heard

an old woman's voice cry in a ragged, broken

tone, " They are waiting for you, you two

lazy jessame flinchers. And what new devil

have you brought with you ?—A pretty piece

of flesh, I declare ! Why, he has a leg and an

arm like the man of bronze.'"*

. While these observations were beins: made

upon my person, my two worthy retainers were

detaching the bandage from my eyes ; and as

soon as I could see, I found myself standing in

a large vestibule at the foot of a staircase. An
iron lamp hung from the ceiUng, and by its

'*light I beheld a hideous old woman, in that

fi»
horrid state where mental imbeciUty seemed

treading on the heels of every sort of vice. Her

high aquiline nose, her large bleared, dull eyes,

swimming between drunkenness and folly, her

VOL. III. K
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wide mouth, the lips of which had long since

fallen in over her toothless gums, all offered

now a picture of the most degrading ugliness ;

while, with a kind of gloating gaze, she examin-

ed me from head to foot, crying from time to

time, " A pretty piece of flesh !— ay, a pretty

piece of flesh ! — nice deviFs food !
— will you

give me a kiss, young Beelzebub ?'' And throw-

ing her arms suddenly round me, she gave me

a hug that froze the very blood in my veins.

I threw her from me with disgust ; and, in

her state of semi-drunkenness, she tottered

back and fell upon the pavement, giving a

great scream ; on which a man, who had been

lying in a corner totally unseen by me, sprang

up, and drawing his sword rushed upon me,

crying, " Morbleu, Maraud ! How dare you

strike mother Marinette ?"

It was a critical moment. To do any thing

with the wild and lawless, it needs to show one-

self as fierce and fearless as themselves. My
sword was out in an instant; and, knowing that

sometimes a display of daring courage, with

men like those amongst whom I was placed,

will touch the only feelings that remain in their

seared and blackened hearts, and do more with

them than any other earthly quality, I cried out

to my two retainers, who were hurrying to sepa-
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rate us, " Let him alone ! let him alone ! —We
are man to man. I only ask fair play."

" Fair play ! Give him fair play !" cried Com-

balet and his companion to half a dozen ruf-

fians that came rushing down the stairs at the

noise. " Give the Count fair play !"

" It's a quarrel about a lady !" cried Jacques

Mocqueur. " An affair of honour ! A duello !

Let no one interrupt them."

In the mean while my antagonist lunged at

me with vain fury. He was not unskilful in the

use of his weapon; but his was what may be

called bravo-fencing, very well calculated for

street brawls, where five or six persons are en-

gaged together, but not fit to be opposed to a

really good swordsman, calmly hand to hand.

His traverses were loose, and he bore hard

against my blade, so that at last, suddenly shift-

ing my point, I deceived him with a half time,

and not willing exactly to kill him, brought

hjm down with a severe wound in his shoulder.

" Quarter for Goguenard ! Quarter for Go-

guenard !" cried the respectable spectators, se-

veral of whom had, during the combat, served

me essentially by withholding Madame Mari-

nette (the beldame whose caresses I had re-

pulsed so unceremoniously) from exercising her

talons upon my face. My sword was instantly

K 2
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sheathed, and my antagonist being raised,

looked at me with a grim grin, but without

any apparent malice. " You've sliced my
bacon,'"* cried he ;

" but, Ve?itre saint gris ! you

are a tight hand, and I forgive you.*"

The wounded man was now carried off to

liave his wound puttied^ as he expressed it

;

and I was then ushered up-stairs into a large

room, wherein all the swash bucklers, that the

noise of clashing swords had brought out like

a swarm of wasps when their nest is disturbed,

now hastened to take their seats round a large

table that occupied the centre of the hall. In

place of the pens, the inkhorns, and the paper,

which srace the more dignified council boards

of more modern nations, that of the worthy

Huns was only covered, in imitation of their

ancestors, with swords and pistols, daggers and

knives, bottles, glasses, and flagons, symbolical

of the spirit in which their laws were conceived,

and the sharpness with which they were en-

forced.

At the head of the table, when we entered,

were seated four or five of the sager members

of the council, who had not suffered their at-

tention to be called from their deliberations

like the rest ; and in a great arm-chair raised

above the rest, was placed a small old man,
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with sharp grey eyes, a keen pinched nose, and

a look of the most infallible cunning I ever

beheld in mortal countenance. He wore his

hat buttoned with a large jewel, and was very

splendidly attired in black velvet ; so thai, from

every circumstance of his appearance, I was

inclined to believe I beheld in him that very

powerful and politic monarch called the King

of the Huns.

" As Combalet de Carignan and Jacques

Mocqueur were leading me forward in state to

present me to the monarch, he rose, and, strok-

ing his short grey beard from the root to the

point between his finger and thumb, he de-

manded with an air of dignity, " What noise

was that I heard but now, and who dared to

draw a sword within the precincts of our royal

palace ?"

This question was answered by Jacques

Mocqueur with the following delectable sen-

tence:—" May it please your Majesty, the case

was, that old Marinette did the sweet upon the

Count here, who buffed her a swagger that

earthed her marrow-bones : whereupon mutton-

faced Goguenard aired his pinking-iron upon

the Count, and would have made his chanter

gape, if the Count had not sliced his bacon, and

brought him to kiss his mother."
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This explanation, however uninteUigible to

me at the time, seemed perfectly satisfactory to

the great potentate to whom it was addressed

;

who nodding to me with a gracious inchnation,

replied, "The Count most justly punished an

aggression upon the person of an ambassador.

Let our Secretary propose the oaths to the

Count, our cup-bearer bring forward our solemn

goblet, and let the worthy nobleman take the

oaths, and be naturalized a true and faithful

Hun."

A meagre gentleman in a black suit now-

advanced towards me, with a book in his hand,

and proposed to me to swear that I would be

thenceforward a true and faithful subject to

the mighty monarch, Francois St. Maur, King

of the Huns ; that I would act as a true and

loyal Hun in all things, but especially in

submitting myself to all the laws of the com-

monwealth, and the ordinances of the King in

council ; as well as in keeping inviolably secret

all the proceedings of the Huns, their places of

resort, their private signs, signals, designs, plans,

plots, and communications, with a great variety

of other particulars, all couched in fine technical

language, which took nearly a quarter of an hour

in repeating.

Greater part of this oath I took the liberty of
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rejecting, giving so far in to their mockery of

ceremony, as to state my reasons to the monarch,

with an affectation of respect that seemed to

please him not a little : and, though one or two

of the ruffians thought fit to grumble at any con-

cessions being made to me, it was nevertheless

arranged that the oath should be curtailed in

ray favour, to a solemn vow of secrecy, which I

willingly took.

An immense wrought goblet of silver was

now presented to me, which I should have ima-

gined to be a chalice filched from some church,

had it not been for various figures of Bacchanals

and satyrs richly embossed on the stalk and base.

I raised it to my lips, drinking to the monarch

of the Huns, who received my salutation stand-

ing; but the very first mouthful showed me that

it was filled with ardent spirits ; and returning

it to the cup-bearer, I begged that I might be

accommodated with wine, for that there was quite

enough in the cup to incapacitate me for fulfil-

ling the important mission with which I was

charged.

A loud shout at my flinching from the cup

was the first reply ; and one of the respectable

cut-throats exclaimed from the other side of the

table, " Give some milk and water to the chicken-

hearted demoiselle.''
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I had already had enough of brawling for the

night ; and as no farther object was to be gained

by noticing the ruffian's insult at the time, I took

the cup that was now presented to me filled with

wine, and drank health to the King of the Huns,

without seeming to hear what had been said.

The most delicate part of my mission still re-

mained to be fulfilled, namely, to explain to the

chief of all the thieves, swindlers, and bravoes in

Paris, for such was the King of the Huns, the

objects of the Count de Soissons, without put-

ting his name and reputation in the power of

every ruffian in the capital ; and as I looked

round the room, which was now crowded with

men of every attire and every carriage, I found

a thousand additional reasons in each villainous

countenance, for being as guarded and circum-

spect as possible.

How I should have acquitted myself. Heaven

only knows ; but a great deal of trouble was taken

off my hands by the King of the Huns himself;

who, after regarding me for a moment with his

little grey eyes, that seemed to enter into one's

very heart, and pry about in every secret corner

thereof, opened the business himself, and left my
farther conduct comparatively easy.

" Count de POrme," said he in a loud voice,
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while all the rest kept silence, " you have sought

an interview with us, and you have gained it.

Ordinary politicians would now use all their art

to conceal what they know of your purpose, and

to make you unfold to them more perhaps than

you wished; but we, with the frankness that

characterises a great nation, are willing to show

}WU that we are already aware of much more than

you imagine. You sent word to us that you

came on a mission from a Prince. We will save

you the trouble of naming him. He is Louis de

Bourbon, Count de Soissons !"

A murmur of surprise at the penetration of

the King ran through the assembly ; but to me

his means of information on this point were

evident enough. The archer had communi-

cated to the bravoes that, though I received them

in the rug Pretres St. Paul, I lodged myself at

the Hotel de Soissons. They had informed their

chief of the same, and by an easy chain of con-

clusions, he had fallen upon the right person as

my principal.

How he came by the rest of his information

I do not know ; but he proceeded. " His

Highness the Count de Soissons is universally

loved, in the same proportion that the Minister,

his enemy, is hated ; and there is not one man

K 5
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amongst my subjects who does not bear the

greatest affection to the one, and the greatest

abhorrence towards the other.""

A loud shout of assent interrupted him for a

moment ; but when it had subsided, he went

on. " The Count is, we are well informed,

preparing on all hands for open war with the

Cardinal ; and we also know, that there is more

than one agent working privately in this city

for his service. We are not amongst those who

will be most backward, or most inefficient in his

cause ; and we only wish to know, in the first in-

stance, what he expects of us—Not that I mean

to say,"" he added, " that we do not intend

therein to have some eye to our own interests

;

yet, nevertheless, the Count will not find us hard

or difficult to deal with, as our enemies would

have men believe."

In answer to this speech, I went directly to

the point, finding that all diplomatizing on the

subject was spared me. I therefore told the

King of the Huns that he was perfectly right

in the view he had taken of the case ; and that

as the Count was now driven to extremity by

the Cardinal, it was natural that he should take

every means to strengthen his own cause. Of

course, under these circumstances, I addtd,

he would not think of neglecting so large and
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respectable a body as the Huns, and had there-

fore sent me to pray them, in case of a rising in

the city of Paris on his part, to support his friends

with all their aid and influence, and to embarrass

his enemies by all those means which no men

knew so well how to employ as themselves. I

farther added, that if, under the permission and

sanction of their government, any of his Ma-

jesty's subjects would enrol themselves as men

at arms, to serve the Count de Soissons under

my command, the prospect of vast advantages

was before them ; but that, of course, I should

require those men who, having some knowledge

of military discipline and^ habits, would not

need the long and tedious drilling of young

recruits.

" Such have we amongst our subjects in

plenty," replied the King of the Huns. " We
are, as I need not inform you, essentially a

military nation ; and for our own credit, the

troops we furnish to our well-beloved cousin,

Monsieur le Comte, shall be of the best quaHty.''

A murmuring conversation now took place

through the assembly, each man expressing to his

neighbour his opinion of what had just passed,

in a low voice, that left nothing audible but

the various curses and imprecations with which

they seasoned their discourse, and which sea-
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soning certainly predominated over the matter.

This left me, however, an opportunity of gain-

ing some private speech of the King, with

whom, in a very short time, I contrived to settle

all preliminaries. I paid my ten Louis into

the treasury, and promised twenty more, in

case of his showing himself active and service-

able in the rising of the metropolis. He, on his

part, engaged to select and send to a certain

point on the frontiers, as many horsemen as he

could rely upon, who were to take service with

me, and to bind themselves by oath to obey my
commands for one month. For the first month,

all I could promise in regard to pay was twenty

crowns per man ; but this seemed quite satisfac-

tory ; and I believe the plunder to be expect-

ed, whichever party gained the day, was much

more tempting in their eyes than the ostensible

reward. The rendezvous was named at the

little village of Marigny, beyond Mouzon, just

over the frontier ; and it was agreed that the

King should send me, from time to time, a note

of the numbers he dispatched ; and that on my
arrival at Marigny I should disburse to each

mail his pay in advance, on his taking the sti-

pulated oath, and showing himself ready for

action, armed with sword, pistol, dagger, mo-

rion, back and breast pieces, and musketoon.
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The number which his most HunKke Majesty

thought he could promise was about three

hundred men ; and I very naturally supposed

that I should have somewhat of a difficult com-

mand over men who had long submitted to no

law but their own will.

I knew also, that so trifling an incident as my
having refused to pledge the King in his goblet

of strong waters might do much harm to my
future authority ; and therefore, after having

risen to go, I ran my eye down the opposite

side of the table, and said in a loud voice, " Some

one, about an hour ago, called me ' a chicken-

hearted demoiselle.** If he will stand out here

in the free space, I will give him the most con-

vincing proof that my heart is as stout as his

own, and my hand not that of a girl."

A fellow with the form and countenance of

an ox-slayer instantly started up, but his com-

panions thrust him down again, several voices

crying out, " No, no ! down with him ! the

Count is no flincher ; look at Goguenard, the

best man amongst us, floored like a sheep
!"

'* If any proof were wanting,"" said Jacques

Mocqueur, stepping forward, " to establish the

noble Count's slashing qualities, I could give it.

I am known to be a tough morsel for any man's

grinders ; and yet, once upon a day, the Count
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did for two of us single-handed. He sent Cap-

tain Voncrack out of the window sack-of-wheat

fashion, and left me with the flesh of my arm

gaping like an empty flagon.""

This matter being settled, I drank a parting

cup with his Majesty, to the prosperity of the

Huns, which was of course received with a loud

shout ; and, conducted by Combalet de Carig-

nan and his companion, I left Chateau Escroc,

with my whole frame fevered and burning, from

the excitement I had undergone.

I have only farther to remark, that, accord-

ing to the oath of secrecy which I had taken, I

should not now have placed even this interview

on paper, had not that respectable body with

whom I passed the evening been discovered

some years since, and totally routed out of all

their dens. The fraternity of the Huns will

doubtless ever exist in Paris ; but, thanks to the

exertions of our late energetic criminal lieute-

nant, they are now, like the Jews, a dispersed

and wandering people, each depending on his

own resources, and turning the public to his

own particular profit.
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CHAPTER XI.

During the ten days which followed, I re-

ceived every morning news of some new detach-

ment having set out for Marigny ; and each dis-

patch from the King of the Huns gave me the

most positive assurance of his co-operation in

favour of the Prince, as soon as a signal should

be given for the rising in Paris.

De Retz v/as enchanted with the progress I

had made, and declared, with a sneer even at the

enterprise in which he was himself engaged,

that now we possessed the poor, the prisoners,

and the cut-throats, our success in Paris was

certain.

*' Amongst my researches," said he one day,

while we were speaking over these circumstances,

" I have met with a man that puzzles me. He
is certainly poor, even to beggary, at least so my
scout, who discovered him, assures me ; and yet
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he refused pecuniary assistance, though offered

in the most delicate manner I could devise, and

repulsed me so haughtily, that I could not intro-

duce one word of treason or conspiracy into my
discourse. As you, my dear Count, are about

to venture yourself in mortal strife, you could

not have a more serviceable follower than this

man''s appearance speaks him. He is a Hercules
;

and if his eye does not play the braggart in its

owner's favour, he is just a man to kill lions and

strangle serpents. You could not do better than

visit him, telling him that you are my friend, and

that I am most anxious to serve him, if he wil}

point me out the means.""

I was very willing to follow the suggestion of

Monsieur de Retz, being at the very time en-

gaged in searching for a certain number of per-

sonal attendants, whose honesty might in some

degree neutralize the opposite qualities of those

that waited me at Marigny. Having received

the address then, I proceeded to a small street

in the cite ; and mounting three pair of stairs,

knocked at a door that had been indicated to

me. A deep voice bade me come in ; and, en-

tering a miserable apartment, I beheld the ob-

ject of my search. The light was dim ; but there

was something in the grand athletic limbs and

proud erect carriage, that made me start by
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their sudden call upon old recollections. It was

Garcias himself, whom I had left at Barcelona

borne high upon the top of that fluctuating bil-

low, popular favour, that now stood before me in

apparent poverty in Paris.

He started forward and grasped my hand.

" Monsieur de FOrme !" cried he, " God of

Heaven ! then I am not quite abandoned."

His tale was not an extraordinary one. He
had fallen as he had risen. The nobility of Ca-

talonia, finding that the insurgents maintained

themselves, and received aid from France, de-

clared for the popular party, gradually took pos-

session of all authority ; and, to secure it, pro-

vided for the ruin of all those who had preceded

them. Garcias was the most obnoxious, because

he had been the most powerful while the lower

classes had predominated. Causes of accusation

are never wanting in revolutions, even against

the best and noblest ; and Garcias was obliged to

fly, to save himself from those whose liberties he

had defended and saved. Spain was now all

shut against him. France was his only refuge;

and, finding his way to Paris, he set himselfdown

in that great luxurious city, with that most

scorching curse in his own breast, a proud heart

gnawed by poverty.

" But your wife, Garcias !" demanded I, after
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listening to his history— ••' your wife ! what has

become of her ?"

" She is an angel in Heaven !'"* replied he ab-

ruptly, at the same time turning away his head.

" Monsieur de I'Orme," ho added more firmly,

"do not let us speak of her— it unmans me.

You have seen a fair flower growing in the fields,

have you not ?—Well, you have plucked it, and

putting it in your bonnet, have borne it in the

mid-day sun and the evening chill ; and when

you have looked for the flower at nightfall,

you have found but a withered, formless, beau-

tiless thing, that perforce you have given back

to the earth from which it sprang. Say no

more !—say no more ! Thus she passed away !"

Since we had parted, misfortunes had bent the

proud spirit of the Spaniard, while my own had

gained more energy and power ; so that now, it

was I who exercised over him the influence he

had formerly possessed over me. The aid he

had refused from Monsieur de Retz, from me he

Avas willing to accept ; and, explaining to him my

situation, I easily prevailed upon him to join

himself to my fortunes, and to aid me in dis-

ciplining and commanding the very doubtful

corps I had levied.

Upon pretence of wishing him nearer to me, I

would not leave him till I had installed him in
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my lodgings in theRue des Pretres ; and there, I

took care that he should be supplied witli every

thing that was externally necessary to his com-

fort, and that his mind should be continually

employed.

I now added six trusty servants to my retinue,

provided horses and arms for the whole party,

and my business in Paris being nearly concluded,

prepared to return to Sedan without loss of

time ; when one morning a note was left at my
little lodging, desiring my presence at the Palais

Cardinal the next evening at four o'clock, and

signed " Richelieu.'''^

I instantly sent off my six servants to Meaux,

keeping with me Combalet de Carignan, his

companion Jacques Mocqueur, Garcias, and

Achilles, with the full intention of bidding

adieu to Paris the next morning, and putting as

many leagues as possible between myself and his

Eminence of Richelieu, before the hour he had

named. Time was when I should have waited

his leisure with the palpitating heart of hope, and

now I prepared to gallop away from him with

somewhat more speed than dignity. The tern"

pora mutantur et nos mutamur goes but a little

way to tell the marvels that a month can do.

My plans, however, were disarranged by very •

unexpected circumstances.
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On returning to my apartments at the Hotel

de Soissons, I sat down for a moment to write

;

when, after a gentle tap, the door opened, and in

glided the pretty embroidery girl whom, on my
first arrival at the house, I had seen holding the

silks for the Countess's work. She advanced,

and gave a note into my hands, and was then

retiring.

" From the Countess, my pretty maid?"

demanded I.

'' No, Sir," she replied. " Pray do not tell

the Countess that I gave it to you ;"" and so say-

ing, she glided out of the chamber faster than

she came.

I opened the note immediately, seeing that

there was some mystery in the business; and

with a tumult of feelings varying at every word,

like the light clouds driven across an autumn

sky, now all sunshine, now all shadow, I read

what follows :

—

"MONSIEUR LE COMTE,

"I HAVE just learned from my father, that

by some strange error you have not yet heard

of my recovery, and that you have been passing

the best of your days in regret for having, as

you imagined, killed me, though we are both

well aware that the wound I received was given
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in your own defence. I have been misled, Mon-
sieur le Comte, by those who should have taught

me right ; but I will no longer be commanded,

even by my father, to do what is against my
conscience ; and therefore I write you this letter,

to tell you that I am still in life. So conscious

was I from the first that I had received my
wound as a punishment from Heaven for that

which I was engaged in, that, on recovering my
senses at the chateau, I attributed my situation

to the accidental discharge of my own gun. All

I can add is, that I always loved you, and

would have served you with all my heart, had

not other people put passions and wishes into

my head that I ought never to have entertained.

From all that, my eyes are now cleared ; and, as

a proof of it, I give you the following informa-

tion—that ifyou will this evening at eight o'clock,

when it is beginning to grow dusk, go sufficiently

attended to the first carrefour on the road to

Vincennes, you will have the means of saving

her you love best, from much fear and uncomfort.

Even should you be too late, be under no dread

that she will meet with any serious evil. On
that score depend upon

Jean Baptiste ARNAuiiT."

" P. S. The carriage in which they convey

her is red, with a black boot on each side.*"
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I sprang up from the table, like Ixion un-

bound from his wheel. The load was off my
bosom— I no longer felt the curse of Cain

upon me—my heart beat with a lightness

such as we know in boyhood ; and the gay

blood running along my veins seemed to have

lost the curdling poison that had so long

mingled with it. It was then I first fully

knew how heavily, how dreadfully the burden

of crime had sat upon me, even when my im-

mediate thoughts were turned to other things.

I felt that it had made me old before my time

—

daring, reckless, hopeless. But now I seemed

to have regained the youngness, the freshness

of my spirit ; and Hope once more lighted her

torch, and ran on before, to illumine my path

through the years to come.

In the first tumult of my feelings, reflection

upon all the collateral circumstances was out of

the question ; but upon consideration, I saw

painfully how strange my absence must have

appeared to my family, from Jean Baptiste

having concealed that I was the person who

wounded him. Doubtless, I thought he had

told his father, who had thereupon instantly

taken Helen from the chateau ; and thus my
mother had been led to connect my absence with

her removal.
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Several parts of Jean Baptiste's letter sur-

prised me much. Of course, however, I put

my own interpretation upon them, and then

bent my thoughts upon the danger which, as he

informed me, menaced my dear Helen. What

its nature could be I could not divine ; but

without wasting time in endeavouring to disco-

ver that on which I had no means of reasoning,

I proceeded as fast as possible to the lodgings

where I had left Garcias ; and, sending Achilles

for Combalet and his companion, prepared to

set out to the place which the letter had indi-

cated. It was by this time wearing towards

evening; but we had still a full hour between

us and the time appointed. My impatience,

however, would not brook the delay ; and there-

fore, as soon as I had collected all my attend-

ants, I set off at full speed, and arrived at the

first carrefour on the road to Vincennes, about

half-past seven o'clock.

It was still quite light, and a great many of the

evening strollers of the city and its environs

were passing to and fro, so that the sight of a

gentleman in mourning, with four somewhat con-

spicuous attendants, planted in the middle of a

cross road, did not escape without remark. One

by one, however, the observers passed away,

each leaving a longer and a longer interval be-
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tween himself and his successor, while daylight

also gradually diminished, and it became dark

enough to conceal us from any but very watch-

ful eyes. In the mean while, my imagination

went throughout all the various evolutions fhat

an impatient spirit can impose upon it ; at one

time fancying that I had mistaken the spot;

at another, supposing that I had been purposely

deceived ; and at another, believing that the

carriage which contained Helen had taken a

different road.

At length, however, the creaking of wheels

seemed to announce its approach, and, drawing

back as far as we could from observation, we

waited till it came up. At about twenty paces

in advance came two horsemen, one of whom,

as soon as he arrived at the carrefour, dismount-

ed, and gave his horse to his companion, while

he went back, and opening the door of the car-

riage, got in. I could not see his face ; but he

was a short man, not taller than my little ser-

vant Achilles, which was the more remarkable,

from the difficulty he had in reaching the high

step of the carriage. In a moment after, I

heard Helen'*s voice exclaim, " I have been de-

ceived ! I will go no farther ! Let me descend,

or I will call for assistance !"

She was not obliged to call, however. As-
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sistance was nearer than she thought. " Seize

the horses, Combalet/'' cried I ; and rushing for-

ward, I tore open the door of the carriage, ex-

claiming, " It is I, Helen ! it is Louis !—Who
has dared to deceive you ?"

She sprang out at once into my arms, while

the man who had entered the carriage just be-

fore made his escape at the other side. Swords

by this time were drawn and flashing about our

heads ; for some men who had accompanied the

vehicle made araomentary showof resistance; but

they were soon in full flight, and we remained

masters of the field without any bloodshed.

Whom I had delivered her from— what I

had done, I knew no more than the child un-

born ; but she clung to me with that dear con-

fiding clasp, in which woman's very helplessness is

strong, and repeated over and over her thanks,

with those words, with that tone, which assured

me that every feeling of her heart was still mine.

" Tell me, tell me, dear Louis!" said she at

length, " by what happy chance you came here

to deliver me !"

" It was by a note from Jean Baptiste," re-

plied I. " But, dearest Helen, explain to me
all this; for I am still in the dark. I know not

whom I have delivered you from—I know not

what danger assailed you.*"

VOL. III. L
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Helen now, between the confusion of the mo-

ment, and the supposition that I knew a thou-

sand circumstances of which I had not the

slightest idea, began a long detail which was

totally unintelligible to me. She spoke of having

been at the Hotel de Chatillon, waiting the re-

turn of her father from Peronne, and went on to

say that a forged letter had been sent her, sign-

ed with his name, importing that a carriage and

attendants would come for her at a certain hour

to bring her to where he was ; and so perfectly

imitated was the signature, she said, that not

only herself but the Countess de Chatillon had

also been deceived. She was in the act of add-

ing a great many particulars, which completely

set my comprehension at defiance, when a party

of horsemen, galloping like madmen, arriving on

the spot, interrupted her farther narration.

"Here they are ! here they are I" cried the

foremost horseman, seeing through the semi-

darkness the lumbering; machine which had

brought Helen thither, blocking up the road.

" Here is the carriage ! cut down the villains
!"

" Hold, hold !" exclaimed I, drawing my
sword, and advancing before Helen, while my
sturdy retainers prepared for instant warfare.

" Hold, fair Sir, a moment. Words before
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blows, if you please. Who are you ? and what

do you seek ?"

" Morbleu ! Cut them down!" cried tlie

young man, aiming a blow at my head, which I

parried and returned, with such interest, that, I

believe, he would not have struck many more

had not a less hasty personage ridden up, cry-

ing, " Hold, hold I Charles, I command you

hold. — Sir Stranger, hear me! You asked

our name and what we seek," he added, seeing

me pause. '* My name is the Marechai de Cha-

tillon ! and now. Sir, tell me yours ; and how

you dare, by false pretences, to carry off a

young lady from my house, placed under my
care by her father .f^"

" My name. Sir," replied I, " is Louis

Count de FOrme ; and in reply to your second

question, far from having carried off this young

lady from your house, 1 have just had the plea-

sure of rescuing her from the hands of those

who did — which you would have heard before,

if this hasty person had been wilUng to hsten,

rather than bully."

" He is. Sir, as you have said, far over hasty,"

replied the Marechai ;
" but begging your for-

giveness for his mistake, I have only farther to

thank you, on the part of the lady, for the ser-

L 2
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vice you have rendered her, and to request that

you would give her into my hands, as the only

person qualified to protect her for the moment."

" I must first be satisfied that you are really

the Marechal de Chatillon, and that the lady

goes with you willingly," replied I, " for there

have been so many mistakes to-night apparent-

ly, that I do not otherwise yield her till I have

seen her in safety myself."

" Yes, yes, Louis," replied Helen, — I

thought, with a sigh— " It is Monsieur de

Chatillon, and I must go with him — after

once more giving you a thousand thanks for

ray deliverance."

" Since such is the case, Monsieur de Cha-

tillon," I rejoined, " I of course resign a

charge, which otherwise 1 should not easily

have abandoned : but I must claim the privi-

lege, as one of this lady's earliest friends, of

visiting her to-morrow morning, to hear those

particulars which I have not been able to hear

to-night."

" I cannot object to such an arrangement,"

rephed the Marechal alighting, while his more

impetuous companion made his horse's feet clat-

ter with a touch of the spur. " I cannot object

to such a meeting—always understood, that the

Countess of Chatillon be present.—The carriage
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in which the rogues carried you off, my fair

Helen," added he, taking her hand from mine,

with much gentlemanUke frankness, " shall

serve to carry you back again ; and I will be

your companion."

Helen now took leave of me, with more ten-

derness than at least the younger horseman

liked ; for he turned his beast's head and rode

a little away. The Marechal then handed her

into the carriage, and, turning to me, he said

in a low voice, " Your visit. Monsieur le Comte

de rOrme, if it must be, had better be early,

for this young lady is about to undertake a

long journey by desire of her father ; but, if

you would follow my advice, you would, in-

stead of visiting her at all, turn your horse's

head from Paris as speedily as possible ; for,

believe me, neither your journeys to Sedan, nor

your proceedings in this capital, have been so

secret as to escape suspicion.'* He paused for a

moment, after having spoken, as if he waited an

answer, or watched the effect of what he had

said. It came upon me, I will own, as if some

one had struck me; but I had presence of mind

enough to reply—" My proceedings in this city.

Seigneur, have certainly been sufficiently open

;

and, consequently, should pass without suspi-

cion, if the actions of any one be suffered to do
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so. My journey to Sedan was open enough also;

but my return from that place was as much so ;

and therefore, I suppose, I have nothing to fear

on that score.""

" My warning. Sir, was given as a friend,"

replied the Marechal de Chatillon ; " and I

would rather meet you a few days hence in the

battle field, as a fair enemy, than hear that you

had been consigned to the dungeons of the Bas-

tille, or executed in the Place de Greve.—Adieu,

Monsieur de TOrme; make the best of my
warning, for it is one not to be neglected."

Thus speaking, he entered the carriage ; and

one of his followers, who had dismounted, shut

the door and took the place of the driver, who

had fled at the sight of drawn swords. Then turn-

ing the horses towards Paris, he drove on followed

by the train of the Marechal de Chatillon.

In the mean time, the warning I had receiv-

ed sunk deep into my mind ; and though I

resolved to risk every thing rather than quit

Paris without coming to a full explanation

with Helen, and satisfying myself concerning a

thousand doubts that hung upon me, I des-

patched Garcias with Jacques Mocqueur to

Meaux that very night, with the necessary let-

ters of exchange to pay the troop that waited

me at Marigny, and an order for them to obey
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him as myself, in case of my arrest or death

;

begging him at the same time, in either event,

to lead them to Sedan, and head them in the

cause of the Count de Soissons. Combalet and

Achilles I took with me to the Hotel de Sois-

sons, but kept them there only for a moment,

while I gathered together all my papers and ef-

fects. After which I gave the whole package

into the hands of Achilles, and sending both

out of the town with their own two horses, and

a led one for me, I bade them wait for me at

the village of Bondy till dusk the next night.

If I came not then, they had orders to join

Garcias at INIeaux, and tell him that I was

arrested.

All these precautions taken, I went to bed

and slept.
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CHAPTER XII.

It was barely light the next morning, when

I was startled by hearing some one in my sleep-

ing chamber, and to my still greater surprise

perceived a woman.

The haughtiness and reserve with which the

Countess de Soissons had thought fit to treat

me had restrained all communication between

us during my residence in her dwelling, to the

mere observance of a few ceremonious forms,

and therefore it seemed strange that she should

either visit me herself at such an hour, or even

send any of her attendants. The person who,

not seeing I was awake, approached quickly

towards me, was no other, however, than the

pretty little embroidery girl who had brought

me the billet from Jean Baptiste the day before.

" Monsieur de TOrme ! Monsieur de FOrme !"

cried she in a low but anxious voice, " for
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God's sake, rise ! The Exempts are here to take

you to the Bastille. I will run round and open

that door. Come through it as quick as you

can, and you can escape yet. My brother and

Jean Baptiste will keep them as long as pos-

sible."

The door to which she pointed was one that

communicated with a different part of the house,

and had been locked externally ever since I had

tenanted those apartments. She now ran round

to open it, taking care, as I heard, to fasten all

the doors of my suite of rooms as she went, so

that I remained locked in on all sides. I lost

no time, however, in my toilet, and was just

dressed when she opened the door on the other

side, while, at the same time, I could distin-

guish the noise of persons wrenching open the

door of the farther ante-room. Three more

locks still stood between me and my pursuers

;

but without pausing on that account, I foliov/ed

my pretty guide through several chambers and

passages, till, descending a staircase, we entered

the garden, and gliding behind a tall yew

hedge which masked the garden wall, we made

our way straight to the tower of Catherine de

Medicis.

" They will search here certainly," said I,

pausing, when I saw she intended to lead me
l5
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into the tower. " As soon as they find I have

quitted my apartments, they will naturally

examine this place of retreat."

" Hush !" cried she, " you do not know all

its contrivances, Monseigneur.'' Opening the

door, she permitted me to enter, and following,

locked it on the inside. We now climbed the

spiral staircase, up to tlie very highest part of

the tower, and emerged on the stone platform

at the top. Exactly opposite to the mouth of

the staircase which we had ascended, she

pointed out to me one of the large flag-stones

with which the observatory was paved, saying,

" You are a strong man—you can lift that."

I knelt down, and getting my fingers un-

derneath the edge, easily raised it up, when I

beheld another staircase precisely similar to

that which we had ascended, and which, passing

round and round the tower, exactly followed

all the spires of the other, thus forming a

double staircase through the whole building.

My pretty companion now tried whether she

could herself move the stone ; and finding that

she could do so with ease, as it was scarcely

thicker than a slate, she followed me down,

and drew it in the manner of a trap-door over

us. The whole reminded me so much of my
flight with the unhappy Viceroy of Catalonia,
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that I hurried my steps as much as possible,

with the remembrance vivid before my mind's

eye, of the dreadful scene with which that flight

was terminated.

" We are safe now, Monseigneur," said

my fair guide, with a naivete which some men

might have mistaken for coquetry :
" by your

leave, we will not go so fast, for I lose my
breath."

" If we are safe then, my pretty preserver,"

replied I, taking a jewel from my finger, which

I had bought a few days before, for a different

purpose, " I have time to thank you for your

activity in saving me, and to beg your accept-

ance of this ring as a remembrance."

" I will not take it myself, my Lord,'" re-

plied she ;
" but, with your leave, I will give it

to Jean Baptiste, who has a great regard for

you, and who sent me to show you the way, as

I know all the secret places of the hotel, and

neither my brother nor he are acquainted with

them."

" And I suppose that Jean Baptiste, then, is

to be looked on in the light of your lover, fair

lady ?" demanded I.

" He is a friend of my brother, the Countess's

page," replied the girl ; and then added, after a

moment, " and perhaps a lover too. I do not
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see why I should deny it. He slept here last

night with my brother, to be out of the way of

some evil that was going on, and they two lying

in the gate-house, first discovered that they

were Exempts who knocked at the gate so early,

and what they wanted."

" Will you bear a message to Jean Baptiste?"

said I. " Tell him that I am not ungrateful

for his kindness; and bid him tell his sister,

that nothing but that which has this day hap-

pened would have prevented me from seeing her

as I promised."

"His sister!" said the girl. "I did not

know that he had a sister — but, hark ! they

are searching the tower."

As she spoke, I could plainly hear the sound

of steps treading the other staircase, and pass-

ing directly over our heads; and curious was

the sensation, to feel myself within arm's-length

of my pursuers, without the possibility of their

overtaking me.

" They have broken open the door," said my
companion in a low tone. " We had better make

haste ; for when they do not find you in the

tower, they may set guards in the streets round

about."

We were by this time near the bottom of the

stairs, and the light which had hitherto shone
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in through various small apertures in the ma-

sonry of the tower, now left us, as we descended

apparently below the level of the ground. My
pretty little guide, however, seemed to hold

herself quite safe with me, though the situa-

tion was one which mi^ht have been hazardous

with many men, and led me on without seeming

to give a thought to any thing but securing my
safety, till we had passed through a long pas-

sage, at the end of which she pushed open a

door, and at once ushered me into a small

chamber, wherein an old woman was in bed.

Startled out of a sound sleep, the good dame

sat up, demanding who was there.

" 'Tis I, aunt ! His I !" replied the girl

;

*' wher^ is my uncle's cloak ? Oh, here ; wrap

yourself in that, Monseigneur, and take this old

hat, and no one will know you.—I will tell you

all about it, aunt," she added, in answer to a

complete hurricane of questions, which the old

woman poured forth upon her ; " I will tell you

about it when the Count is safe in the street."

" Is it the Count ? Lord bless us !" cried

the old woman, wiping her eyes, and mistaking

me for the Count de Soissons :
" dear me ! I

thought Monseigneur was safe at Sedan."

My fair guide now beckoning me forward, I

left tb.e old lady to enjoy her own wonderment

;
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and leaving a piece of gold for the hat and

cloak, thrust the one over my brows, and cast the

other round my shoulders, and proceeded to a

second chamber, where was an old man at work,

who looked up, but asked no questions, though

probably he saw his own cloak and hat on the

person of a stranger.

Opposite to me stood an open door, evidently

leading into a small street ; and taking leave of

my conductress merely by a mute sign, I passed

out, and to my surprise found myself in the

Rue du Four.

I had kept my. own hat still under the mantle,

which was, in truth, somewhat too small to co-

ver me entirely ; the point of my sword, my

boots, and almost my knees appearing from

underneath, and betraying a very different sta-

tion in life from that which the cloak itself be-

spoke. However, as thousands of intrigues of

every kind are each day adjourned by the first

rays of the sun that shine upon Paris, and as the

parties to them must often be obliged to con-

ceal themselves in many a motley disguise, I cal-

culated that mine would not attract much atten-

tion dangerous to myself, if I could but escape

from the immediate vicinity of the Hotel de

Soissons. I therefore walked straight down

the Rue du Four, and passing before the new
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church of St. Eustache, I gained the Rue
Montmartre, and thence crossing the Boule-

vards, was soon in the country. Pausing un-

der an old elm, the emblematic tree of my fa-

mily, I cast off the cloak and hat I had assum-

ed, judging that I was now beyond the likeli-

hood of pursuit, and walked as fast as possible

towards Bondy. I arrived there in about a

couple of hours, and found Achilles sauntering

tranquilly before the door, while Combalet

swaggered within to the new-risen host, hostess,

and servants of the little inn, neither of my at-

tendants expecting me for many an hour to

come.

My order to horse was soon obeyed, and be-

fore mid-day I was safe at Meaux, where I gave

but a temporary rest to my horses ; and being

joined by Garcias and the rest of my suite, I

set out again with all speed towards Mouzon.

The necessity of borrowing another person's

name was in those days so frequent with every

one, that on my announcing myself to my ser-

vants as the young Baron de Chatillon, the ne-

phew of the Marechal of that name, T caused no

astonishment, and they habituated themselves

to the new epithet with great facility.

Riding on before with Garcias, I now ex-

plained to him all that had occurred, which I
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had not had time to do before. My first piece

of news, that Jean Baptiste Arnault was in

existence, surprised him as much as it had done

myself.

"• I would have vowed," said he, " that what

I saw before me, when I joined you on that

morning in the Park, v/as nothing but a heap of

earth, which would never move, nor breathe,

nor think again. It is very extraordinary ! and

now I think of it, Monsieur de I'Orme, I am

afraid that I did you some unnecessary harm

in the opinion of the Chevalier de Montenero.

Do you remember that day, when we saved him

from the fury of Gil Moreno ? Well, as I was

hurrying him away to his horse, I told him that

his life itself depended on his speed ; to which

he answered, ' I would give life itself to be as-

sured whether Louis de Bigorre did slay him

or not ;' alluding to something he had been

speaking of with you. I thought as you did,

that this Jean Baptiste was really dead ; and

therefore I replied at once, ' Slay him ! to be

sure he did—and did right too.'

"

" Good God ! Garcias !" cried I. " He was

speaking of another event—of the priest at Sara-

gossa, whose death I had no more hand in than

you had !"'

I know not how it is, but often in life, one ac-
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cidental mistake or misunderstanding appears to

bring on another to all eternity. There seems

occasionally to be something confounding and

entangling in the very essence of the circum-

stances in which we are placed, which communi-

cates itself to every thing connected with them

;

and, with one help or another, they go on

through a long chain of errors from the begin-

ning to the end.

My vexation was evident enough to mortify

Garcias deeply, without my saying any more

;

and therefore, when he had told me that the

Chevalier, on receiving the news he gave him,

had instantly sprung into the saddle and ridden

away in silence, I dropt a subject on which I

felt that I could not speak without irritation,

and turned to the coming events.

We continued our journey as rapidly as possi-

ble, and my nom de guerre, I found, served me

well at all the various places of our halt, as I

heard continually that troops were marching in

all directions towards the frontier, evidently me-

nacing Sedan, together with every particular that

could be communicated to me respecting their

line of march, their numbers, and condition

;

for all of which information, I was indebted to

my assumed name of Chatillon, the Marechal de

Chatillon himself being appointed commander-in
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chief of the King's army, or rather, I might say,

the Minister'*s, for the Monarch was cahnly wait-

ing the event of the approaching contest at Pe-

ronne, without showing that interest in favour of

the Cardinal which he had hitherto evinced on

all occasions.

We passed safe and uninterrupted across the

whole country from Paris till we came within a

few leagues of the banks of the Meuse, where the

presence of the eneray''s army rendered our move-

ments more hazardous, and consequently more

circumspect. From time to time we met several

parties of stragglers hastening after the camp,

with some of whom I spoke for a moment or two

;

and finding that no suspicions were entertained,

and discipline somewhat relaxed, I ventured

more boldly to the Meuse, and presented myself

for passage at the wooden -bridge above Mouzoti,

after ascertaining that it was but slightly guarded.

Notice had been given to all my followers, in

case of the slightest opposition to our passage, to

draw their swords and force their way across;

and accordingly on the cravatte on duty demand-

ing a passport, I said I would show it him, and

drawing my sword bade him give way.

He did his duty by instantly firing his carbine

at me, which had nearly brought my adventures

to a termination ; for the ball passed through my
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hat ; but spurring on our horses, we bore him

'back upon half-a-dozen others, who came running

forward to his aid, drove them over the bridge

at the sword's point, and, galloping on, gained

the wood on tlie other side of the river.

After this rencontre we made all speed through

the least frequented paths towards Marigny, and

when we found ourselves within half a league of

the village, I sent forward Jacques Mocqueur

and Achilles to ascertain what had become of

my recruits, whom I found I had posted some-

what too near the enemy's position.

In about an hour they returned, bringing with

them a single trooper, who was without a casque

of any kind, and wore a peasant"*s coat over his

more warlike habiliments. In addition to all this,

he had apparently taken as much care of his

inward man as of his outward, for he was

considerably more than half drunk.

" Happy for this sweet youth," said Achilles,

who, as may have been observed, was fond ofdis-

playing his antique learning—" happy for this

sweet youth, that we are not amongst the Epi-

zephrii, or he would certainly have been hanged

for drinking more wine than the physicians re-

commended. But we have drawn from him,

Monseigneur, that his companions, judging them-

selves somewhat too near the enemy, have be-
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taken themselves to the nearest branch of the

forest of Ardennes, hard by the village of Saule,

where they are even now celebrating their ela-

phobolia, or venison feasts, having left this Bac-

chus-worshipper to tell us the way.

Though our horses were wear}^ we could of

course grant them no rest till they had carried us

over the six leagues that still lay between us

and Saule, which, after many mis-directions, we

at last found—a little village cradled in the giant

arms of the Ardennes.

My heart somewhat misgave me, lest my re-

spectable recruits should have exercised any of

their old plundering propensities upon the pea-

santry ; and the appearance and demeanour of

the comrade they had left behind, to acquaint us

with their change of position, did not speak much

in favour of their regularity and discipline : but

I did them injustice ; and on my arrival, though

I found that they had laid many of the antiered

people of the forest low, and eke added many a

magnificent forest hog to their stores of provision,

they had not at all molested the populace of the

country, who remembering the ravages of Mans-

felt's free companions, looked upon my followers

as very sober and peaceable soldiers indeed.

When I arrived, they were in a large piece of

open forest ground, between the village and the
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actual wood. A great many old oaks had been

cut down there the year before, and their roots

had sent out a multitude of young shoots,

amongst which the daring, hardy men I had en-

gaged had gathered themselves together in pic-

turesque groups, roasting the venison for their

evening meal, or elaphobolia, as Achilles termed

it. In the meanwhile the declining sun shone

through the long glades of the forest, sometimes

catching bright upon their corslets and morions,

sometimes casting upon them a deep shadow

from any of the ancient trees that remained still

standing ; but altogether, giving one of the finest

and most extraordinary pieces of light and shade

that ever I beheld. The noise of our horses'*

feet made them instantly start up from their

various employments ; and recognising me for

their commander, they hailed my arrival with a

loud shout.

They were all, as I soon found, old soldiers

;

and, well aware of the infinite use of discipline

even to themselves, they had employed the time

of my absence in choosing petty officers from

amongst their own body, and in renewing their

old military habits and manoeuvres. The system

which they had employed was not perhaps en-

tirely that which my late military readings had

taught me theoretically ; but as I saw it would
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cause me infinitely less trouble to adopt their

plan, than it would give them to acquire mine,

as well as be less liable to mistakes, I applied my-

self to reviewing and manoeuvring them the

whole of the next day, while I sent Achilles and

one of my servants to Sedan, charged with my
bills of exchange for paying my levies, and with

a letter to the Count de Soissons, informing him

of my success.

I felt well assured that all the news I conveyed

to him would give the Count no small pleasure,

not only having fulfilled all his wishes in Paris,

but brought him a reinforcement of nearly three

hundred mounted troopers, all veterans in affairs

of war from their ancient profession, and acumi-

nated in every point of stratagem from their

more recent pursuits.

In the evening Achilles returned, bringing me

the money I required ; and a letter from the

Prince, together with a reinforcement of twelve

troopers, whom the Count judged might prove

serviceable to me in disciplining my little force.

The letter was as gratifying as ever flowed from

the pen of man ; and the money, which I instantly

distributed amongst my followers, conjoined with

the presence of the men-at-arms the Count had

sent me, contributed to establish my authority

with my recruits as firmly as I could wish

;
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though I believe that, before this came, they

were beginning to grumble at the somewhat

childish reiteration with which I took pleasure

in making my new troop go through its evolu-

tions. At the time, I found plentiful excuses in

my own mind for so doing; but I believe now

that my feelings were somewhat like those of a

boy with a new plaything.

The next morning, according to the commands

of the Count, I recrossed the Meuse by a bridge

of boats which the Duke de Bouillon had newly

caused to be constructed, and then marched my
men upon a little hamlet behind the village of

Torcy ; after which I left them under the com-

mand of Garcias, as my adjutant ; and accompa-

nied by my servants turned my bridle towards

Sedan, to communicate with the Prince, and re-

ceive his farther commands.

I arrived at Sedan about five of the clock.

All within the town was the bustle and confu-

sion of military preparation. Trumpets were

sounding, arms were clanging in every direc-

tion: the breast-plate, the morion, and the spur,

had taken place, in the streets, of the citizen's

sober gown, and the man of law's stiff cap ; and

many an accoutred war-horse did I encounter

in my way to the citadel, more than Sedan had

ever known before. The servants that accom-
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panied me, including Achilles, Combalet, and

his companion, were nine in number; and I had

taken good care before I left Paris, that they

should be sufficiently armed, to take an active

part in the warlike doings then in preparation.

My train therefore, as I rode through the

streets, excited some attention ; and amongst a

knot of gentlemen that turned to look, near the

citadel, I perceived, to my surprise, the Mar-

quis de St. Brie ! It may well be supposed

that the sight was not particularly gratifying

;

and I was passing on, without taking any no-

tice, hoping that he would not recollect me,

from the great change which the few months

that had passed had wrought in my appearance.

My beard, which, when I had last seen him, had

been too short to be allowed to grow, was now

longer, and cut into the fashionable point of

that day ; m}^ mustachios were long and black ;

my form was broader, and more manly ; and

my skin, which then was pale with recent ill-

ness, was now bronzed almost to the colour of

mahogany.

But he was not one of those men who-easily

forget ; and, after looking at me for a moment,

during which the change somewhat confused

him, he became certain of my person; and
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spurring forward with a smiling countenance, in

which, delight to meet with an old friend was

most happily and dexterously expressed, " My
dear Count Louis !"" cried he, " I am delighted

to see you. This is one of those unexpected

pleasures with which that fair jilt. Fortune,

sometimes treats us, to make us bear more pa-

tiently her less agreeable caprices,"

I meditated knocking his brains out, but

I forbore, on reflecting that the consequences

of any violent proceeding on my part might

be highly detrimental to the interest of the

Prince. A moment's farther consideration made

me pursue the very opposite course to that

which I had first proposed ; and smothering my
feelings towards Monsieur de St. Brie, as far as

I could, I replied, that the meeting was cer-

tainly most unexpected ; but that, as I found

him there, of course I supposed I was to look

upon him as a friend and partizan of Monsieur

le Comte''s.

" Of course !" replied he. " I am his High-

nesses humble friend and devoted follower;

though I have yet hardly the honour of his

personal acquaintance ; being far better known

to the noble Duke of Bouillon. However,

here I am, to fight side by side with you, ray

VOL. in. M
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dear Count, as I once proposed ; and we will

see which will contrive to get his throat cut

soonest in the Prince's service."

" It will certainly not be I,"" replied I grave-

ly ;
" for wherever the battle takes place, how-

ever I may exert myself therein, I shall come

out of it as unscathed as I went in."

" Indeed ! how so ?''"' demanded the Marquis.

" Do you wear a charmed coat of mail, or have

you been dipped in Styx ?''

" Neither," replied I :
" but it is my fate !

In the calculation of my nativity, it has been

found, that whoever seeks to take my life, their

own shall be lost in the attempt. Two persons

have made the essay, — and two have already

fallen. We shall see who will be the third."

What I said was simply intended to touch

the Marquis upon a spot where I knew he must

be sensible ; but the excessive paleness that came

over his countenance was far more than I ex-

pected to behold : it was more than I could

suppose the mere fear of having been discover-

ed would excite in a man of such principles.

Could he be superstitious ? I asked myself.

—

He—a free-thinker, a sceptic, both by an erro-

neous application of his reason, and by the na-

tural propensity of a sensualist to reject every
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thing but what is material—could he be super-

stitious ?

But so in fact it was, as I soon found more

clearly by the multitude of questions which he

asked me concerning the person who had calcu-

lated my nativity, and given the prediction 1

had mentioned ; citing, as he did so, the names

of all the astrologers in Europe, from Nostra-

damus up to Vanoni himself. After a moment,

however, he seemed to be conscious that he was

exposing himself; and looking up with a forced

laugh, "Dreams! dreams!" said he, "my
dear Count. How can the stars affect us upon

the earth .? If I were to choose a way of fool-

ing myself with prophecies, a thousand times

rather would I follow the art of the ancient

Tuscans, and draw my divination from the

lightning, which at all events conaes near our

mortal habitation."

" I know you are a sceptic in all such mat-

ters," replied I : and riding on, I left the

Marquis to muse over the prediction as he

thought fit, reserving to myself the right of

calling him to a personal account for his former

conduct towards me, when I should find a fitting

opportunity. His character was then a new one

to me, and I could hardly persuade myself that

M 2
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he did really believe in the dreams which even

my reason, all hag-ridden as it was by imagi-

nation, cast from it the moment it had power to

follow its direct course. But I have had occa-

sion to remark since, that those who reject the

truth of rehgion are generally as prone as devo-

tees to the dreams of superstition.

I was immediately admitted into the citadel,

and as I was dismounting in the court, encoun-

tered Varicarville. " Welcome, welcome back !

Monsieur de TOrme," said he. " We need all

friends now to carry through our enterprise ;

and Monsieur le Comte tells me, that you not

only bring us good news from Paris, but a

considerable reinforcement. You come from

Torcy. What is the news there ? Did you

see the enemy ? When are we likely to prove

our strength together .?"

" I come to seek news myself,"*' replied I.

" No enemies have I seen, but half a dozen

soldiers, that we drove over the wooden bridge

near Mouzon. When does rumour say we

shall have a battle ?"

" The day after to-morrow at farthest," re-

plied Varicarville, " if Lamboy with his Ger-

mans arrives in time. But hie to the Prince,

De rOrme. He expects you, and is now wait-

ing you in the saloon, hoping some news from

Torcy."
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I proceeded to the Count's apartments ac-

cordingly, and finding no one to announce me

by the way, I entered the saloon at once. The

Count de Soissons was leaning in a large arm

chair, with his head bent forward, and one

hand over his eyes, while Vanbroc, his Flemish

lute-player, was playing to him the prelude of

a song. My entrance did not make the Prince

look up, and Vanbroc proceeded. After a few

very sweet passages preliminary to his voice,

he sung, as nearly as I can remember, the fol-

lowing, to a beautiful minor air.

SONG.

I.

Give me repose and peace ! Let others prove

The losing game of strife ;

Or climb the hill, or plough the wave ;

To find out fortune or a grave,

Stake happiness and life.

Oh, give me rest and peace.

And quietude and love !

Give me repose and peace ! The power, the sway.

The sceptre, crown, and throne.

Are thorny treasures, paying iU

The sacrifice of joy and will

—

All man can call his own.

Oh, give me rest and peace.

To bless my humble day

!
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III.

Give me repose and peace ! I covet not

The laurel or the wreath.

Wars to the brave, strifes to the strong.

Ambitions to the proud belong

—

All hand in hand with death.

But be repose, and peace.

And life, and joy, my lot !

The musician ceased, but still the Prince

kept his hand before his eyes, and I could see

the tears roll slowly from underneath it, and

chase one another down his cheek, so great had

been the power of the music upon him.

" No more, Vanbroc— no more !" said he, at

length raising his eyes. " Ha ! De TOrme.

You should not have seen me thus: but I was

ever more easily vanquished by music than by

the sword. But now to business: leave us,

Vanbroc."

The lute-player withdrew, and the Prince,

instantly recovered from the momentary weak-

ness into which he had been betrayed, pro-

ceeded to question me respecting the minor

details of my negotiation in Paris. With all

that I had done he expressed himself infinitely

contented, and showed the confidence which my
conduct had inspired him with, by making me

acquainted with every particular that had taken
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place at Sedan during my absence, together

with all his future plans, as far as they were

formed.

'' To-morrow evening," said he, " or the next

morning at farthest, Lamboy, the Imperial

general, will join us with five thousand veteran

Germans. As soon as he is prepared to pass

the river, I also shall cross by the bridge, and

forming our j unction on the other side, we will

together offer battle to the Marechal de Cha-

tillon, who has been for some days at Remilly/*'

*' I believe your Highness is misinformed,''

replied I ; " for hardly yet five days ago I saw

Monsieur de Chatillon in Paris:" and I pro-

ceeded to inform the Count of the circum-

stances which made me so positive of the fact.

*' He was there last night, however," replied

the Count ;
" for one of our scouts watched him

pass the Meuse and advance some way to re-

connoitre Lamboy : his person was known,

and there could be no. doubt. At all events,

we shall fairly offer our enemy battle on the

day after to-morrow. Lamboy commands the

infantry, Bouillon the cavalry, and myself the

reserve.—But what makes you look so grave

on my saying that Bouillon commands the

cavalry ?"

" My reason was frankly this, Monseig-
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neur," replied I. " Monsieur de Bouillon has

never shown any great regard for me ; and I

have farther this day met a person on whose

conduct towards me I have already expressed

myself to your Highness without restraint—

I

mean the Marquis de St. Brie." The Count

started. " He boasts himself tlie friend of

Monsieur de Bouillon," continued I, " and you

may easily imagine what sort of harmony there

can exist between him and me. The little

troop I have levied, consisting entirely of

cavalry, it will not of course be very plea-

sant to me to fight side by side with a man

who has twice attempted my life ; but how-

ever
—*'

" Stay, De TOrme !" said the Count. ** No
likelihood exists of that taking place which you

anticipate. Your troop has been destined by

Bouillon and myself for a manoeuvre, which we

are sure you will execute well, and on which

the fate of the battle may probably depend.

If we can gain the ground that we wish, the

cavalry, under the command of Bouillon, will

remain in the hollow way till such time as the

enemy lose somewhat of their compact order

;

as soon as ever this is ascertained, by a signal

from the hill behind, where you may have

remarked an ancient pillar— the signal, re-
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member, is the raising of a red flag on the

pillar— Bouillon advances and charges the

cavalry of the enemy, but some co-operating

movement may be necessary to second the

efforts of the Duke, and, consequently, we have

determined to post a body of cavalry behind

a little wood, to the kft of our position. You

must have seen it. But you shall be furnished

with a plan of the country, like this on the

table. Here, you see, is the great wood of

the Marfee. Here the little wood to the left,

joined to the Marfee by this low copse, which

I shall take care to garnish for you with a body

of musketeers. Here the high summit, on

which, if we have time to reach it, we shall

take up our position ; and here the hollow way

for Bouillon's cavalry. Your body of troopers

must be stationed just behind the wood, from

whence you have a full view of the pillar. The
moment you see the red flag, draw out and

charge the right of the enemy. You have

before you a gentle slope, which is, in truth,

the only part of the ground lit for cavalry ; and

your being there will have two great advan-

tages ;—that of seconding Bouillon ; and, in case

of the enemy attempting to turn our left flank,

that of making his manoeuvre fall upon him-

self. It was for this reason that I ordered

M 5
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your troop on to the hamlet behind Torcy,

from whence, on the morning of the battle, you

can easily take up your position as we have

arranged. Do you fully understand ?"

" Perfectly,'' replied I ; " and the arrange-

ment is of course most gratifying to me. Not

that any circumstances should have induced me

to pursue a private quarrel to the detriment of

your Highness's service. I have already met

the Marquis de St. Brie and spoken to him,

without noticing his attempt upon my life."

"You did right, De FOrme,"" replied the

Count, his brow knitting into a sterner frown

than I had ever seen him assume. " But if he

has the insolence to present himself before me,

my conduct must be very different. In addi-

tion to his attempt upon you, be is known to

have been the murderer of the Count de Bag-

nols, and strongly suspected of having poisoned

poor De Valengais. My own honour and dig-

nity require me to have no communion with

such a man, let his rank and influence be what

it may. If I can meet with Bouillon, we will

make such arrangements as will spare me the

mortification of publicly repelling this bad

man. Come with me ; we will see if we can

find him."

So saying, he took his hat, which lay upon
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the table, and passed into the ante-room. Se-

veral of his attendants were now in waiting,

and rising, followed with me into the court, and

thence into the great square before the chateau.

It was a fine sunny evening in July, one of

those that seem made for loitering in the shade,

with some pleasant companion, listening to

dreamy fanciful talk, and drinking the balmy

breath of the summer air. As our misfortune

would have it, however, the first person we

encountered thus employed was the Marquis

de St. Brie himself, who had by this time dis-

mounted ; and, surrounded by a crowd of the

most distinguished persons at Sedan, was enter-

taining them with that easy flowing conversa-

tion which no one knew so well how to display

as himself. I could tell by the countenances of

the listeners, and the smile that sat upon the lip

of each, the very tone of what was passing

;

and I could almost fancy I heard it all— the

tart jest, the pointed sneer, the amusing anec-

dote, the shrewd remark, the witty turn, all

softened and harmonized by the language,

which made the company of that infamous man

so fascinating and so dangerous.

The Prince, who knew him by sight, was

passing on to the other side of the square,

where the Duke of Bouillon was himself in-
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specting a body of infantry; but the party

of gentlemen instantly advanced towards us,

and one of them, coming a step forward, begged

leave to make the Marquis de St. Brie known

to his Highness the Count de Soissons.

" Sir !" replied the Count, tossing back the

plumes of his bonnet, as if to let every one see

that he did not make the least inclination to

the person thus presented to him ;
*' thank

God ! I know the Marquis de St. Brie thorough-

ly, and seek to know no more of him ;" and

thus speaking, he turned his back upon the

Marquis, and walked forward to the" Duke of

Bouillon, to whom he explained in a few words

his feelings in regard to the other, without

however at all implicating my name in the

business.

" Few people can look upon him with less

respect than I do," replied the Duke of Bouil-

lon in reply. " But he is a man of great

wealth and influence ; and though he is here

at present with only a few servants— which

I will own strikes me as singular— he pro-

mises me a reinforcement of five hundred men

in three days, which may be very serviceable

for the purpose of improving our victory the

day after to-morrow. Your Highness must

really allow me to explain away your treatment
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of him, in some degree, for he is too influential

a person to be lost."

The Count would hardly hear of any quali-

ficatory measure ; but, after a rather long dis-

cussion, he gave way in some degree. " Well,

well,'''' said he, " say to him what you like, but

do not let him come near me, for I cannot

receive him with civility."

" I will take care that he be kept away,"

replied the Duke. " The only difficulty will

be to make him remain with us at all."

We now returned to the citadel ; and the rest

of the evening passed in all the bustle and acti-

vity of preparation. The service which I was

to execute was again and again pointed out to

me, both by the Prince and the Duke of Bouil-

lon, the last of whom, probably to animate me to

still greater exertion, gave unlimited praise to

all the arrangements I had hitherto made, and

expressed the utmost confidence in my co-

operation with himself in the battle that was

likely to take place.

Looking on my troop as perfectly secure

under the command of Garcias, I remained

at Sedan that night, spending the rest of my
time, after I had left the Prince's, in fitting

myself with the necessary defensive armour

which I had not been able to procure in Paris.
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This was not done without some difficulty even

at Sedan ; for the armourers had quite suffi-

cient occupation with the multitude of warlike

guests that filled the city.

When this was accomplished however, and I

possessed my morion, back and breast-pieces,

taslets, and gauntlets complete, I sat down to

write a letter to be delivered to my father

in case of my death in the ensuing battle, and

gave full instructions concerning it to little

Achilles, whom I intended to leave at Sedan.

After this, I paused for a moment at the open

window of my chamber, watching some thick

clouds that came rolling over the moon, and

thinking of the strange,, strong effect of imagi-

nation, which I had there myself experienced,

together with the extraordinary coincidence of

my mother's death being announced to me so

soon afterwards.

As I stood I heard a window below me open,

and some voices speaking. What they said at

first was indistinct, from the noise of a tumbril

rolling across the court ; but that ceased, and

I could plainly distinguish the tone of the

Marquis de St. Brie, saying, " I tell you, I saw

him myself, with the Marquis de Sourdis in

the other army : if it was not he, it was his

spirit. He wasrpaler, thinner, darker, older,
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— but there was every line—and yet surely

it could not be."

" No, no, my Lord !" replied another voice.

" I saw him as dead as a felled ox, and I gave

him myself another slash across the head, to

make all sure, before I threw him into the

water."

" I will trust my own hand next time, how-

ever," said the Marquis. " Not that I doubt

you, my good—

"

As he spoke, I remembered that I was eaves-

dropping; and though, if ever there was an

occasion where it might be justified, it was

then ; I felt ashamed to do so, and retired to

bed, bidding my servants, however, lock the

door of the ante-room before they slept.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Early next morning, a firing was heard in

the direction of Torcy; and springing on my
horse, I galloped off for the scene of action, as

fast as possible. Before I came up, however,

the firing had ceased ; and I found my troop

under arms in the hamlet where I had left

them, though the village itself, not above five

hundred yards in front, was in the hands of the

enemy. A regiment of infantry, which Mon-

sieur de Bouillon had thrown forward into the

village of Torcy itself for the purpose of cover-

ing his bridge of boats, had been attacked, it

seemed, by the advance-guard of the enemy,

and, after a sharp struggle, had been driven

back upon the hamlet behind, from which Gar-

cias had made a very brilliant charge upon the

pursuing parties of the enemy, repulsed them
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with some loss, and compelled them to content

themselves with the village they had taken.

As may be imagined, I was mortified at not

having been present; but I expressed to my
troop my high satisfaction at what had been

done ; and told them, in a brief harangue I

made them on the occasion, that his Highness

the Count de Soissons reckoned greatly upon

their valour for success ; and that therefore, he

proposed to entrust to them, under my com-

mand, some of the most important manoeuvres

which had already been determined upon. Praise

was perhaps the more palatable to them, as

their bravery had been attended with no loss;

and as they had driven back the enemy at the

expense of a few slight wounds. Loud cheers,

therefore, attended me as I rode with Garcias

along their ranks ; and these were repeated still

more loudly, when the commanding officer of

the infantry rode up to Garcias, and thanked

him for the very successful divei:sion which my
troop had operated in his favour.

Finding that the enemy did not make any

disposition for advancing farther, which would

indeed have brought them almost under the

guns of Sedan, I rode into the town to inform

the Count of what had occurred ; and, after a

brief interview with him, I delivered the letter

jift
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for my father, into the hands of little Achilles

;

and taking with me all my papers, I bade

adieu to my little attendant, with feelings that

perhaps do not often exist between master

and servant, and returned to my troop for

the night.

Before joining them, however, according to

the commands of the Count, I reconnoitred the

position I was to take up the next morning,

and passed by the pillar from which the signal

was to be given. It had formed part of an old

Roman arch, and probably had recorded some

victory of those wonderful barbarians, the Ro-

mans, over their still more barbarous enemies,

the Gauls; but as I looked at the broken frag-

ments of the structure they had probably raised,

in the fond hope of immortalizing some long-

forgotten deed, the thrilling feeling of man's

mortality— of the mortality of all his works—
the mortality of his very fame, came coldly

over my heart ; and I turned away, repeating

to myself some of the lines which my dead friend

Father Francis, of Alurdi, had once cited,

" Glory, alas ! what art thou but a name ?
"

and returned to the post assigned me, thinking

of what might be in another world.
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Towards six o'clock, a heavy rain began to

fall ; but that did not prevent me from having

several messengers from the Count de Soissons,

—one bidding me make good the hamlet which

I occupied, at all risks ; another, informing me

that Lamboy, with the Germans and the can-

non, had arrived, and would pass the next morn-

ing early; and a third, giving me orders to quit

the hamlet as silently as possible, before day-

break the next day, and to take up the position

assigned to me. This last command made me

order my men to rest as soon as possible; and I

also threw myself down upon some straw, com-

pletely armed except my casque ; and after giv-

ing about half an hour to some vague wander-

ing thoughts regarding the morrow, I felt that

thought was of no use, and addressed myself

to sleep. The fear, however, of not waking in

time, abridged my slumber to two or three

hours; and rising, I went out of the hovel in

which I had been lying, to ascertain by the ap-

pearance of the sky what o'clock it was.

All was dark and silent, though I could hear

at intervals the neighing of the horses in the

enemy's army, and could see the long line of

dim watch-fires, half extinguished by the rain,

which marked where the veteran Lamboy had

taken up his ground on the opposite hill.
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Shortly after the clocks of Sedan struck mid-

night, and I resolved to give my men yet an

hour's sleep, that they might be as fresh as pos-

sible the next day.

It was an hour of the deepest and most

awful thought for me. Every one must feel,

the day before he risks his life in mortal com-

bat, sensations that assail him at no other time,

— the eager anxiety to know the issue—• the

doubt, if not the fear, of the event—the thought

of earth, and all that earth has dear—the calcu-

lations of eternity— all that is awful in our

vague and misty state of being then presses on

the mind ; and he is the brave man that looks

upon it without shrinking. But my feelings

were deeper and more exciting than those

of most men, because my all was staked upon

that battle. If it should be won, the Count de

Soissons would be master of the councils of

France ;— the only remaining obstacle between

Helen and myself might easily be removed.

—

Rank, wealth, power, affection, were all within

my grasp ; and never did my heart feel what

love is, so much as it did that night.—But if

the battle were lost, I had no longer any thing

to live for: — home, and country, and station,

and love, and hope, were all gone; and I resolv-

ed that life also should be cast upon the die.
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It seemed but a minute since twelve o'clock

had struck, when one followed it by the clocks

of Sedan ;—so busy had been the ideas that

hurried through my brain. But action now

became my duty ; and waking Garcias, we

proceeded to take the necessary measures for

decamping in silence.

No men in the broad universe could have

been found better calculated for every motion

which reqiiired secrecy than my three hundred :

they provided themselves with forage and pro-

visions for the next morning, mounted their

horses, and rode out of the hamlet, without

even disturbing the regiment of infantry that

lay beside them; and the only person, I believe,

whom we woke out of his slumber, was a weary

sentinel, who, without the excuse of Mercury''s

wand, had followed the example of Argus, and

fallen asleep upon his watch. Woke suddenly

by our passing, he seemed to think the best

thing he could do was to fire his piece; and

accordingly snapped it at my head : but lucki-

1}^, the priming had fallen out while he slept,

and it missed fire. I seldom remember a more

unpleasant ride than that from Torcy to the

heights of the Marfee. The rain had come on

more heavily than ever ; the whole way was a

long, broken ascent, traversed by ravines, and
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often interrupted by copses; and the ground

was so slippery, that our horses could scarcely

keep their feet. We passed it however, after

much difficulty ; and there was some consola-

tion in knowing, that the enemy's army would

have to vanquish the same obstacles before the

battle, if they dared to attack us.

Day began to break heavily as we reached the

wood, without any sign of the rain abating; but

the smaller detached part of the forest, behind

which we were posted, formed almost entirely of

old beeches, gave us better shelter than we could

have hoped.

On our arrival, I found that the Count, ac-

cording to his word, had already detached a com-

pany of musketeers to take possession of the copse

wood between us and his main position ; and had

also sent forward several tumbrils with provi-

sions and ammunition in plenty. Together with

these was a letter for me, containing some far-

ther orders, and a very ample commission under

his hand, by which I found that the infantry

beside me were also placed under my command.

As we were all new troops, there was no jea-

lousy respecting seniority of service ; and I found

the officer of the infantry well disposed to act

with me, especially as all I required was for his

own security. It appeared to me that the copse
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in which he was placed was of much more im-

portance than had been attached to it, as, in case

of the enemy possessing himself thereof, which

would have been easily done by advancing

through a hollow way to our left, the left flank

of the Prince's force was completely exposed.

To render it then as defensible as possible, I

proposed to the other officer to employ our spare

time in throwing up a strong breast-work of

earth and boughs before it: and all our men

setting to work with great eagerness, before

seven o'clock, we had completed a line, which

placed it in comparative security.

Towards eight the rain ceased ; and for the

rest of the day merely came down in occasional

showers. It had been hitherto so thick that the

line of the Meuse, and even the town of Sedan,

had been scarcely distinguishable ; but now it

drew up like a curtain, and I could see the troops

of Lamboy descending toward the bridge of

boats, and gradually passing the river, in as fine

unbroken order as if on a review.

Shortly after, the bridge of Sedan began to be

occupied ; and pennons, and plumes, and stand-

ards, and flashing arms, and all the pageantry of

war, announced that the Princes were on their

march to form their junction with the Imperial

army. My eye then turned anxiously towards
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Torcy; but all was still in the camp of the

enemy ; and I saw the two allied armies approach

near and more near, and then unite, unopposed

and seemingly almost unnoticed.

Winding in and out of the ravines and over

the hills, the army of the Princes now began to

mount towards the heights on which I was sta-

tioned ; and it was near nine o'clock before the

report of a cannon announced, that the Marechal

de Chatillon intended to take any notice of their

movements.

No time however was now to be lost ; and

making my men refresh both themselves and

their horses, I waited impatiently for the arrival

of the army. All sombre thoughts, if I had

entertained any such before, now vanished hke

mists before the sun. The sight of the moving

hosts—the recollection of all that was that day to

be won—the thoughtless aspiration which all

young minds have for glory—the love of daring

natural to my character ; all stimulated me on

the onward path ; and slow, slow did I think

the approach of the forces, as winding their way

over the wet and slippy ground, they advan-

ced to wards the position which they proposed

to take up.

For some time, as they came nearer, I lost

sight of them in the hollow way ; but a little after
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ten the advance-guard began to appear upon the

heights, and took their ground with the left rest-

ing upon the copse. Regiment after regiment

now presented itself, and I could see them, one

following another across the underwood, defile to

the places assigned to them, but lost them one

by one in a few minutes after, behind the wood
of the Marfee.

The sounds of the trumpets however, the loud

commands of the officers, the crashing and creak-

ing of the ammunition carts, all assured me of

their proximity ; and in a few minutes after, one

of the Prince's equerries rode up to ascertain that

I had arrived, and to tell me that no alterations

had been made in the dispositions of the day

before. I pointed out to him the work we had

constructed; and in a short time afterwards he

returned by the Prince's express command to

thank me, and inform me of his high approba-

tion of what had been done.

While we were still speaking, the enemy began

to appear on the opposite slope, and in a mo-

ment afterwards a discharge of artillery from

beneath the hill, gave notice that the battle was

commenced upon our right, where the infantry

of Lamboy were still making their way up to the

heights. The sound of the cannon, so much

nearer to me than I expected, I will own, made

VOL. III. N
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me start ; but springing at once into the saddle,

lest any one should see fear in what in truth was

but surprise, I rode round alone to a spot where,

through the trees, I could see what was passing

in the hollow.

The smoke of the cannon greatly impeded my
sight, but I could perceive a body of the enemy's

pikemen in the act of charging the German in-

fantry, who were borne back before my eyes near

two hundred yards, but still maintained their

order. Every step that they yielded, my heart

beat to be there, and lead them back to the

charge ; but then again, I thought that if I might

be permitted to charge the flank of the pikemen

with my men-at-arms, I could drive them all to

the devil.

At that moment my eye fell upon a group of

officers gathered upon a little knoll, in the front

of whom was evidently the Count de Soissons

dressed in a suit of steel armour I had seen in

his apartments, and accompanied by an elderly

man in German uniform, whom I concluded to be

Lamboy. The Count was pointing with his

leading-staff to the retreating infantry of his left

wing, while the other seemed to look upon the

whole with the utmost composure. In a moment

after, an equerry set off from the Count's party,

and a company of our musketeers instantly
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wheeled upon the flank of the pikemen, and

drove them back under a tremendous fire, while

the Germans again advanced and took up their

position as before.

The smoke of the musketry now interrupted

my view in that direction ; and turning round, I

found that I had insensibly advanced so far as to

be out of sight of the pillar from whence the

signal was to be displayed. Riding back as fast

as I could, I rejoined my troop; but no signal

had 3^et been made ; and as I looked up towards

the hill, where I expected every moment to be-

hold it displayed, all was clear, calm, and quiet;

offering a strange contrast to the eager and

deathful struggle upon which I had just been

gazing.

" We shall not be long now, Garcias,^' said I,

riding up. "Is all ready ?"

He assured me that it was, and passing along

from man to man, I spoke a few words to each,

telling them that the infantry had already re-

pulsed the enemy, and that we might soon ex-

pect to be called upon ; saying every thing I

could think of to animate them to exertion, and

beseeching them not to let the love of plunder

induce them to separate before the battle was

completely gained.

They all made me the most solemn promises

n2
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in the world not to lose their discipline, to which

of course I attached due credence ; believing it

to be just as probable for a tiger to abandon

bloodshed, as for them to resist plunder even for

a moment. A vigorous and effective charge,

however, I knew to be the great object desired

;

and I doubted not from their whole tone and

bearing that they would effect it as well as I

could desire.

In the mean while, the din increased. We
could every now and then hear the dull, measured

sound of the charging of horse, mingled with the

continued firing of the musketry, and at intervals

a discharge of cannon ; while the smoke, rolling

over the wood, reached even the spot where we

stood, and made me fearful lest I should lose

sight of the signal-pillar.

Every minute I thought the sign must be

made, and no language can express the impa-

tience I began to feel as the minutes flew by and

it did not appear. The firing appeared to me to

grow less ; and I felt angry that the battle should

be lost or won, without my presence. No longer

able to bear it, I rode on about twenty yards to

the corner of the wood. The whole scene was

covered with white wreaths of smoke, but the

greater part of the attacking army was now dis-

played upon the same plain with ourselves ; and

I could see that the battle was far from con-
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eluded, though the attack of the enemy upon our

position was languishing, and his troops conside-

rably broken and disordered. Small parties of

horsemen, separated from their regiments, were

scattered confusedly over the plain. Groups of

men on foot, carrying the more distinguished

wounded to the rear, appeared here and there

through the smoke. Aides-de-camp riding from

spot to spot, and officers endeavouring by bustle

and activity to re-animate the flagging energies

of their soldiers, were seen hurrying about in all

parts of the enemy's line ; and I looked upon the

whole scene as I have often done upon a disturbed

ant-hill, where I have seen confusion and hurry

in every member of the insect populace, without

being able to divine their operations or under-

stand their movements.

Column after column, as I stood and watched,

was brought up against our battalions, but each

after a discharge of musketry turned off as from

a stone wall. Not three hundred yards from me

was a dense mass of cavalry, and I could see its

officers endeavouring to animate their men to

the charge.

At that moment I looked back—The red flag

was displayed from the pillar; and spurring

back to the head of my troop, I led them out from

the wood.

Their impatience had been nearly equal to my
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own ; and, as the whole field of battle opened

before them with all the thriUing and exciting

objects it presented, they gave a loud and cheer-

ing hurrah, which seemed to be answered by a

flourish of trumpets at the very same moment,

from the cavalry of the Duke of Bouillon that

just appeared above the hill, about a quarter of

a mile from us. The flourish and the shout acted

as a signal of concert. A moment sufficed to put

my troop in order ; and pointing onward to the

enemy with my sword, while my heart beat so as

almost to deprive me of breath, I gave the word

" Charge !" Onward we galloped like lightning,

treading, I believe, on many of the dead and

dying in our passage : the ground seemed to va-

nish under our horses' feet, the open space was

passed in an instant. Nearer, and nearer, and

nearer, as we came, each individual adversary

grew into distinctness on our eyes. We passed

the flat like a cloud-shadow, sweeping the plain.

We reached the brow of the descent, and hurled

down the side of the slope upon the flank of the

enemy, like an avalanche upon a forest of pines,

we bore them headlong before us. Charged at

the same moment ty the Duke of Bouillon in

front, and surprised by our headlong onset from

so unexpected a quarter, the enemy's cavalry

were borne back upon their infantry, broken.
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dispersed, trampled down. The infantry threw

down their arras and fled ; many of the cavalry

turned their reins and galloped from the field

;

and though some fought still hand to hand, it

was with but the courage of despair ; for the army

of Chatillon was by that one charge thrown into

complete route.

One officer in full armour seemed to single me

out ; and, not v>'illing to disappoint him, I turned

my horse towards him. Parrying a blow he was

making at my neck, just above the gorget, I

returned it with the full sweep of my long heavy

sword. It cut sheer through the lacings of his

casque, which another blow dashed from his

head ; when the face of a young man presented

itself, whom I immediately remembered as the

somewhat hasty youth I had seen with Monsieur

de Chatillon in Paris.

" Will you quarter.?'' said I.

" Never !" replied he, aiming another blow at

my head ; but at that moment, Combalet de

Carignan, who was behind me, fired a pistol at

him, the ball of v/hich passed right through his

head. He sprang up in the saddle, his sword

fell from his hand, and his horse, freed from the

rein, galloped away wildly over the field.

I had no time to see farther what became of

him; though, when I lost sight of him in the
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confusion, the horse was still rushing on, and

the rider—though dead, I feel sure— still in the

saddle ; but by this time, although all had pass-

ed like lightning, my troopers were far be-

fore me; and, notwithstanding the endeavours

of Garcias to keep them together, were separat-

ing and pursuing the flyers one by one. I hur-

ried forward to unite my efforts to those of the

brave Spaniard ; but just as I came up, a small

pelotan of the enem}'"'s infantry, that had kept

together near some valuable baggage, gave us

one parting volley before they fled, and to my
deep regret I beheld Garcias fall headlong

from his horse.

Springing to the ground, I raised his head

on my knees, and saw that the bullet had gone

through his corselet just above the lower rim.

" Jesu Maria !" cried he, opening his eyes, from

which the hght of life was fleeting fast
—'^ Jesu

Maria—"
'* I am afraid you are badly hurt, Garcias,"

cried I, more painfully affected by his situation

than I could have imagined.

" I am dying, Senor !" muttered he in Spa-

nish— "I am dying! Thank you for your

care—your kindness. It is vain—I am dying !

Oh, Senor—Francois Derville ! that unhappy

man—do you remember—how I slew him at

the mill ? I wish I had not done it—I can see
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him now !—Oh, I wish I had not done it—
Sancta Maria ! ora pro "

The heavy cloud of death fell dully down

upon the clear bright eye. Fire, and soul, and

meaning passed away, and Garcias was nothing.

I bade my servants, who were still with me,

carry him to the rear ; and springing on my
horse again, galloped forward, to see if I could

restore some order to my troop.

By this time, however, all was confusion.

The field was scattered with small parties of

horsemen riding here and there, and cutting

down or making prisoners the few of the enemy

that remained. Nothing was to be seen but

heaps of dead and dying, ma^erless horses fly-

ing over the plain, cannon and waggons over-

turned, long files of prisoners, and groups of

stragglers plundering the fallen ; while part of

the village of Chaumont appeared burning on

our right, and towards the left was distinguish-

ed a regiment of the enemy, who had still main-

tained their order, and were retreating over the

opposite hill, fast but firmly. The rear-rank

was seen to face about at every twenty or thirty

yards, and by a heavy regular fire drive back

a strong body of cavalry that hung upon their

retreat. Gathering together about twenty of

my men, I rode as fast as I could to the spot,

and arrived just at the moment the enemy faced

n5
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and gave us a volley. If I may use the expres-

sion, it made our cavalry reel, and more than

one empty saddle presented itself; but what en-

gaged my attention was, to behold in the officer

commanding this last regiment of the enemy, the

Chevalier de Montenero.

As I was gazing at him, to assure myself that

my eyes did not deceive me, the Duke of Bouil-

lon rode up, and demanded where were the

greater part of my men, in a tone that did not

particularly please me. " They are where the

greater part of your own are, my Lord," re-

plied I ; " some dead, some plundering, some

following the enemy."

"If that be the case," rejoined he sharply,

" you had better go and join them yourself; for

Monsieur de I'Orme and half a dozen men are

no service to mt?''

" You speak rudely. Monsieur de Bouillon,"

replied I ; " and methinks on a day of such vic-

tory as this, you might conduct yourself dif-

ferently to one who has shared in the dangers of

this struggle, whether he shares in its advan-

tages or not." The Duke's visor was up, and

he coloured highly ; but without waiting for re-

ply, I turned my rein and rode away.

My men, who had only followed me in the

hope of more fighting, seeing me leave the spot

where it was going on, turned to the trade they
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liked next in degree, and separated to plunder

as before. Without caring much how they em-

ployed themselves for the moment, I rode back

towards the spot where I had before seen the

Count de Soissons, and pushing my horse up the

hill, I saw him still posted on a little eminence,

with a group of his officers and attendants at

the distance of about a dozen yards behind him

—he seeming to enjoy the sight of the field he

had won, and the others apparently discussing

with some animation the events that had lately

passed.

Silence had now comparatively resumed her

reign; for though a straggling fire might be

heard from time to time, mingled with distant

shouts and cries, the roar of the battle itself was

over. The ground between me and the Prince

also—a space of about a hundred and fifty

yards— was clear and unoccupied ; but being

upland, it of course delayed my horse's progress.

Happy, happy, had I been able to have pass^

ed it sooner ! Just as I was mounting the rise,

a horseman dashed across the top like lightning

—reined in his horse a moment before the Count

—I heard the report of fire-arms. The horse^

man galloped on, and I saw the Prince falling

from his horse.

The noise called the attention of those that

were near; and when I arrived they had ga-
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thered round the Count, and were untying his

casque; but all that presented itself was the

cold blank face of the dead. Above the right

eyebrow was the wound of a pistol-ball, which

must have gone directly into the brain ; and the

brow and forehead were scorched and blackened

with the fire and smoke of the pistol—so near

must have been his murderer.

Thus died Louis Count de Soissons, in the mo-

ment of triumph and victory—triumph turned

to mourning, victory rendered fruitless by his

death !*

* This is the only clear and satisfactory account that

has ever been given of the death of that most amiable

Prince, the Count de Soissons. The Marechal de Cha-

tillon, in his narrative of the battle of the Marfee states,

that the Count was killed by one of the Queen's men-

at-arms, and the Marechal de Faber countenances the

same supposition : but this was proved to be false by the

Count's own attendants, who unanimously declared that

the battle was won before his death. M. Jay, in his

History of the Administration of Cardinal Richelieu,

leans to the belief that the Count accidentally shot him-

self ; and M. Peyran, in his History of the Principality

of Sedan, starts the very strange idea, that the Prince

chose the very moment of victory to commit suicide.

Others have atti-ibuted his fate to an assassin hired by

Richelieu ; and even these Memoirs leave some doubt as

to whether the motive of the Marquis de St. Brie was

merely personal resentment, or the instigation of another.
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CHAPTER XIV.

"Ah! Monsieur de rOrme !" cried De Ri-

quemont, the Prince's first Ecui/er de la main,

as I galloped up. " Here is a dreadful catas-

trophe ! Monsieur le Comte, I am afraid, has

accidentally shot himself. Twice during this

morning I have seen him raise the visor of his

casque with the muzzle of his pistol, and I

warned him of the event."

" No, De Riquemont !" replied I. '* No !

the Count has been murdered ! Look at his

pistols ; you will find them charged. As I rode

up the hill, I saw a horseman pass him, I heard

a pistol fired, and beheld the Count fall."

" I saw a horseman ride away also," cried

one of the attendants ;
" he wore a green plume,

and his horse, which was a thorough barb, had

a large white spot on his left shoulder."
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" I know him, I know him, then !" replied I,

"and I will avenge this on his head, or die." So

saying, I turned and galloped down in the direc-

tion which the horseman had taken, without see-

ing or caring whether any one followed me or not.

Certain that the assassin had betaken himself

to the hollow way, I felt sure that, whether he

went straight forward, or crossed over the hill,

I must catch a glance of him if I rode fast. I

was mounted on the noble horse the unhappy

Prince had himself given me ; and, as if feeling

that my errand was to avenge his lord, he flew

beneath me like the wind. I was just in time

;

for I had scarcely reached the bottom of the

glen when I saw a hat and green feather sink-

ing behind the hill to the right. I spurred

across it in an instant, and at the distance of

about one hundred and fifty yards before me,

in the ravine below, I beheld the same horse-

man I had but too surely marked before, now

galloping as if he well knew that the avenger

of blood was behind him.

The ravine led into a road which I was ac-

quainted with, from De Retz and myself having

followed it on our return from Sedan to Paris.

It was the worst a fugitive could have taken,

for it had scarce a turning in its whole lengthy

and, once we were both upon it, the chase of
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the assassin became a matter of mere speed be-

tween my horse and his. They were as nearly

matched as it is possible to conceive ; and for

more than four miles which that road extended,

I did not gain upon him forty yards.

At length, however, the path was traversed

by the little river Bar, broad and spreading,

but scarcely deeper than a horse^s knee. The

bridge was built of wood, old and insecure; and

he that I pursued took the river in preference.

In the midst his horse's foot slipped, and fell on

his knees. His rider brought him up; but

the beast was hurt, his speed was over, and

before he had gained twenty lengths on the

other side, I was up with him, and my hand

upon his bridle-rein.

" Turn, villain ! Turn, murderer !"" cried I,

*' and prepare to settle our long account toge-

ther. This day, this hour, this moment, is

either your last or mine.""

" By my faith. Monsieur de TOrme," replied

the Marquis de St. Brie—for to him it was

spoken—"you hold very strange language; but

you had better quit my rein ; my attendants are

within call, and you may repent this conduct.

Are you mad ?''''

From whatever accident it happened, his at-

tendants were evidently not within call, or he
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would not have fled so rapidly from a single

man. While he spoke also, I saw him slip his

hand softly towards his holsters, and in another

moment most probably I should have shared

the fate of the Count de Soissons, but before

he could reach his pistol, I struck him a vio-

lent blow with my clenched gauntlet that dash-

ed him from his horse. I sprang to the ground,

and he started up at the same moment, laying

his hand upon his sword.

*'Draw! draw, villain!" cried I. '* It is

what I seek ! draw !"

" Doubtless," replied he with a sneer, that

he could not restrain even then, while at the

same time fury and hesitation were strangely

mingled in his countenance—"doubtless, when

you are. covered with a corselet and morion,

and I am without any defensive arms."

" That difference shall soon be done away,"

cried I, casting away my casque, and unbuck-

ling my corselet, while I stood between him and

his horse, and kept a wary eye upon him lest

he should take me at a disadvantage ; but he

had other feehngs on the subject; it seems, for

before I was prepared, he said in a faltering

tone, " You have told me yourself, that who-

ever seeks your life shall die by your hand.

The combat with you is not equal."
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" Fool !" cried I, " fool ! You, a murderer,

an infidel ! Are you superstitious ? but draw,

and directly, for I would not kill you like a

dog. Think of the noble Prince you have

just slain—-think of the unhappy Bagnols, the

proofs of whose innocence and your treason are

now upon my person.
"*'

*' Ha !" cried he, suddenly drawing his

sword, " have at you then. You know too

much ! At all events, 'tis time that one

should die.'''

So saying he waited not for me to begin

the attack, but himself lunged straight at my

breast. The struggle was long and obstinate.

He was an excellent sv/ordsman, and was be-

sides better armed for such an encounter than

I was, his sword being a long Toledo rapier,

while mine was a heavy-edged broadsword,

which would thrust, it is true, but was pon-

derous and unwieldy. I was heated too, and

rash, from almost every motive that could irri-

tate the human heart. He had sought my own

life— he had taken that of one I loved and

esteemed— he had snatched from me all the

advantages of success and victory, at the

very moment they seemed given into my hand.

Thus, anger made me lose my advantage ; and

it was not till a sharp wound in the shoulder
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taught me how near my adversary was my
equal, that I began to fight with caution and

coolness.

The glaring of his deadly eye upon me

showed me now whenever he meditated a thrust

that he fancied certain ; and I could perceive,

as he saw the blood from my shoulder trickle

over the buff coat I had worn under my corselet,

a smile of triumph and of sanguinary hope curl

his lip, as his faith in the astrologcr'^s prophecy

gave way.

A wound in his neck soon turned his smile

into an expression of mortal wrath, and making

a double feint, which he thought certain, he

lunged full at my heart. I was prepared—
parried it instantly— lunged before he could

recover, and the hilt of my sword knocked

against his ribs, while the point shone out

under his left shoulder. He felt that he was

slain, but grappling me tight with the last

deathly clasp of expiring revenge, he drew his

poniard, and attempting to drive it into my
heart, wounded me again in the arm. With

difficulty I wrenched it from him, and cast him

back upon the ground, where, after rolling for

a moment in convulsive agony, and actually

biting the earth with his teeth, he expired with
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a hollow groan and a struggle to start upon

his feet.

So keen, so eager, so hazardous had been

the strife, that though I became conscious some

spectators had been added to the scene of com-

bat, I had not dared to withdraw my eye for

an instant to ascertain who they were. When
it was ended, however, a voice cried out,

" Nobly done ! bravely fought ! Pardie, one

does not see two such champions every day V
and turning round, I found myself in presence

of an old officer, accompanied by another little

man on horseback, together with about twenty

musketeers on foot.

" And now pray tell us, Sir,"" demanded the

officer, " who you are, and whether you are

for the King or the Princes ?"

" I can save him that trouble," interrupted

the little man who accompanied him, riding a

step forward, and exposing to my sight the

funnel-shaped boots, the brown pourpoint, and

the keen, inquisitive little countenance of my
old persecutor, Jean le Hableur. " This, Mon-

sieur le Chevalier," he continued, " is Monsieur

le Comte de TOrme, the dear friend and ally

of his Highness the Count de Soissons, and one

of the chiefs of the rebels ; and let me tell you
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that you had better put irons on both his hands

and his feet, for a more daring and a more

cunning plotter never tied an honest man to

a tree in a wood."

" I shall certainly use no such measures

against so brave a soldier as this young gentle-

man seems to be,"" replied the officer. " Never-

theless, you must surrender yourself a prisoner,

Sir,"' he added, " without you can show that

this old man speaks falsely."

" He speaks truth,"' replied I. '* Do with

me what you like,— I am very careless of the

event."

" From your despairing tone, young Sir,*"

observed the officer, " I conclude that your

party has lost a battle, and that Chatillon has

gained one."

" So far from it," replied I, "that never did

any one suffer a more complete defeat than the

Marechal de Chatillon this day. His cannon,

his baggage, and his treasure, are all in the

hands of the Duke of Bouillon ; and he has not

now one man upon the field of battle but the

dead, the wounded, and the prisqners."

" God of Heaven !" cried the old officer,

deeply affected by the news. " Sir, you are

surely too brave a man to tell me a falsehood
?''"'

" I speak the truth, upon my honour," re-
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plied I ; " and more, I warn you that, if you

do not speedily retreat, you will have the

cavalry of the Princes upon you.'^

" We must take you with us, however,"

answered the other. " Some one look to the

young gentleman's wounds, for I see he is

bleeding/'

My sword was now taken from me, my
wounds were bandaged up, as well as the cir-

cumstances permitted ; and being placed upon

my horse, I was carried to the end of the road,

where I found that the soldiers who had made

me prisoner were only the advance party of a

regiment that had been hurrying to join the

army of the King. The old officer with whom
I had spoken was the Count de Langerot, their

commander, who having heard the distant re-

port of cannon, together with the rumours

which spread fast among the peasantry, had

ridden forward to gain some farther informa-

tion, and had come up just before the death

of the Marquis de St. Brie.

The regiment immediately retreated to Le

Chesne, and during the time I remained with

it, I was treated with every sort of lenity and

kindness by its commander; but this only

lasted for a day ; for the Marechal de Chatillon

having joined the regiment at Le Chesne, and
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collected together the scattered remnants of his

army, sent me prisoner to Mezieres, under a

large escort, making me appear, by his pre-

cautions, a person of much more consequence

than I really was, probably thinking that a

prisoner of some import might do away, in a

degree, the humiliating appearance of his de-

feat. Perhaps, however, I did him wrong

;

but I must confess, at the time, I could see

no other object in sending me from Rethel to

Mezieres under a strong detachment of cavalry.

At Mezieres I was consigned to a small room

in the chateau, which, though not a dungeon,

approached somewhat near it in point of com-

fort ; and here plenty of time had I to reflect

at my leisure over the hopelessness of my situa-

tion. With the death of the Count de Soissons,

every dream ofmy fancy had died also; and all

that I could do, was to turn my eyes upon the

past, and brood despairingly over the delights of

the years gone by, with thoughts cold, unfruit-

ful, agonizing— as the spirits of the dead are

said sometimes to hover round the treasures

they amassed in their lives, at once regretting

their loss, and grieving that they had not used

them better.

Thus hour after hour slipped away, each one

a chain of heavy, painful minutes, gloomy, deso-
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late, deathlike. My jailer was a jailer indeed.

For several days he continued to bring me my
food, without interchanging with me one word ;

and his looks had any thing in them but conso-

lation. At length, on the seventh morning, I

think it was, he came with another like himself,

bearing a heavy set of irons, and told me I

must submit to having them put on my legs

and arms.

Of course I remonstrated against the degra-

dation, urged my rank, and asked the reason of

the change.

" Because you are condemned to death," re-

plied he. " That is enough, is not it T^

" Condemned to death !" I exclaimed, '* with-

out a trial ? It is false—it cannot be."

" You '11 find it too true, when they strike

your head off," replied the jailer ; and without

farther information left me to my own thoughts.

I had before given up life, it is true—I had fan-

cied that I cared not for it, now that I had lost

all that made life dear — but nevertheless, I

found that the love of being lingered still, and

that I could not think, without a shudder, on

the fond fellowship betwixt body and soul be-

ing dissolved for ever.—For ever ! the very

word was awful ; and that fate which I had

never shrunk from—which I had often dared,
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in the frenzy of passion or the folly of adven-

ture, acquired new strange terrors when I view-

ed it face to face, slowly advancing towards me,

with a calm inevitable step.

While I sat thinking upon death, and all the

cold and cheerless ideas thereunto associated,

a gay flourish of trumpets was borne upon the

wind, jarring most painfully with all my feel-

ings. The sounds came nearer, mingled with

shout, and acclamation, and applause, and then,

the evident arrival of some regiments of cavalry

took place in the court of the chateau where I

v/as confined ; for there was the clanging of the

hoofs, and jingling of the arms, and the cries of

the commanders, and all the outcry and fracas

of military discipline. During the whole day

the noise continued with little intermission, and

though I would ha\e given worlds for quiet,

quiet was not to be had.

It was about four o'clock, and the rays of the

summer sun were gleaming through the high

windows of my prison, kindling in my bosom

the warm remembrance of nature's free and

beautiful face, when the jailer entered, and told

me I must follow him. I rose, and being placed

between two soldiers, I was marched through

several of the long passages of the chateau, as

fast as my irons would permit, to a small ante-
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room, where being made to sit down upon a

bench, I was soon after joined by one or two

others manacled like myself.

Here we were kept for some time, with guards

at all the doors, and the jailer standing by our

side, without affording a look or word to any

one. At length, however, the sound of persons

speaking approached the door of what seemed

the inner chamber; and, as it opened, I heard

a voice which, however unexpected there, I was

sure was that of the Chevalier de Montenero.

The sound increased as he came nearer, and

I could distinctly hear him say, " Your Emi-

nence has promised me already as much as I

could desire—the enjoyment of my fortune, and

my station in France. All else that you could

properly grant, or I could reasonably request,

depends, unfortunately, upon papers which are,

I am afraid, lost irrecoverably ; and I have

only to thank you for your patient hearing, and

the justice you have done me."^

As he spoke, the Chevalier came forward ac-

companied, as far as the door, by Richelieu him-

self, who seemed to do him the high honour of

conducting him to the threshold of his cabinet.

" Monsieur le Comte de Bagnols,"' said the

Minister, to my infinite surprise and astonish-

ment, addressing by this name him whom I

VOL. III. O
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had always been taught to call the Chevalier

de Montenero, " what I have done is nothing

but what yoLi had a right to claim. Your

splendid actions in this last campaign prove

too well your attachment to the King and the

state, for me to refuse you every countenance

and protection in my power to give ; and be-

lieve me, if the letters, and the marriage certifi-

cate you allude to, can by any means be reco-

vered, every thing that you could wish will be

rendered easy. In the mean time, the King's

gratitude stops not here. We look upon the

safety of the greater part of the army to have

depended upon your exertions, and we must

think of some means of rewarding it in the

manner most gratifying to yourself. You will

not leave Mezieres for a few days,—before then

you shall hear from me.""

The Chevalier, or rather the Count de Bag-

nols, took his leave and withdrew, without cast-

ing his eyes upon any of the wretched beings

that lined the side of the ante-room. My heart

swelled—but I said nothing ; and in a moment

after, was myself called to the presence of the

Minister.

He was seating himself when I entered, and as

he turned round upon me, very, very different

was the aspect of his dark, tremendous brow
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from that which I had beheld on another oc-

casion. The heavy contemplative frown, the

stern piercing eye, the stiff compressed lip,

the blaze of soul that shone out in his glance,

yet the icy rigidity of his features, all seemed

to say, " I am fire in my enmities, and marble

in my determinations;" and well spoke the

inflexible spirit that dwelt within. When I

thought over the easy, flowing conversation

which had passed between me and that very

man, his unbent brow, his calm philosophizing

air, and compared the whole with the iron

expression of the countenance before me, I

could scarcely believe it had been aught but

a dream.

" Well, Sir Count de I'Orme,'* said he, in

a deep hollow tone of voice, " you have chosen

your party. You have abandoned an honour-

able path that was open to you. Of your

own free-will you attached yourself to treason

and to traitors, and you now taste the conse-

quences."

" Your Eminence," replied I calmly—for

my mind was made up to the worst,— " is

too generous, I am sure, to triumph over the

fallen."

*' I am so,'' answered Richelieu, " and there-

fore I sent for you, to tell you that, though

o 2
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no power on earth can alter your fate,—and

you must die! Yet I am willing that any

alleviating circumstance which you may desire

should be granted you in the interim."

" I have heard," replied I, " that no French

noble can be judged, without being called for

his own defence. It is a law not only of this

country but of the world—it is a law of reason,

of humanity, of justice; and I hope it will not

be dispensed with for the purpose of condemn-

ing me.*"

" You have heard truly, Sir," replied the

Cardinal. " No one can be condemned without

being heard, except it can be proved that he

has knowingly and intentionally fled from the

pursuit of justice : he is then condemned, as

it is termed, par contumace. It was not at all

difficult to prove your flight, and you were

condemned by the proper tribunal, together

with the Duke of Guise and the Baron de Bee.

You are the only one yet made prisoner ; and

though perhaps the least guilty of the three,

the necessity unfortunately exists of showing

them, by the execution of your sentence, that

no hope exists for them.—Have you any thing

to ask ?''

" Merely," replied I, " that time and ma-

terials may be allowed me to write some let-
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ters of great consequence to my family and

others;'

" What time do you require ?" demanded

Richelieu. " The day of your execution rests

with me. Name your time yourself; but re-

member that, if you ask longer than absolutely

necessary for the purpose you have mentioned,

you are only prolonging hours of miserable

expectation, after all hope of life is over."

I had now to fix the day of my own death.

It was a bitter calculation, but running my eye

through the brief future, I tried to divest my
spirit of its clinging to corporeal existence, and

estimate truly how much time was necessary to

what I wished to accomplish, without leaving

one hour to vain anticipations of my coming fate.

" Three days," replied I at length, " will be

sufficient for my purpose."

" Be it so," said the Minister ; and taking a

paper already written from his portfolio, he pro-

ceeded to fill up some blanks which appeared

to have been left on purpose. I knew that it

was the order for my execution ; and my feel-

ings may be better conceived than described,

as I saw his thin pale fingers move rapidly over

the vacant spaces, fixing my fate for ever, till

at last, with a firm determined hand, which

spoke " irrevocable''' in its every line, he wrote
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liis name at the bottom, and handed it to the

jailer, who stood beside me, and advanced to

receive it.

" Have those fetters taken off," said the

Minister in a stern tone, as he gave the paper.

" You have exceeded your duty. See that the

prisoner be furnished with writing materials,

and admit any of his friends to see him, one

at a time. Farther, let his comfort be attend-

ed to, as far as is consistent with security-

Remove him !"

His tone, his manner, admitted no reply ;

and as he concluded he turned away his head,

while I was led out of the cabinet and carried

back to my cell.

While the jailer, after having taken off my
irons, went grumblingly to seek the materials

for writing, v/hich he had been directed to fur-

nish, my thoughts, flying even from my own

situation, reverted to the title by which the

Minister had addressed the Chevalier de

Montenero.

" The Count de Bagnols ! Was it— could it

be possible that he was that Count de Bagnols,

said to have been assassinated by order of the

Marquis de St. Brie .?" At first I could hardly

believe it; but as I reflected, the conviction

came more and more strongly upon my mind.
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Everycircumstance that I remembered showed

it more plainly. He himself had first told me
the tale of his own supposed death, and that

with a circumstantial accuracy that any one but

a person actually on the spot could hardly have

done. He had remained for years living under

an assumed name, probably because he had not

the papers necessary to establish his innocence

of the charge the Marquis had brought against

him. I had just heard the Minister allude to

those very papers. From Achilles I had learned

that the Count's fortune had been transmitted

to Spain ; and the Viceroy of Catalonia had told

me that the Chevalier was not a Spaniard. I

had also overheard the Marquis de St. Brie

only a few nights before declare that he had

seen in the royal army some one whom he had

believed dead many years, and to whose sup-

posed death he was evidently in some degree

accessary. To no one could what he had said

be so well applied as to the Count de Bagnols.

Undoubtedly then the Chevalier de Mon-

tenero, the man whom, perhaps of all others,

I esteemed the most on earth, but whose good

opinion I had lost by a succession of inexpli-

cable misunderstandings, was one and the same

with that Count de Bagnols, the separate inci-

dents of whose story had come to my know-
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ledge by a thousand strange accidents, whose

fat^ had always been to me a point of almost

painful interest, and whose most important do-

cuments were still fortunately in my hands.

I had now then the means at once of clearing

myself of all suspicion in his eyes, and of con-

ferring on him the means of equally showing

his own innocence to the world. True that

I could never see the happiness I knew I should

give him— true that his good or bad opinion

could serve me no longer upon earth ; but still

there was the consolation of knowing that my
memory would remain pure and unsullied in

his eyes ; and that the benefit I had it in my
power to confer would attach feelings of love

to my name, and regret to my loss.

Surely the wish to be remembered with affec-

tion is hardly a weakness. The w^arrior's or

the poefs hope of immortality on earth— the

laurel that binds the lyre or the sword, is per-

haps the most daring, yet the emptiest of all

imaginative vanities ; but there is something

holier and sweeter in the dream of living in the

love of those that have known us— it is indeed

prolonging attachments beyond the. grave, and

perhaps derives its charm from an innate feel-

ing in the breast of man, that friends part not

here for ever.
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As soon then as paper and ink were brought

me I sat down, and after writing my last fare-

well to my father, and a few lines expressive of

my deep, my unchangeable affection to Helen

Arnault, I proceeded to sketch out for the

Count de Bagnols the history of my unfortu-

nate adventure at Saragossa. I told him the

promise I had entered into never to disclose the

circumstances to a Spaniard, and showed him

that, as long as I had believed him to be such,

my lips had been necessarily sealed. I pointed

out to him the mistake which Garcias had com-

mitted ; I related to him my rencontre with

Jean Baptiste ; and farther, as briefly as pos-

sible, I gave him the outline of every thing

which had occurred to me since we had last

met, up to the moment that I wrote ; and hav-

ing told him how I had avenged him on the

Marquis de St. Brie, I enclosed his papers,

which I had always kept about my person.

Lastly, I begged him, if I thereby rendered

him any service—if I had ever held any place

in his esteem— if I had by that explana-

tion at all regained it, to see my father, and

bearing him my last farewell, to entreat him

for my sake to look upon Helen as his child—
to remember how I had loved her, and to love

her for her love to me ; and now wishing him

o 5
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personally all that happiness in his latter years

which had been denied to his youth, I bade him

an eternal adieu.

This cost me all that night and the greater

part of the next morning ; but by the time that

my jailer visited me my packet was prepared,

and showing him some Louis— the last I had

about me— I promised them to him if he would

deliver that letter to the Count de Bagnols, if

he was still in the town, bringing me back an

acknowledgment that it had been received.

In less than an hour he returned, and gave

me a paper written hastily in the hand of the

Chevalier. It only contained, " I have re-

ceived a packet from the Count de I'Orme.

—Bagnols." I gave the jailer his promised

reward, and he left me.
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CHAPTER XV.

Shortly after the jailer had quitted my
chamber, a priest came to visit and console me,

and after a long conversation he also departed,

promising to see me again next day. His ar-

guments and reasoning were, I believe, very

commonplace, and delivered with no great elo-

quence or talent ; but I was then very willing

to lend myself to any one who would lead my
ideas from the world I was about to quit to a

better one beyond. Not that I entertained a

doubt upon the subject; but I was glad, by

dwelling upon the idea of a life to come—by
giving it a more tangible essence and being—by
lending conviction the more briUiant colours of

imagination, to forget the regrets that attached

me to this.

When he had left me, a sort of drowsiness
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fell upon me, which I received as a friend also.

I had, as I have said, sat up the whole of the

night before, writing, and the irritation of my
two wounds, which had never been dressed since

I arrived at Mezieres, had greatly exhausted

me. The approach of slumber, therefore, was

an unexpected blessing, and without farther

preparation than merely laying my head upon

the table, I fell asleep. The battle of earthly

hope and fear was over in my bosom, and, like

two inveterate enemies that had slain each other,

they left a dead, void calm, in place of their long

and agitating conflict. My sleep then was not

like that of a child, light and balmy—oh, no

!

it was more like the sleep of death—profound,

still, feelingless. It wanted but the fall of the

one irrevocable barrier to have been death itself.

I was awoke abruptly by some one touching

me, and, starting up, I was caught in the arms

of the Chevalier de Montenero—I should say,

the Count de Bagnols.

" A thousand, thousand thanks !" cried he,

" my friend, my benefactor, my more than son !

Oh, Louis ! no words can speak the joy, the

satisfaction, the relief your letter has given me.

Not alone from the packet it contained—though

I have been seeking it for long and weary years,

as the only means of recovering rank, and sta-
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tion, and honour, and casting back his accusa-

tion on the villain's head who wronged me—but
more, far more, from the proofs it brought for-

ward, that the man on whose high principles I

had staked my estimate of human nature for

ever, was not the villain I had been misled to

believe."

The Count was here interrupted by the jailer,

who had remained standing near the door, with

his immense bunch of keys still in his hands.

" Come, come !
'^ grumbled he, in his dogged,

surly tone, " you can tell him all that. Mon-

sieur le Comte, in another place. As you have

brought the youth's pardon, and the order for

his release, you had better take him away ; for

I never met one yet who liked to stay here,

and I want to do the room. We sha'n't be

long without some other, thank God !
''

The words I heard fell dully upon my sense.

I heard the sound, and it startled me ; but I

received from it no defined meaning that I

could understand and believe.

"It is true, Louis I it is true!'' said the

Count de Bagnols ; " your pardon is granted,

and you are no longer a prisoner. You owe it

not alone to me, however ; the Duke of Bouil-

lon made your enlargement and security one of

the several points without which he would not
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lay down his arms. I applied to the Cardinal at

the very moment that that point was about to

be refused. Two concurring motives produced

more than one could have done. He yielded,

and you are free ; but upon the condition that

you instantly return to Beam, and do not pass

its boundaries for one year. Peace is now con-

cluded. To-morrow the Duke of Bouillon will

be here, and in the evening I myself set out for

Bigorre. You shall journey with me, and I

shall have the happiness of restoring you to

the arms of your father."

" Willingly," replied I ; " but before I go I

must see the Marechal de Chatillon, and inquire

after Helen Arnault. I left her in circum-

stances which required explanation. See her I

know I cannot, for she was going to leave

Paris; but I must and will ascertain where she

is, and how I may hear of her. Monsieur de

Bagnols, you have yourself felt, and can, I

trust, understand my feelings."

" I do, my dear Louis," repHed he ;
*' but to

see the Marechal is quite impossible ; for he is

at this time nearly a hundred leagues from

Mezieres. But leave all that to me. I know

him well, and shall have to send a messenger to

him myself; therefore I may safely promise
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you, that by the time you arrive at Lourdes,

you shall have every information you desire."

This was hardly satisfactory ; but I had no

other course to pursue, and therefore yielded,

though it cost me no small pain once more to

quit the vicinity of her I still loved so unabat-

edly, without being able to satisfy myself of

her fate.

1 have bound myself to tell both the good

and the evil in my history, and I must here ac-

knowledge, that a gleam of satisfaction came

over my mind, when I thought that the youth

whom I had seen with the Marechal de Chatil-

lon, and to whom I hesitated not to attribute

the quality of Helen's lover, could no longer

pursue his suit. It was a selfish satisfaction

enough, I am afraid, and I reproached myself

for it as soon as I felt it. It was a base unge-

nerous triumph, I thought, over the dead, and

I would fain have scourged it from my breast

;

but it was in vain ; I could not chase it away.

It was there in my heart a part of my huma-

nity, and I found it impossible to banish it

from my bosom.

From the prison the Count conducted me to

his dwelling, and after a night's dehghtful re-

pose—repose of mind and of feeling, as well as
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of the mere body, I rose the next morning, re-

freshed, and disposed to view my future pros-

pects with a brighter eye than I had even done

the night before. Still Helen formed a part of

them all. Reality in this respect lent hope no

aid ; for I remembered m}'^ mental promise to

my mother, and I felt that I could not—that I

dared not break it. It was a contract between

me and the dead, from which no living voice

could absolve me. Yet still I hoped ; and, a

dreamer from my infancy both by nature and

habit, I never felt the gay but baseless archi-

tecture of my fancy rise more splendidly than

when Hope, without any earthly basis, but

supported alone by her own pinions, commanded

the work, and her willing slave. Imagination,

found bright materials in the air.

Before departing from Mczieres, I begged

the Count de Bagnols to send a messenger to

Sedan, desiring little Achilles to join me at the

Chateau de TOrme ; and as he had in his hands

upwards of a thousand crowns belonging to

me, I doubted not that, armed with that magic

M'and, money, he would get through his journey

quite as well, though somewhat more slowly,

than any of the ancient magicians, either

mounted on hippogryph, or enthroned in flying

chair.
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A horse had been prepared for me, as well as

every other thing I could need, by my friend

;

but as the news of my enlargement and pardon

had spread through the town of Mezieres, where

the regiment of Monsieur de Lagnerol, who had

made me prisoner, then was, he generously sent

me back, before my departure, the beautiful

charger which had been given me by the unfor-

tunate Count de Soissons ; and I own that few

things he could have given me would have

borne so high a value in my eyes ; for the

memory of the manner in which he had been

bestowed at first, added a thousand-fold to the

noble beast's intrinsic worth.

Towards two o'clock we began our journey

—

not, as I had often ridden with the Chevalier

de Montenero, alone in unostentatious comfort,

unpursued by a crowd of useless attendants. His

restored rank— hampered with an inconveni-

ence, like every other long coveted gratification

of the earth—required him to lay aside the free-

dom of an inferior station ; and, followed from

Mezieres by twenty armed horsemen, we took

our way back towards Beam.

Scarce a hundred yards from the gates of the

city, we were met by the Duke of Bouillon and

his train, going, according to the terms of

amnesty, to renew the homage he had so lately
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cast off, to the crown of France. He reined in

his horse on perceiving me, and approaching,

saluted me gravely, but politely.

" I am happy. Monsieur de FOrme," said he,

'• to see you at liberty, and am glad that this

accidental meeting gives me an opportunity^of

thanking you for your co-operation on a late oc-

casion, and of expressing my sense of your gal-

lant services to the cause in which we were

then both engaged, somewhat better than hurry

and an impatient disposition permitted me to

do when last we met.*"

" Mention it not. Monsieur de Bouillon," re-

plied I :
" the memory of one, to whom we were

both sincerely attached, would of itself have ba-

nished any momentary irritation from my mind

long ago, even if I had not been made acquaint-

ed with the generous care you had taken to pro-

vide for my security."

After a casual word or two farther upon the

same subject, we took leave of each other, and

parted ; and 1 pursued my way in company with

Monsieur de Bagnols.

During our first day's journey, the Count

ceased not to question me upon all the little

minute points of my story, and I filled up all the

blanks in my tale with the same frankness which

I have done in telling it here. I showed him all
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my feelings, and all my thoughts—all that I

had wished, and all that I had done.

He dwelt particularly upon my unfortunate

adventure at Saragossa. " I was wrong, Louis,

certainly very wrong," said he, " in suspecting

you of such a crime, and I owe you some repa-

ration, which doubt not shall be made. How-

ever, if you remem.ber that I saw you enter your

own house that night, when every witness you

brought forward swore that you had never

quitted it, you will see that I had some cause for

suspicion. I had been engaged myself with my
banker in reading over some very old accounts,

concerning the sums which my Intendant Ar-

nault had transmitted to Saragossa, many years

before ; and I had discovered therein so many

frauds and villainies, that I came away sick with

human nature. I saw you enter your lodgings

as plainly as I see you now ; but judging you en-

gaged in some intrigue, into which it was neither

my business nor my wish to inquire, I passed

on. The circumstances that followed gave a new

character to my suspicions, and finding the high

ideas, which notwithstanding all your faults, I

had entertained of you suddenly cast down, I

treated you with haughtiness and impatience,

when it would have been better to have shown

kindness and confidence. At the same time, let
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me say, that for years, Arnault, for purposes I

now understand, had been labouring to under-

mine you in my opinion ; and, though I have

since discovered him to be as bad a man and as

daring a villain as ever existed, and suspected

him even then ; yet the suspicions he instilled into

me remained on my mind, being confirmed by

other events at the time which I could not doubt.

" However,'" he added, with a smile, " I sup-

pose I must not express what I think ofArnault so

strongly, or I shall have your love for the daugh-

ter in arms against me. Still, whatever fortune

he has, and, as you say, it must be considerable,

has been robbed from me."

I was silent, for every word that connected

Helen and Arnault in any way together, went

painfully to my heart, cutting through all my
hopes. The Count, I believe, saw he had hurt

me, and turned our conversation the next day,

to his escape from the assassins of the Marquis

de St. Brie.

" There are circumstances even now," said he,

"after a lapse of more than eighteen years, on

which I dare not let my thoughts rest. Do hot

suppose I allude to pains and griefs. Time has

softened those: but I speak of the happiness

that I enjoyed for a brief space, which when-
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ever I think of it, awakens every pang in my
heart. I had, as I remember to have told you

on a former occasion, made my escape from the

prison in which I had been confined on the accu-

sation of the greatest villain that ever, I believe,

the earth produced. I had prepared every

thing for my flight into Spain, with all that I

held dear on earth—my wife; when, on the very

night that it was to have taken place, as I en-

tered the park, I was attacked by four hired

bravoes, attached to the villain St. Brie. Re-

solved to sell my life dearly, I defended myself

with desperation, till at length I feJl, with a se-

vere wound in my side, and while I was on the

ground received a blow on my head, which

effectually stunned me.

" The assassins then carried me down to a

stream that ran not far from the spot, and threw

me in, as they thought lifeless. But the very

plunge in the water recalled my senses ; and I

was making some faint effbrts to swim, when I

was drawn out by two of my followers, whom I

had left waiting at a cottage below.

'' Their approach scared away the assassins

;

and though so weak that I could not stand, and

delirious from the blow on my head, I was put

into a litter and borne away to Spain, by my at-
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tendants and a friend, who having brought about

my escape from prison, would have risked his

own Hfe, if he had stayed.

" The news of my death was general ; my es-

tates of Bagnols, which could not be sold, were

sequestrated and given to the Marquis de St.

Brie. I was arrainged and condemned on my non-

appearance ; and, as I slowly recovered from my
wounds, I heard that the last tie between myself

and France was broken—my wife was dead.

In a former embassy to Madrid, which termi-

nated in the marriage of Anne of Austria to our

present King, I had become personally known to

King Philip ; and it was proposed to me to enter

the Spanish service, to which I assented, on the

engagement never to be employed against my
native country. With a part of the money trans-

mitted beforehand to Saragossa, I bought the

small estate of Montenero, and took that name,

abandoning the one under which I had known so

many misfortunes. I was sent with the forces

to New Spain, had many opportunities of dis-

tinguishing myself, rose high in station ; and

amassed, without either avarice or extortion, a

large—I may say an immense fortune. But it

gave me no happiness—in fact, I had personally

no use for it. I was both a soldier and somewhat

of a cynic, and consequently not very much in-
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clined to waste wealth either in show or in luxury.

Still I had a most passionate desire to revisit my
native country. Many other circumstances also

combined to carry me thither. The hope of

re-establishing my character and name, which

in the first bitterness of my griefs I had slight-

ed, grew upon me with years, and I directed

Arnault, to whom I still paid a salary, to make

every inquiry and effort to recover the papers I

had lost, offering a reward which might have

tempted a prince. No one, I have discovered,

knew so well as he did where to find them ; and

when, after seeing your encounter with the Mar-

quis de Brie, I betook myself to Spain, lest I

should be discovered before the proofs of my
innocence were procured, he not only found

them, but sent them to me by your good friend

Father Francis of Alurdi, who, as you may
remember, lost them on the road."

The manner in which the Count's papers had

been lost now instantly flashed across my mind.

After my adventure with the gamblers at Luz,

I remembered to have met with the pretended

capuchin as I mounted the stairs. The door

of Father Francis's chamber was open, and the

papers had been enveloped in the same cover

with some pieces of gold. The matter was evi-

dent enough. The baffled sharper had indem-
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nified himself for his failure in cheating, by a

little simple robber}^ and having stolen into the

good priest''s room while he slept, had filched

from his baggage the packet, which to the tact

of his experienced fingers seemed most valuable.

After having made what use he thought proper

of the gold, it is probable that, seeing the papers

were of some consequence, he had kept them

about him, in hope of accident turning them to

account, till he was killed in his attempt to mur-

der me, when it may be remembered the papers

were found upon him.

I communicated my supposition to the Count,

who agreed with me entirely ; but my interrup-

tion seemed to have acted upon his story much

in the same manner that Don Quixote's did upon

that of Sancho Panza ; for he ceased there, and

would not again resume it, saying, with a smile,

that he had really little more to tell, except

that, anxious to re-establish his fame, he had,

through some great interest he possessed in the

army, and from the pressing necessity which the

government had lately experienced for troops,

obtained permission, under his assumed name,

to levy a regiment at his own expense, and had

commanded it at the battle of the Marfee, the

result of which I already knew.

Avoiding Paris, we now approached Beam,
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with as long journeys as we could make each

day ; and oh, what a crowd of thrilling, mingled

emotions hurried through my bosom, when,

from the hill behind Pau, I again beheld the

grand chain of the purple Pyrenees spreading

far along the horizon, robed in that magical

garment of misty light, which makes them seem

something too beautiful for earth ! Oh, my
native land ! my native land ! bound to my
heart by every sw^et association of youth—by
all the ppening ideas that infancy first receives,

welcoming every new impression as a joy—by
every glad thought—by every pure, bright feel-

ing !—when thou ceasest to be dear, most dear

to me, the lamp of memory must be extin-

guished, and the past all darkness indeed !

From Pau we sent forward a messenger to

announce our coming to my father, and the

next morning early we set out for Lourdes. I

will not attemtp to embody in words what I

felt jduring that ride. My sensations were so

confused, so sorrowful in some respects, and so

painfully joyful in others, that I could not sepa-

rate them even at the time. Both the Chevalier

and myself were silent ; and the only words

which, I believe, passed between us were, when,

on entering Lourdes, I begged him to ride on,

while I turned my horse towards the old church

VOL. III. P
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of the Assumption, in which stood the tomb of

the Counts of Bigorre.

I entered the church— there was no one

there ; and passing into the httle chapel, where

the monument stood, I read over some letters

that were freshly chiseled in the marble. They

recorded the death of my mother ; and leaning

down my head, I poured upon them the tribute

of my heart's best feelings. I remained long

there—longer than I had intended ; but I found

a calm and a consolation in the sad duty that

I rendered, which cleared and tranquillized my
feelings. As I came out of the church, I found

a number of the peasantry near the door, gazing

on my beautiful horse, which I had ridden

during the last day, and had tied to a cypress,

while I went in. They all recognized me ; but

divining the employment in which I had been

engaged, they did not speak, but dofRng their

bonnets, let me depart in silence.

Proceeding somewhat slowly on the road, I

suffered the Chevalier to arrive some time be-

fore me, certain that my father would under-

stand and appreciate the motives of my delay.

Gradually, however, the chateau with its towers

and pinnacles became visible—every old accus-

tomed object, every well remembered scene.

Yet in the few months of my absence, so many
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great and important events had occured to me,

so many thoughts had hurried through my
brain, so many feelings had left their impres-

sion on my heart, that I almost wondered to

find every thing still so much the same, and

had it been all in ruins, should have scarcely

been surprised. So many years— ay, years!

seemed to have lapsed since I beheld it.

In the court, all the old servants pressed

round me, and overwhelmed me with their

caresses. Some wept, and some laughed, and

some with the old feudal affection, kissed my
hand ; so that I was glad to escape from them

as soon as I could.

" To the saloon, to the saloon ! Monseig-

neur,*" cried old Houssaye, as I broke from

them, and ran into the house.

To the saloon, then, I turned my steps,

threw open the door, and entered. But what

was it I beheld ? There was but one person

there—a young lady in deep mourning, hold-

ing, as if for support, by the arm of one of the

antique chairs—it was Helen ! my own Helen !

and in a moment she was in my arms, and

clasped to my heart, with a paroxysm of over-

flowing joy, that for the time swept every dark

idea away before it.

" Oh, Louis, dear Louis !*" was all that she
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could say, and what I said, Heaven oily knows.

" But where are they ?" cried I at length.

" Where is my father ?"

" In his Ubrary, waiting you," replied Helen.

" But my father kindly thought that our first

meeting had better be alone, and therefore

he bade me stay here : but now, let us come to

him."

" Your father, Helen !" said I, some chilly

feelings coming over my heart that I dared not

tell her. " Is your father here V
" Certainly," replied she, *' he is in the

library with yours. But come, dear Louis,

come !" and leading the way, with a Hght

step, she ran on to my father'*s apartments.

The door of the Hbrary was open ; and,

gliding forward, she threw her arms round

the Count de Bagnols, excJaiming, " My dear

father, Louis did not know that you had

arrived."

*' Nay, more, Helen," replied the Count, '•' he

did not know till this moment that you were my
child. Louis, forgive me, if I did not tell you

this before. It was not, believe me, from one

remaining shade of doubt ; but it was, that I

wished you to hear tidings that, I was sure,

would give you joy, from the lips, I believed—

I

knew, to be dearest to you on earth."
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They flashed through my brain at once—the

thousand circumstances which, if I had enter-

tained any suspicion, would have long before

shown me the whole truth. At the same mo-

ment, however, I found myself clasped in the

arms of my own father, and the happiness of

meeting, for some time, interrupted all farther

explanation.

The explanations that were to be given me
were nevertheless many. From comparing the

dates of Helen's age with the certificate I had

seen of the Counfs marriage, it was evident

that the Countess must have died in giving

her birth. On this, however, her father never

spoke ; perhaps it was too painful a theme for

him to touch upon. He told me, however,

that he had never himself learned that he had a

child, till he was in New Spain, when Arnault

communicated it to him, knowing that thus

fresh sums of money would naturally flow into

his hands. He took care also that no doubt

should exist upon the Count's mind respecting

the truth of his statement, by sending him the

proof of Helen's birth, obtained from the Abbess

of the convent wherein the Countess had died.

He thus gained his object : the child was con-

signed to his care by her father, who could not

for the time quit with honour the service in

P 3
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which he was engaged; and Arnault received

every year large remittances for the education

of his charge, which he applied of course to his

own righteous purposes. At length the Count

returned ; and, hurried on by the strong impulse

of paternal love, ventured to cross the frontier.

He found that his intentions had been anything

but fulfilled. Arnault, it is true, had taken the

child from the convent where her mother had

died, the abbess of which very willingly resigned

her, as old Monsieur de Vergne had now given

his whole soul over to the dominion of Mammon,

and refused even to pay the pittance required

for her support. The Procureur too had brought

her up as his own daughter ; but education she

had received none.

It may easily be imagined that the Count was

not a little indignant at this neglect ; but Arnault

denied having received greater part of the sums

that had been transmitted to him, and an exa-

mination of his accounts was likely to have fol-

lowed, which might have shown his character to

his lord in its true light. My mother and my-

self however arrived, as I have detailed in the

first part of this book, on our visit of gratitude,

while the Count was in his house ; and Arnault,

to turn away the threatening storm, proposed

to my muther to substitute Helen in place of
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Jean Baptiste, whom she had offered to receive

into our family. The Count, though charmed

with the new arrangement, resolved not to lose

sight of the treasure he had regained, and di-

rected Arnault to purchase and repair for him

the house in which he afterwards resided.

It is probable that the worthy Procureur,

had he seen any prospect of gain, would have

betrayed the Count to the Government ; but

Monsieur de Bagnols had left his fortune still

in Spain ; and as, for obvious reasons, he conti-

nued to employ his former intendant, the only

profit likely to accrue to Arnault was to be

expected from his lord's life and security.

In the mean while the Count, easily foreseeing

the likelihood of an attachment springing up

between myself and Helen, applied himself to

watch my opening character, and to instil into

my young mind all the great and noble prin-

ciples of his own. Where he succeeded, and

where he failed, must be judged of by the fore-

going pages. That he did fail in many in-

stances, I am but too painfully conscious.

By this time Arnault, ever fertile in schemes

where wealth was to be won, aware that the Count

had not communicated her birth to his daughter,

who was still too young to be entrusted with

such a secret^ had laid the somewhat daring
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project of maiT3nng his son to Mademoiselle de

Bagnols; doubtless imagining that his know-

ledge of the Count's secret threw more power

into his hands than it really did. There were

many obstacles however to be overcome, the

two greatest of which were, the likelihood of

my winning Helen's love, and the timidity and

disinterestedness of Jean Baptiste, who still, be

it remarked, believed Helen to be his sister,

having forgotten, with the days of his childhood,

her first coming to his father's house.

On discovering Helen's birth and probable

wealth to his son, Arnault found him deaf to

the voice of interest ; but he contrived to influ-

ence him by other feelings, and, at the same

time that he blackened my character to the

Count de Bagnols, he took advantage of Helen's

gentle kindness towards her supposed brother,

to persuade the good youth that she was in love

with him.

As Helen grew towards womanhood, the

Count, for many reasons, thought it fit to in-

form her of her birth ; but by various circum-

stances his communication was delayed. In the

mean while my journey to Saragossa took place,

and the unfortunate adventure in which I was

there engaged ; and the Count, influenced by

the suspicions to which that adventure gave rise,
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instead of making me the bearer of a message

to my mother and his daughter, informing

them of his real rank and of her birth, as he

had once designed, intrusted the charge to

good Father Francis of Allurdi, who perished

in the snow at the very moment he was about

to communicate it to me. To Helen, however,

the Count wrote, on hearing of the good Fa-

ther's death, and, beginning to entertain more

than doubts of Arnault'*s probity, he procured

the delivery of his letter through the smuggler

Garcias. At the same time, hearing of an inti-

macy between my family and the Marquis de

St. Brie, he enjoined his daughter to maintain

the most profound secrecy upon the subject.

Jean Baptiste had now suffered himself to be

persuaded that Helen loved him, and the sud-

den dispersion of his golden dreams by overhear-

ino^ the acknowledgment of her affection towards

me, ended, as I have related, in the fit of passion

which had nearly brought about his own death.

Arnault, nevertheless, resolved not to abandon

his scheme while a chance of success remained.

He saw that the Count's confidence in him was

gone, and knew that a thousand accidents might

occur to bring about a full discovery and com-

plete his ruin. His only hope, therefore, was

in the success of his plot. Being the only per-
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son but Jean Baptiste who knew the real cause

of my flight, he spread about the report that I

had carried off the daughter of a bourgeois of

Lourdes, who had in fact been seduced by the

Marquis de St. Brie. The Count de Bagnols

had by this time returned from Spain, and one

accusation faUing on me after another, he re-

solved to remove Helen from the Chateau de

rOrme, viewing with as much apprehension

the chance of an union between her and me, as

he had once regarded it with hope and pleasure.

Having given up all expectation of recovering

the proofs of his innocence, and his daughter's

legitimacy, he took measures to let the Cardinal

de Richelieu know that he was still in life ; and

received the assurance that he might Hve peace-

fully in France, and that no farther proceedings

would be instituted against him, if he continued

under an assumed name. He wished however

to do more, and setting off for Paris with

Helen, he took up his abode in the hotel of his

cousin and ancient companion in arms, the Ma-
rechal de Chatillon; when one night passing

through the streets in the carriage of the Mare-
chal, his attendants found me lying senseless, by
my fall from the window.

I was borne to the Hotel de Chatillon, and
what passed there is already written. The mo-
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tives which induced the Count not to see me him-

self, and to deny to his daughter's utmost entrea-

ties but an interview with me of a few minutes,

may easily be understood ; as well as his having

caused me to be removed during my sleep to my
own lodgings, to which my traiteur''s bill, found

in my pockets by the good nun who acted as my
nurse, furnished the address.

Finding his villainy discovered, and fearing

that restitution might be called for, Arnault

had delivered Lourdes from his presence a few

days before the Count carried Helen with him

to Paris. There the Procureur also arrived ;

and, as soon as he discovered the absence of his

former patron, who had by this time joined the

army, he resumed his former designs, and

endeavoured to carry Helen off. His purpose

was, as I have shown, frustrated by the infor-

mation I received from Jean Baptiste, who

had by this time fallen in love himself with the

pretty little attendant of the Countess de Sois-

sons, and was besides heartily ashamed of having

yielded in the former instance to his father^s

schemes. What ultimate object Arnault had

proposed to himself in taking Helen from her

father's protection never distinctly appeared

;

for though not many months after, Jean Bap-

tiste brought a bride to Lourdes, and was, as
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a reward for his integrity, installed in his fa-

ther's place as intendant to the Count de Bag-

nols, yet he could give us no farther informa-

tion ; his father having concealed the particulars

of his plan even from him.

Arnault himself we never saw or heard of

again ; and it seemed evident that he had fled

his country, in fear of the proceedings which

the Count instituted against him. The last news

we received of him was from Helen herself, who

had seen him watching under the porch of the

convent of the Minims, as she set out for Pau,

on the morning when I was obliged to make

ray escape from the hotel de Soissons.

Her father, fearful of the consequences if the

Count de Soissons should march upon the capi-

tal, had requested the Marechal de Chatillon,

then about to visit Paris on the business of the

army, to send his daughter back to Beam,

under as strong an escort as he might judge ne-

cessary. The unsuccessful attempt of Arnault

the night before^ put the Marechal upon his

guard, and the party who accompanied Helen

to the house of the old Countess de Marignan,

her relation at Pau, rendered all danger out of

the question.

Little more remains to be said, for I was at

length happy—and happiness is silent. Helen
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shortly after was made my own, by the irrevo-

cable ties which, to those who truly love,

are doubly dear from their durability. In her

arms, I have found far more of delight and peace

than even the dreams of my own imagination

had pourtrayed ; or hope, that constant flat-

terer, had promised in her sweetest song.

Twenty years have now elapsed ; and though

time, the slow destroyer of man's joys as well as

of his works, may, and probably will, day by day

rob me of some power or of some enjoyment

;

for those twenty years I have known almost un-

mixed happiness. This glorious past I may

truly call my own, and fate itself cannot snatch

it from my grasp.

Still however, though memory has there its

certain treasure, hope runs on before; and I

look forward to my future years with tran-

quillity. Thank Heaven, I have learned as

much content as is necessary to enjoyment and

is compatible with activity : and that spirit of

adventure, which was once my torment, lias

now fallen asleep, never I hope to wake again.

To you, my son, I give this history of your

mother and myself; and as I see, in some de-

gree, the same spirit rising up in you, that

caused so much misery to your father, let me,

before I lay down the pen, point out the moral

VOL. III. Q
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of my tale. If you remark the various events

of this story, as they hang one upon another,

you will perceive that, had I not suffered the

love of adventure to lead me to the very brink

of vice, in the circumstances that occurred to

me at Saragossa, 1 should not only have escaped

the pain immediately consequent, but the Count

de Bagnols would have confided to me the secret

of his own rank and Helen's birth. No motive

for concealment would have existed between us;

my parents would have known all and approved

all,—I should never have had to reproach myself

with the murder of him 1 thought her brother,

— I should never have been obliged to fly from

my home,—I should never have been a house-

less wanderer over the face of the earth, accom-

panied by misery and remorse.

Yet understand me; I blame not enterprise,

I blame not enthusiasm ; it is the spring of all

that is good, great, and admirable in existence

:

but the art of happiness is to guide enthusiasm

firmly on the path of virtue ; the art of success,

to guide it on the path of probability.

THE END.
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